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PREFACE

a

lirThis volume Adds context to the descriptions of collaboration And

multicultural education already presented in Volume I. The cape studies
.

.,

'are written as a chropology of the major events, the everyday occurrences
#

,,t and the social interactions within the projects we studied. Each project

developed a unique internal dynamic during the planning year that we have

attempted to capture in the following pages. Each project had moments of

triumph over adversity and moments of despair when the project's founda-

tions seemed to be crumbling away. .These dynamics are the heart ofprogram

implementation and are described in tRe following pages.

t

At is difficult to acknowledge the help of all of the people who con-

tributed to these case studies. The field data colleetors,,James L.

Deslonde, Daniel Broussard, and Christine Finnan, were responsible for

collecting, analyzing, writing and reducing the complexity of the implemen-.
sT

tation processes. Mina Maria Valenzuela initiated data collection at one'

site. As Assistant Director, C. David Beers was also involved in data

collection and analysis, and. Robert brit, Ray Rist, John BrOwne, and Manuel

Ramirez-served as consultants to the staff at various tides throughout the

(' course of the study. Richard Marciano, Project Director, "was also actively

involved in shaping the direction of this study.

Special, thanks are due the kind people in the Teacher Corps projects

we dtudied, that must, however, remain anonymous. At each,site particf

pants fromtheelHE, LEA, and community cordially invited us into their

lives. Projeot directors deserve extra special thanks foi their coopera-

tion and patience and their tolerance of our endless questions, phone

calls, and our ominous note pads. We also want tb thank Network Directors '\

another contractors who invited us to their meetings and workshops and
(-

who sentisupplemental Mateeial on Teacher Corps activitkes. We are also

indebted to the dedicated Teacher Corps staff, in.Washingtoh, D.C., who

extended the sense of family'to us while conducting this study..

v
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EDGEWATER*

CAST OE CHARACTERSt

IHE/LEA Staff

Andrew Fuller
Richai'd Burke

Robert James
Alice Worthington'
William Fitzgerald
Jinet Willis
Marianne Johnson
Suzanne Marshall

Willard. Franklin
Andrea Mitchell

Faye Bookman
Rob Fletcher
James Pendleton
Francine Silvers

t

Project DNector
Associate Director

Documentor
Secietary
Facilitator--Middle School
Facilitator--Elementary Schools
Facilitator -- Elementary Schools

PE Specialist

Dean
District Supervisor
1st Community Administrator
Team Leader .

raduate' Admissions Office

2nd Community Administfator

Community Council

r j

Roberta Fiske
Community Council Chair

Hanna NOrman

Howard Tulley
John Block
Alfred Pelegro
Fredrick Norman

, Douglas Bennett

Community Council Co-Chair

4P,

Principals

Principal--High School
Assistant Principal--High
Principal -- Middle School

Principal--Melbourne
Principal -- Madera

Site 9f observat.lon (tame .has been changed).

Names of people and places hive been changed.
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Teachers

..

Marie Stanley Teacher--High School
.

Dottie Brady Teacher--High School
Janet Simmons 1 Teacher--Madera -.

Rachael Tufts Teacher--High School

Daniel Parish
Marion Fletcher
Fran Smith
'Alicia Stewart

Interns

%,

Daniel Webster High School
George Washington Middle School
Madera Elementary Schoo).
Melbourne Elementary School
Edgewater State College
Belleview District

Franklin Heights
Rollinsbury

I

Places

Intern
Intern
Intern
Intern
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SETTING THE SCENE

Edgewater is a city of extremes. Winters are cold, summers hot.

Modern skyscrapers dwarf buildings reminiscent of, another' era. It is a

city well-endowed with universities and colleges, but also with children

who do riot learn to feed: It is a city of sophistication where school

desegregation was met with violence.

As. Edgewater grew, it swallowed up smaller communities. Many of these

communities have retained their names and each has a unique, but chAnging

character. The Teacher Corps project schools are located in Franklin

Heights, but draw students from neighboring Rollinsbury. Historically,

Franklin Heights has been a White working class community, but throughout

the years many of the long-time residents moved and Blacks and other minor-

ities from neighboring Rollinsbury have-moved in to take their places.

Physically, Franklin Heights and Rollinsbury both have areas of great

contrast. There are some areas that look like demilitarized zones. Stores

are boarded up, houses are in disr-.air and graffiti and litter add the

only color. At one timdstores in linsbury were owned by Jewish mer-

chants. When ghetto riots broke out in Edgel4ater, many of the stores were

burned. Residents speculate that Any of the stores were DntentIonally

burned by the owners.

There is another side to the area, however. There are some beautiful

old wood buildings, at one time proudly sporting hand-carved trim and ex-'

pensive porches. Some of them are'stillin good repair or are being reno-

vated: Several people have said that.it is difficult to get bank loans to

renovate homes in Rollinsbury and Franklin Heights, but there are some

efforts.

Strong ethnic and racial enclaves developed in Edgewater over the

years, Peo-p-le-OtTexisted-peacefully as long as borders were respected. Se-

gregated schools were a .restilt of these enclaves. Publit schools in Edge-

s"

water were ordered to desegregate several years ago. This changed the ex-

isting educational system drastically and led to well-documented resistance

5
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and violence. Until recently, this violence simmered and only., occasionally

erupted.

Children in the Edgewater schools do not pass through an easily recog-

nizable feeder system. Children are assigne4 to schools according to ra-

cial balance, not geographic proximity. At theihigh school level, students

Choose between,district high schools and :'magnet" schools. Students are

-admitted to magnet schools by application. The intent of the court order

was-to achievracial balance in all schools. This has been fairly suc-

cessful in the elementary schools, but middle and high schobls are still

racially imbalanced. ParoChial schools that were nearly bankrupt before

the desegregation order now have waiting lists. White children who attend

public elementary schools-often leave the public school system ithey do

not pass the exams for the high schools.

A lasting effect of the school desegregation order is the decentral-
/

ized school system. The city was divided into nine districts. Each

trict-is led by an area superihtendent.and,district staff, although

authority still rests with the city's school superintendent and the school

---COmmittee. Each district was paired, with a local college or university and

a largeXusiness., Franklin Heights is located in the Belleview district

4 and is ggired with Edgewater State College.

Edgewater State College was originally founded' as a, teacher's college,.

but in 1960 was expanded to also d!fer liberal arts and various career-
.

oriented bachelor degrees. The student enrollment is about 7,000 at the

t undergraduate level and 2,000 at the graduate level.. Edgewater State has

had,a long history of working with the city schools; it offers services to

the schools and enrolls thieggraduates of the public schools; it accepts a

lafge number of students wieh:isubstandard grades and test scores. The col-
.

lege is struggling for existence in an era of fiscal austerity. There are
1

long-range plans to merge Edgewater State College with the Edgewater branch

of the state university. 4

It was only natural that Edgewater State and the 'Belleview district

Would seek a Teacher Corps project. Since the court-ordered pairing, .the

college has worked primarily in the Selleview disgict. The college has 4

commitment to field-based teacher training, so many Edgewater State, gradu-

ates receive their first teaching experience in Bell -e1ew district schools

6
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es.

And the college faculty _aril familiar with the schools. The college also

implements' many of its pr6jects in the Belleview schools; one of these was-
..

a Cycle 11 Teacher Corps project.

I
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THE PROCESS OF' PROPOSAL DEVELOPMENT '

When 5-year Teacher 5orps Arojects were announced in the Fall of 1977,

an experienced Teacher Corps. staff already existed at Edgewater' State` Col-

%

legeS AndrewiFuller was the dire4tur of t#Cycle 11 project that was

entering its final year. All those involved with the project Were'scci.ted

.

about their progress but were frustrated because its end was in sight.

Program '78 seemed like a logical,extension of their efforts."

The Cycle 11 project was centered in Washington Middle School. The

°principal was enthusiastic about the Teacher Corps project; he felt that

the Teacher Corps "revitalizes" teachers, and is a great morale builder.

He refered to it as a "human library." Most'teachers were involved with at

least one activity in the,school, and members ofthe community who previ-

ously shunned educational programs filled the evening classes. The ad-

ministration and staff
/
hoped to' continue file positive momentum by partici-

pating in Program '78.

Andrew was pleased with the progress of thepCycle 11 project and wel-

comed a project with a Linger/funding cycle. Andrew and James Pendleton

(the program development specialist) discovered, however, that the new
.

project required a much more elaborate administrative structure than ex-.,

isted in the previous cycle. %Projects were required to enter a feeder sys-
o

tem of four schools, create-an elected community council, and respond to a

representative policy board. AndreW and James rose to the challenge and

began develVing a proposal.

P
Proposal development activities fell into two-categories: writing and

organizing. 'District office personnel, principals, and teachelokhad to be

contacted to see if they would like to participate in the T eacher Corps

project.' Andrew and James had meetings with the principals of all 22

schools in the Bell view district add with many of the teachers. The area

supa-interideht, Mrs'{ Mitchell, and Andrew selected four project schools

Which expressed the most interest in participating in the project. They

chose the two elementary schools because of/faculty interest in Teacher

7.
9 .
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Corps; Andrew wanted to continue working in Washington Middle School (and

the principal wanted the project to continue), Ad the superintendent

thought Teacher Corp could do mole good in Webster High than in the other

district high school. Andrew said they chose Webster because it "is a

challenge." He said other programs have gone into Webster and failed, but
I

he hoped to succeed. During the school selection process, teAchers from

Washington school encouraged fellow teachers and community'groups to accept

the Teacher Corps project. Andrew and James did post of the writing, al-

though district staff, principals, and teachers helped with small portions..

It took several months and h urs of hard work to finish a competitive
E'

proposal. James Pendletdn said t at the Project '78 proposal was more dif-

ficult to write than the Cycle 11 proposal for two reasons. Pirst,,the

expanded scope of the project demanded more preliminary developmental work
. r 5

(i.e., gaining permission to enter four'schoOls and preparing for more com-

munity involvement). Second, the rules and regulations often se med to ask

for two mutually exclusive tasks. As he explained:
.

.

. . the main problem turned on fhe fact that they seemed tb
1e. asking for two things simultaneously. They seemed to be ask-
ing for a description of a planning process, and, at the same
time, asking for the results of that planning.procees. And it
was extremely frustrating to look at those standards and analyze
them and try to determine ... what kind of a proposal we were
supposed to.write; ... when we sought clarification in Washing-
ton and I know Andrew made a number of calla and I made .a number
of calls, the people at Teacher Corps headquarters [in] Washing
ton-didn't seem to be too sure themselves ;as to what, the pro-
pos& was calling-for. I almost got the feeling that the'stand-
ards were written, and they did read well.,. but I doqtt think
anybody ever sat down and then analyzed thew!.and wrote . . an
outline of what a proposal might contain.

'

Once all the,supporting letters were secured, the iting finished,

and the complete proposal sent thrOugh the administrative hierarchy of the

Edgewater city school system, the chief authors shifted all of their in- '

teretts back to the Cycle 11 project. In April, they were notified that

they had received funding, and thef started oinking less about terminating

the current Teacher Corps project and more about beginning a new one.

Z
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PDTTING'TOGETHER A CAST OF CHARAC

A small Teacher Corps staff already existed at,Edgewater State for the
0 :1(. -

Cycle 11 project. Andrew.learned a great deal from being director of the

previous cycle, and 6 wanted to continue. The:staff liked working with

him, and,he had good rapport in Washington MAIdle School. Faye Bookman,

the community administrator, decided to remain with the project but could

only work half time because of the demands of a griduate program. Other
u

staff were unable to continue witb,Project '78.
r

This left several positions-to fill. Andrew decided to appoint one

faculty member to serve as a facilitator at each of the four schools. The

person would work one -half lime for Teacher Corps (Teacher Corps funds
. .

would cover a quarter of the salary and the college would contribute a

quarter). Andrew also. atntedto'have,An associate director and someone

responsible for documentation. Everyone involved in preparing the propo al

recognized that Webster High ,Schglit would be th -most difficult school in

which to work. They asked Richard Burke from thL Secondary Education

Dbpartment to.wark at Webster. Richard was respected for his work in read-
,

ing, and all,kgreed that if anyone could succeed at Webster, he could.

Richard jokingly said that they offered him the associate diirector posi-
t

tion so.that he would agKee to be program development specialist at, Webster

11101. 1.

Tie idea of aeacher Corps project was not, unanimously embraced by

the A011ege faculty. Many members df the faculty do not like,the idea of

field-based instruction and do not feel professionals develop through in-

. liolvement outside the college. The dean, however, strongly 'supported the.

pfoject and any attempts to work, in the city. The Teacher Corps project

attracted faculty interested infield -based instruction. Andrew-was happy

that he was able to attract Richard Burke and William Fitieiaid from the
.

Secondary Education Department .and Marianne Johnson and Janet Willis from
1 40IV

the Elementary Education Department.

',:



The position of documentor logically fell to Robert James. He had

worked on the proposal, and had a great deal-of-experience evaluating pro-

grams. Hii expertise was inexperimental psychology, but he was interested

in "what falls between the numbers." ethought the documentation task

would help him learn a new research and evaluation methodology.

/1

With'the exceprqp
;

of Faye, the Teacher 'Corps staff came' from the col-

lege. ThrOugh the proPosal,writing process and prior involvement in Cycle

11, people'in the district-were aware of Teacher Corps and eager to have it

0.

start. Real planning effortsAid not begin in earnest until after the na-

*tional Teacher Corps meetings took place in Washington in August 1978:

1Fs
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BECOMING PART OF THE NATIONAL SCENE

1

National Teacher Corps

Teacher Corps projects exist in a-national as well as a local context.
o

There are many ways that project'participants can exchange information and

interact socially at national, regionsl, and network meetings. The first,

and possibly most memorable, meeting was the national meeting of all Pro-

gram '78 projects that was held in Washington, D.C., in August 1978. .Sev- 0

eral Teacher Corpsrticipants from Edgewater State attended the meeting.

The meeting schedule was intense; every minute was planned, and emotions

were high. The documentor said thatjafter a while he got "tired of shar-

ing" but that 4che a}eetings were interesting. An elementary school teacher

said, "there were a lot of Ph.D.'s running around incited." When asked if

she felt a part of the "Teacher Corps family" yet,lphe said she did not,

that the meetings did not ad4ess any issues that were important to het..

Nearly' 0- active Teacher Corps participants.04tnded at least One

National or Network Teacher Corps function. The obligation to attend meet-

ings weighed heavily on the project director, and often meetings were held

at inopportunettimes. Andrew once complained that he was called away from

the project"wiien important events were occurring, and that it was an impo-

sition on directors to spend their time "brainstorming" when the organizers

have not done their work.

The Teacher Corps Network

Edgewater State is in one of the most active netw ks in the country,

and'the Edgewater staff enjoy Network activities. At o time Andrew and'

Richard suggested that networks would be more useful if they were struc-

tured according to themes (such as urVan, rural, or bilingual) rather than
.. 9

by regions. Richard said, "We have more in common with an urban project

than with dome project in Podunk." Despite the heterogeneous makeup of the

Network, it supplied many worthwhile experiences for the project parti-

cipants throughout the year, many of which will be described later. The

13
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most intense "Teacher Corps experience" was the Corps Member Training

Institute. (CMTI), which seemed to give the team leader and interns a
4
more

complete understanding of some Teacher Corps goals (multicultural education

and communitybased education), than most other Teacher Corps participants

fi

a
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THE FIRST FOUR MONTHS OF PLANNING
(September -'December)

Community Council Eliction

The Project activities began in earnest when schools opened in the

fall of 1978. Several events took priority because they were mandated by

the Teacher Corps Rules and Regulations. The first major,task for the

Teacher Corps project was the election of a Community Council.. There was

community involvement in Teacher Corps activities in the Cycle 11 project,

but not in the form of an'elected council. Project staff recognized the

importance of-the elections. the Council was mandated by Teacher Corps

Washington; it was to have parity with other components of the project and
't

the Co unity Council head was to serve on the Policy Board. However, they

anticipa ed a particular),Y difficult time electing a Council because they

had to try to reconstruct a'community that court-ordered desegregation had

The electionelection wastoordinated by Faye Bookman, the community adminis-

trator, with the help of other staff members and a consultant. The

Edgewater project wanted to 'elect 13 members to the'Council. There were to

be three representatives from each school (one White and one Black, parent

and a representatiOe from the school neighborhohd) and one community member

elected at large. They allocated about 5 weeks for word about the elec-

tions to spread through the schools and the community. Faye formed an

election committee of parents and teachers recommended by the four project

principals. Several parents already active on school/community committees.

were also invollied. Faye and the committee members held meetings at the

schools and explained Teacher Corps to interested parents. The committee .

broken apart.

rec9mmended candidates and encouraged people to run for the Council. Sev-

eral members orthe election committee ran for seats on the .Council, The

committee tried to reach parents through flyers, radio broadcasts, and

'e aper announCements._,1Each of these communication mode's had its short-

Few high school students took the flyers home, and the radio

broadcasted the advertisements after the elections.

15



The night of the elections, voting booths were set up at each of the,

project schools, but the xoter turn out was pbor... Approximately 78 votes

were cast, and, in some cases, by-people with no interest in Teacher Corps.

At Webster High, people attending night school were asked to vote and many

voted solely by race. At Melbourne School, however, an election committee

member said,. "The people who came out to vote knew more than I did." Poor

turn out was att'ibuted to the rainy weather, lack of time to publicize the

elections, 1;ck of information about Teacher%Corps, and parental reluctance

to become involved in the schools.

Roberta Fiske and Hanna Norman were selected by the Council as Chair

and cochair, respectively. Roberta and Hanna had extensive experience

working in the community and in parent organizations. They periodically

became the center of controversy as the project developed. They are con

si4ered by some people-as "paid concerned parents" (i.e., concerned'only

with their own gain). Roberta is paid by the city to serve as a community

covdinator for the district. Both women are outspoken, and are involved

in many community activities besides Teacher Corps.

Formation of the Policy Board

With the selection of a Community Council chair;'all mandated members

of the Policy Board were available. The Policy Board met formally rather

late in the, project. Its first meeting was not until December 150 The

three member t, the dean, the area superintendent, and the Community Council

chair slowly became accustomed to working together. 'The dean said that

Roberta was rather cold to him at first, but ". emntually she started
, -

calling me Will instead of Dean Franklint." Despite its slow start; the

Policy Board played an active, and in some cases, controversial role in

, project operations. Its decisions twice almost tore the project apart, but

the Board members never spoke against one another.

Movement into the, Schools

Activities in the first 4 months of the project's planning'were high-

lighted by active movement into the four project schools. Most preliminary

work in -the schools was organized by the -facilitator assigned to each

school. Teacher Corps received varying responses to the idea of prInning

16
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and heard a range of opinions about Teachei Corps in general. Planning

went slowly and teachers resisted the idea of Teacher Corps until the su-

perintendent arranged release time for Teacher Corps planning. The Teacher

Corps staff saw release time as a .symbol of the LEA's support for the

Teacher Corps project. The.physical and social climate of each school had

a powerful influence on how well Teacher Corps was received. The following

describes each school, and its initial reception of Teacher Corps. 1

Madera School

Mader7 School is a small school that, from the outside, looks rather

stark and formidable. However, a warm, pleasant environment-characberizes

the inside. Classrooms are large and sunny, and the rooms are filled with

children's work, books, and learning aids. Mr. BenneJt, the principal,

seems to have a powerful influence on shaping the pleasant climate in ipe

school. There were no serious problems at Madera School for Teacher Corps

to address;,, the people at Madera became involved in Teacher Corps because

they felt "it will be good for;the children." There are less than 30

students at Madera, and a staff of 18. Mr. Bennett is the only

administrator in the school. Teachers seem to,eget along well toget er;

with only 18 on the staff, it is difficult for cliques to form. Mr.

Bennett said that only one teacher opposed the idea of participating.in the
4

Teacher Corps project.

Students also get along well together. Half of the students are Black

and bussed from a nearby area. lithe other half are Wh4te and live in the

Madera neighborhood. All of the children speak Engligh as their first, len-

guage. C

The teachers at Madera had a-cleir-idea of what they wanted from

Teacher Corps. They wanted help with physical education and music. The

2
principal, district staff, andiTeacher'Corps staff did not see these as

appropriate needs. They thought the teachers should concentrate on more

basic sub legs. The teache94 stood fast, howetTer. One teacher said, "We

finally said, 'Give us P.E. and music;"ot get out.'" '-The rest of the year

was spent planning the P.E. and music program. A few other teachers also
4

worked on a testing program for first grade children to deteiine school

preparedness. Once the Madera staff and the Teicher Corps staff agreed to



C.

1

pursue P.E. and music, efforts centered on who should teach the "courses,

and what their focus should be.

Melbourne Elementary School 0

Melbourne Elemenry School stands as'a fortress on the top of a hill.
.

It is a large school with a student population of over 600. It is one of

the oldest schools'in the city; busts Of famous people adorn the walls of ..-,,,

.

the classrooms, and a-large auditorium isjilled with beautiful antique
..

...

1Smeeting, ball benches. The building isirather c ernous, but.the classrooms

are large, bright, and sunny. Mr. Norman,. the pr ncipal, is a, cheerful,

fatherly man. He is warm with teachers and students. Mra Norman tries to'

promote a convivial atmosphere though after-school softball, volleyball,
,

and dinners. Despite his efforts,'strong cliques exist in the school, and
--

morale among. some of the Staff is low.

Mr. Norman said he became interested in Teacher Corps because "there

are a lot of skills and techniques teachers can learn and pass on to the,-.1

children. He added, "With desegtegation, we have different kids, and

teachers need to 1now about caltural,differenc." Half of Melbourne's

students are' bussed from" adjaceat-Bldck community.

Marianne Johnson and Janet Willis; the program development specialists

at Melbourne said that planning Wasoften frustrating during the initial

months. Many of the teachers resisted the idea of -Teacher Corps, and they

were Aways'ekcited when a resistant teachervexpressed even a small degree
_ .

of enthusiasm. Marianne said that, they eventually, had to 'Say to some

teachers, "We,dort't care if you participate, you can do what you want."

Ever since then, the teachers were more resporulive.

George Washington'Middle Schodil

Washington Middle Scbokl. is located a few blocks from Webster High.

The surroundinp_aeighborhoOd consists of solid.older single-family homes.
4

The homes look nice; but many 'of, them have been-abandoned, and are boarded

up. Thy principal, Alfred Pelegro, did not know why they are beipg aban-.

doned. The neighborhood is primarily Black with a few White and Puerto

Rican families. Washington School is a 1prge three -story brick building
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bu4t in 1904. The school uses...a cluster system, in which each grade has

little contact with the other grades.

Until 7 years ago, the school was notoriously rotigh. Violence and

vandalism were common.: Pelegro'said that middle schools are often

rougher than high schools because students who will haire dripped out by the

time they are 16 still have to attend middle school. There are also more

restrictions on student& in middle schools. Currently, problems have vir-
.

tually disappeared, and the students are orderly and well-behaved. The

school population is about 65X Black, 30%White and 5% other. All chil ren

live'fairly-close t the school; the White children are bussed to the

school. .

Washington Middle School was the site of the Cycle 11 project men-

tioned earlier. When teachers talk about Teacher:corps, they talk pri-

marily about Cycle 11; few of theniereactively involved in the new proj-

ect. When asked if they were on planding task forces, .several teachers

said they Were, but they could not remember which-onethey were on. They
t

had much stronger memories of the past Teacher Corps project. Almost all

teachers were very active in the'Past project. These teachers gave pre-
.

sentations at the other schools and talked glowingry 'abOUt what schools

can gain from Teacher Corps. Others were disappointed with sobe'aspects of

the previous project. Most were upset that none.of the interns found

teaching jobs aid the excitement generated by the Cycle 11 projett did not

remain.'

The Teachet Corps staff viewedWashington SchOol as a bastion of sup-
.

port, and put less effort into deyeloping.programs there than they did at
,4414

the other project schools. Some of their efforts were directed to rediln-.

ing involved /11. long-term prijects, such as in refining.a multicultural

curriculum several teachers started a number of years ago. Other
tor
interests '

were in improving communication between the administraiibn and the teach-
.

ers. Basically, the Teacher Corps staff sought to maintain a presence in

Washington School; they, channeled theitextra.efforts-into Webster High

AP:School.

Webster High School

Webster High School is one otche black sheep is the family of Edge-

water high schools. kis in A very roughisection of town; it has a .

.41
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largely Black student body (90%), and largely White teaching staff (95%).

The most frustrating feature of the school for the teacher Corps staff,

however, is not related to the stuants or their,neighborhood, but to the

low teacher morale at Webster. Andrew said they chose to workwithWebster

High because it is "a challenge" and it has remained throughout the life of

the project.

Webster High is surrounded by a bleak urban environment. Less than a

block away from the'school is a street
46

famous for its drug traffic. This

street once contained small businesses, but most of them are boarded'up,

serving only as .a place to hang out for those who make a living on the

streets. Many'of the teachers are afraid to leave the school. They enter

and leave only when police officers are visible outside. They characterize

the neighborhood as very dangerous and talk frequently about the high rate

, of "Black on 14hite" crime. -Several teachers said pimps and prostitutes

work out of the apartments across the street, and they told of two

ex-students who returned to announce that they are now "ladies,of the

night".

Inside the school, the environment improves. Security 14eople are

posted in the front, but relations within the school are controlled.. Dis-

cipline is a problem at Webster High, but there 14 little violence and van-

dalism obvious to an observer. A few lockers are burned out, but walls and

statuary remain unblemished and little litter remains in the halls.
IFL.

,,Richard Burke was disturbed by the teachers' change in attitude; in

the spring, they had seemed excited about working with the Teacher Corps
;lc

staff and seemed to share the same interests as Teacher Corps. The follow-

ing fall, however, their only concern was with security. Richard acknow-

ledges that a security'problem'exists. There is liMited parking near the

school; and teachers fear purse snatchersand worse if they have to park

away from the school. Until recently, security personnel at Webster con-:
sisted of three older women who sat at the entrances of the school and in

front'of the restrooms.

Teachers asked Teacher Corps to respond to the security prdblem.

Andrew said that Teacher Corps money cannot be used to hire security per-
.

sonnel. The project, however, encouraged the district to hire an addi-

tional security person. Richard said that he suggested to the teachers

20



that "security isa curriculum matter." The teachers responded with

hos;ilityto that'suggestibn.

Another problem at Webster that affects the Teacher Corps project is

the lack of communication between the administration and. the faculty:,

Teachers see the administrators;as weak and unresponsive to their needs.
a

Another problem that contributes to low teacher morale is teacher "excess-
:

ing." 'Webster High has lost 21 teachers in the last few ears. The

administration is caught between decisions made at the-district and city

level and the desires of teachers who can Count on the backing of a strong

union if they chooseto fight the administration.

Once the Teachertorps project responded to the initial plea for addi-

-r ,tional se.curity, teachers divided into ten, work groups to plan for the

needs assessment. The groups included those reviewing such topics as.spe-

cial education, safety and security, class size, electives, business and

reading curricula, business and career administration, school reorganiza7

tion, physical plant, competency-based testing, and discipline. These

groups were ina9,4ve throrughout the fall and winter because the teachers

were involved do preparing for the school's accreditation. It is possible

that little planning probably would have occurred during these months any-

way because of the deep-rooted skepticism many teachers had about federal

programs in = general and Teacher Corps in particular.

Early Planning for Multicultural Education

One of the major events sponsored by the Teacher Corps project was a

multicultural symposium held'in December; It became clear to the Edgewater

Sta%0 staff and the Belleview'district staff that they needed to,learn more

about multictiltural education before they could develop multicultural edu-

cation programs in the schooi. Although Teacher Corps Washington mandated

that programs encourage education that is multic ural, it did not require

that Teacher Corps participants be well-versed in the principles, philoso-,

phy, and practice of multicultural education. The joint staffs decided

that a symposium on multicultural education, featuring several prominent
24

thinkers in the f eld, would offer an initial introduction to those inter-

ested in the concept. The .c-day symposium was attended by Teacher Corps
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staff members: district staff, principals, teachers, parents, and several

people from other projects'in the network.

The Teacher Corps staff members felt that the symposium was a great

success.
0

Participants gave it high ratings and.most people were

"energized" by the speakers. Critics of the program said that it was too

Black-While"and that it wile designed- to make people feel:guilty. Others

said that the presentations 'were interesting, but that they need more

practical information on how to take multicultural education into

'classrooms.

Multicultural education 0 not new to the City of Edgewater. 'Work-

shops and courses on multicultural education and human relations prolifer-

ated followingthe desegregation order, but moat received poor reviews.

Teachers,..eirea4 leery of the concept,.left with negative feelings. 'Few

faculty at Edgewater State have ekpertise in multicultural education; many

of them may tiave less exposure to it than many teachers. The symposium can

be seer& as a public symbol of their interest but only one step toward

building the competence to develop a multicultural program.

S
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CULMINATION OF THE PLANNING YEAR
(January June)

Final pieces of the planning process were

winter and spring. Plans were formalized, and

into the project. As impotant decisions were

set, underlying frustrations and disagreements

The Continuation Proposal

'put together during the

new-staff' members brought

made and future directions

emerged.'

The continuation proposal was the major undertaking of the spring.

Andrew estimated that he and Richard spent at least 5 weeks in February and

-March working on the proposal. The general consensus of all involves in

the process was that it was due tno,early in the-planting year. Richard

said:-

',have something for your report, if they promise a planning

year, why don't we get a'year?. It's crazy that this thing

is Hue in April. We barely had time to create rapport with

the teachers, and [complete) this accreditation thing at the,

high school . . .

w.

Andrew and Frank split up the tasks and had each of the Teacher Corp

staff members write about aspects of the project they-knew well. Even

staff'from the district office worked on some aspects of prOrosal prepara

tion. Staff members were frustrated by the early due date. In some cases;

they were just gaining acceptance by the teachers when they had to draw the

planning to a Close.
QS

Most of the disagreements over the continuation proposal involved the

budget, not specific plans. The.budget was cut by $25,000, which meant

that greater attention was paid to how the remaining money was used. The

Community Council was especially upset by financial allocations. They felt

they should have onethird of the budget. They stressed that too much

money writ to pay, the high salaries of the college staff. Arguments over

tile budget created 4issension among the Teacher Corps staff and between the

rt
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staff and the Community Council. Andrew and Faye, the community coordina-

tors, disagreed about who was responsible for the lacivof community input

into proposal development. p.

Andrew began to,question the wisdom of,leaving the security of'a ten-
.

ured college position to take on a, complex, problematic project,- ile'said

that he realized why go many of his colleagues did not leave; in the col-

,lege.context, their salaries are not scrutinized and tbey receive no abuse.

He added that, "Teacher Corps is hard on you physically, emotionally, and
A

mentally."

The Community Council

Arguments over the budget appeared to be a symptom of growing confu-

sion and dissatisfaction among Community Council members., During the first

months the Council concentrated on learning to work-together. Roberta and.

Hanna.armed leadership positions because they Imo( more experience working

with councils. Faye and the Council members developed a working rapport

with each other,.but they were still unsOreoabout their role in the $roj=

ect. As the Councilitarted participating more actively in the project,

dissension among members grew. Faye and several Cduncil members had been

friends before thfs cycle of Teacher Corps, and they began td challenge

Roberta and Hanna's growing. power. They accused ,Roberta and Hanna, of

participating in Teacher Corps for their own political gain. Tempers

flaired when Roberta took part in the controversial team leader selection

process to 'be described later.

Power became an iseue for the Council at both the project afid national

Fakedescribe4 a Teacher Corps-sponsored meeting Or Community

Council members, and was upset by the ideas they perpetrated':' She said

that they "gbt the people all fired 'up to think they have power, but what

does power have to do with Teacher Corpse- She objected to the emphasis on

power and thought cooperation should.be emphasized. Shesaid a big problem

is that people talked about parity, blit they did, not say where the arity

should 'be. Does parity mean equal access to money, to decisionmaking or to

involvement and,respo sibility? Council members were confused because they

did not know what the ,should demand or expect from the. project. Before

the end of the school Year Faye submitted her resignation as community

coordinator in order to devote more time to er graduate studies.

1
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Teacher Corps in the Schools 0
. .

Problems with th/community stand in contrast with successful planning
Th

at the elementary schools. Teachers at Madera looked forward 'to the phys-
/

ical education and music programs they requested. A physital education'

specialist at Edgewater State organized an innovative P.E. program in which:

children develop' cognitive, motor., and affective skills through Movement.

The specialist welcomed the opportunity to apply her theories to real

school situations.

The teachers contacted a private music institute to provide special

music instruction. Once Andrew committed several thousand dollars of Tea-
.

cher Corps money to, the music program, the institute found at least tent

thousand more in matching funds°. Planning at both Melbourne and Washington

Middle School was less excit9ng than at Madera, but also less explosive
.0

than at Webster gigh.

Progress at Melbourne remained steady. Marianne and Janet continued

0 win the support of teachers, but they also remained frustrated by the

Slow rate of progress. William'qatzgerald, the facilitator at Washington

Middle School, centered his attention on a few teachers interested in

multicultural education, administration, and discipline.

Many teacher!, at Washington Middle School felt let down by this cycle

of TeacheY Corps. During Cycle 11, Teacher Corps, Was-ever-present at

Washingt on. Andtw visited the school often; teachers who had never worked

J;cogether before came together for Teacher Corps functions; parents came to

the .school for night classes, and the interns were a constant reminder of

the Teacher Corps philosophy. When Program '78 began, they did not-have

anything new to plan, and they knew what to expect from William Fitzgerald.

One teacher said he likes William, but wished someone else was facilitator

4
to -shake things up a little."

The months following Christmas break were frustrating for Richard

Burke, facilitator at Webster High School. Teachers were assigned to one

of ten planning task forces. The planning was delayed, however, for sev-

eral reasons; the demands of the high school accreditation process,

Richard's work on the continuation propos11, and the teachers' protest

againht the team leadei selection process. By the end of the school year,
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teachers described the kind of programs, they wanted Ilhd the amount of money

they thought would be necessary. When Richard totaled their requests, he

.was shocked that they were asking for $138,000. There was little agreement

on what the focii of the in-service training should be. Small groups of

people put in requests' for programs specific to their individual heeds.

The planning reflected the general climate of the school; individual

interests came before group interests.

Team Le'adet Selection

All qualified teachers in the four project schools were asked to apply

for theteam leader position. They had to have a master's degree and 3

years of teaching experience in Edgewater schools.- Appli'catiQns were due

at the Teacher Corps office ty mid-April. Meanwhile, a representStive

steering committee met to establish selection and evaluation procedures.

The committee was represe4tative to the point of being cumbersome. All

. role groups were equally represented. .Candidates were-eventually interviewed

by a 22-member committee (4 college staff members, 4 district office staff

members, 4 principals, 4 teachers, A parents and 2 high school students).

el 4 The committee carefully developed an interview and evaluation procedure

,/before meeting the candidates.
41(

Only .eight teachers applied for the position. All were interviewed by

the steering committee. Four finalists were chosen; three of the four were

from the high school, and one was Black.

The Policy Board met on May 14 to select the team leader, and they

proceeded to turn a carefully planned process into a Crisis. Their first

controversial act was to call an'ececutive session. TWarea superintend-

, ent suggested that, because the candidates had already encountered a large

group interview, they deserved a "small group" interview with the Policy

Board. At'first no one but the superintendent realized that "small group"

meant only the three Policy Board members. The decision forced six people

out of the room (2.SRI docutentors, the director, the associate director,

the pioject secretary, and the community coordinator). The Policy Board

had never called an executive session before, and Andrew was furious..

Speculation flew as to why they had been excluded: maybe the superintend-

ent and Community Council chair were embarrassed because they did not have
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a procedure worked out for the selection; maybe they realized they would.' - ...

favor one candidate; maybe the SRI presence was threatening; maybe they did

not want Faye to,witness the process; maybe the superintendent actually

. wanted a small, intimate interview.

The next controversial act was to select the only Black candidate.

Rachael Tufts, the prospective team leader, was well-qualified for the

position, but was already a controversial figure at the high school.

Several years before; Rachael was promoted over a very popular White '

teacher with mori 44iority. Teachers at thelligh_scho4 were furious;

.they said Whites did not hive a chance for promotion, and established

procedures no longer meant anything.

The high school teachers knew Rachael applied for the team leader
0

position,and they were convinced she would be selected. They were not

--
willing to passively accept another "racial promotion," and mobilized a

protest even before her name was announced. The PolAcy Board did not

announce their selection immediately, but the day after they met, the high

school teachert circulated a petition to discontinue involvement in Teacher

Corps; most teachers sAgned it. They did not mention Rachael in the

petition; they said Teacher Corps was a waste of money, and they did not

want to be associated with it. Most people admitted, however, that the

inevitable selection of Rachael c.,as the catalyst for the protest.

The Community Council also protested when they heard that Rachael was

selected. The Council members asked the chair to consult with them before

voting on a candidate. She did not do so, and she did not vote for the

candidate oftheir choice. The Council called an emergency meeting to con-
-

front the chairperson; several Council members thought the chair should

,

resign from the Council.

To say that Andrew and Richard were upset is an understatement. The

project they worked so hard to bring together seemed to-be falling aparot

around them. They cajoled and negotiated, and eventually temp s cooled.

Rachael withdrew her application, and after' a week, Rob Fletche 's name was

'announced as team leader.
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The teachers at the high school were still not convinced that they
..-

., wanted to be involved with Teacher Corps. They developed a list of ques-

tions for Andrew and Richard to answer, and held several meetings to air

their differences. Andrew and Richaiiwere frustrated because many of the

lir)

questions were ,answered earlier in the yea because the sessions were

poorly organized by the school administKat and because many teachers,
-..

tuned them out. Teachers did not understand why so much money should be
look

spent on college staff salaries. They criticized the project for involvfng

"paid concerned parents," and they asked whyl:teachers.had so little de-

cisionmaking power in a program designed for teachers: Emotions were still

hot when school let out for the summer. The high school did not withdraw

from the project, but the teachers were still skeptical about Teacher

Corps, and the Teacher Corps staff was drained.

Intern /Team Leader Team

As the storm brewed over the team leader selection, applications for

the intern positions flooded the Teacher Corps office. Approximately 280

applications were received and reviewed. A 5-member seleCtion committee

narrowed down the applications to 70 and then to 21. The 21 were inter-

,viewed,by the selection committee and 9 were interviewed by, the Policy

Board. The criteria the selection committee used were that the interns

iave an adequate GPA of 3.0 (to meet college requirements), and that they

reside in the area, preferably in the Franklin Heights area of Edgewater.

The project staff hoped to have equal representation from Blacks and Whites

and from men and women. The interns were selected with little conflict.

The four interns had little in common except that they-had all worked

in the community for a number Of years and wanted to become teachers. They

ranged in age from 25 to 50.

The intern/team leader team was the only bright spot in the project as

the school year closed. ,Rob Fletcher fit into the project staff immedi=

-ately:' Andrew even said, "One good thing we got out of the high school is

the greatest team leader." The interns were enthusiastic and worked to-

"gether spontaneously even before they went.to CMTI. TheyAll went off to

San Diego with the warm blessings of the project staff.
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End-of-the-Year Conference

The end-of-the-year conference sponsored'by the Network also raised

people's spirits. The Edgewater State project team planned a panel on

collaboration. A representative fro& each different role group held up a

sign describing the initial reactions to the Teacher Corps project. For

eNample, a principal said, "There are too many people in my school al-

ready." A community representative said, "Just another program to sign off

on." Then Edgewater's\participants described how they tied all of these
---,;--

.

groups'together. Andrew said that their democratic process makes them

"higher on collaboration than other projects in the Network."

Reflecting on the first school year, 'Andrew expressed mixed feelings.

He said that the program lacked !in intellectual core, but he thought hey

had made great progress toward creating a collaborative, democratic struc-

ture. This process was so time and energy consuming that intellectual

... exchange was constantly put off.

The slow development of a multicultural component exemplifies how day-

to-day events took priority_over the development of an intellectual core.

The project staff was interested in multicultural education, but it was

only a minor part of their planned program. Toward the end of the year, a

consultant was brought in to train the Edgewater State staff and the dis-

trict office staff to work as a team in training teachers in multicultural

education. They thought teachers would be receptive to a team from Teacher

Corps and the distriq. There were no immediate plans to implement this
/-

idea, and an unanticipated reorganization in the district office made it

even less feasible.

.
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Teacher Education

SUMMER ACTIVITIES
(July - August)

t

Few events were planned for the tummer, but the Teacher Corps staff,

members were active organizing the fall teacher in-service, working with

the interns; and selecting a new community coordinator. Before school

ended for the summer, each of the school facilitators prepared a prelimi-

nary description of in-service offerings for the four schools. During the

summer, a catalog of classes was,developed, and a scheddle for class offer-

ings was set up. An impressive array of classes were,described, especially

for elementary school teachers. The catalog was jokingly described as the

"Andrew Fuller Institute." The catalogs were sent to all, teachers before

schobl started.

Only one formal activity took place in the summer. A workshop was

held to help teachers- at Webster High develop a uniforni discipline code.

Teachers, administrators, a commnnity.aide,iand the director and associate

director met for 4 days with a consultant. They wanted to have a disci -

pline code ready for teachers before school'itarted. They realized that a

discipline code must begin on the first day of school or it would never

succeed. Andrew was pleased with the workshop because several. staunch

critics of Teacher Corps were involved, and came away from it with a better'

feeling about the project.

Team Leader/Interns

The team leader and, interns had an intensive introduction to Teacher

Corps during the summer. They all had'strong, positive feelings about

CMTI. They,agreed that the "human side" of it was the most influential.

They had never been in as diversified an environment as.CMTI before, .and

'

they enjoyed getting to know people from all over the country. They joked

about the lessons 'they learned and about how they could -talk in a jargon

no one else understood.
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- The connection between Teacher Corps and multicultural education.was

clear for the interns and team leaders. One intern was asked.ff Teacher

Corps is too idealistic for inner-city schools. She replied that it is not

idealistic at all because "we all need to know about other cultures." The

intensity and focus of some of the sessions at CMTI weighed heavily on some

of the White interni. One intern criticized CMTI for being too "Black/

White," and for trying to make people feel guilty.

Once the interns returned from CMTI, they enrolled in one or two sum-

mer school courses at Edgewater State College. Each sessions lasted 4

weeks, and a semester course was condensed into that,time. .Most classes
.

were held 4 days or nights a week for 2 hours: The Anterns agreed that the

courses were good,.but that the session was too short. Interns were free

to take course's of their choice. Andrew'told them to hold off on choosing

a major, and to "shop around." Despite this injunction to take advantage

of the offerings, two of the interns complained because they could snot con-

centrate on the areas they wanted. Daniel and Marion had general teaching

credentials already. Marion was interested in specializing in either

reading or special education, but had been told that Teacher Corps interns

must train for general classroom teacher positions rather than take special

teaching assignments. Marion was also concerned because all the interns

wanted to receive secondary credentials, but Andrew wanted two of them to

specialize in elementary education.

Community Coordinator Selection

One major problem marred the summer for the Teacher Corps staff:

Faye's resignation as community coordinator became effective on July 15,

and the project began the laborious and potentially'volatile process of

hiring her replacement. The Teacher Corps -staff did not realize how polit-
.

ically sensitive this position had become until they tried to replace Faye.

The Teacher Corps office received 50 applications.for the community

coordinator position. Most of the candidates were well-lualified; many of

them had advanced degrees and several years of.community work. An affirma-

tive action committee-made up of people from the college and the community

screened all of the applicatiOns. They decided to eliminate all candidates

wbo had neither residences nor community work experience in Edgewater.
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'Twenty -seven candidates met this criteria. 'the committee members read the
.4

applications from the remaining applicants, and 18 candidates were selected
, . ,0

for interviews.
4

The most controversial candidate was Francine.Silvers. Shewas.well

qualified forthe position, but.she is the superintendent's sister: Sev-

eral committees screened applications, and they 'hesitated to recommend her

because of her family t es. However, they could find no other reasons to

disqualify her.

The Community Council interviewed six c idates and recommended four

Plito the Policy.Board; Francine was among th m, and-she was chosen'by the

Policy Board.

When the decision was announced, the Teacher'Coips staff and the

Community Council were shocked. The staff decidedto make the best of the
.-

situation. Andrew said that, This may be the best possible tbing for the

project. It,will bring the district office into the Teacher Corps office."

At that time he was not sure how the Council would react. The Council did

not react well. Several weeks after the announcement, a 2-day meeting, was

held to talk out all problems with the Council. Andrew invited -;a consul-

tant from the Recruitment #nd Community Technical Resoutce Center (RCTR) to

,act as moderator. All of the active Council members met at a local hotel

with Wrew and the consultant. Francine came 4o the meeting, but the

Council asked that she not come in. She was dismayed by that decision, -

saying, "If they're talking about me, I should be there." She did attend a

wrap-up meeting the next morning. Reports of the meeting described it as a

"real knock down, drag out." A_Council member said that the consultant was

very good, butt he placed the blame for ,poor council relations on Andrew

,rather than on Roberta. They talked about every area of miscommunication

and misunderstanding involving the Council. A.major complaint was that the

' chair, Roberta, had voted against their recommendation on Policy Board

matters.

This was'the atmosphere in whicl0Francine Joined the Teacher Corps

staff. Needless to say, she had some trepidation about starting the job.

When the Community Council Met:following her appointment, she told the,f6ur
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members present that, "I'm a coordinator'no one wants, and you are a Coun-

cil with no function, so we should get along well." It was with this feel-
,

ing that the Council greetell` the school sear. Francine took solace in the

fact that she was awaiting word on several other school/codmunity job open-

ings.

N
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THE PRODUCT OF PLANNING:. PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

(September - December)

r5

In-service in the Elementary Schools

School started in September and the "Andrew Fuller. Institute" was

ready to serve all interested teachers. Most of the offerings centered on

,the needs of the elementary schools, and all classes were offered in the

project schools. Formal classes were offered in the following:

Designing a Developmental Music Program

Principles of Physical Education

Techniques and Methods for Identifying Special Need Students

Designing on Ali-Day Kindergarten

The music and P.E. classes demanded a great deal of teacher partici-

pation. The music teacher had her class marching around the room beating

out' rhythms anesinging songs. TMe P.E. instructor had teachers rolling on

the floor, chasing imaginary butterflies, and fighting mock battles. In

both cases, teachers who otherwise would not talk to each other were liter-

ally thrown together. Several teachers were happyto say that communica-

tion with their colleagues had increased since they enrolled in the music

and P.E. classes. Instri(ctors in both the P.E. and music classes are

Available atleast 1 day a week to demonstrate and criticize lessonh- in the

teachers' rooms. Many of the teachers have tried to bring what they

learned into their classrooms and are pleased with they results. Teachers

at Madera fought hard for these two classes, and they enjoyed what they
. ,

were learning. Teacher Corps responded to their needs, and they 'are now

willing to work in the classes and to experiment with innovative teaching

techniques.

The Special Needs and All-Day Kindergarten cldsses were taught at Mel-

bourne School. The co rse offerings were more traditional and teacher

response was less posit ve than at Madera. Teachers and instructors had to

negotiate throughout the first weeks of clasi to find a mutually satisfac-

tory direction. The All-Day Kindergarten instructor found this process
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re-

sistance

but rewarding, especially once the class moved forward

broke down., ,

In-service at the Middle School

No formal in-service classesvw ere p lanned ht Washington Middle

School, A series of workshops on "Models of Discipline were offered, but

teacher. attendance was low. The project' members. had planned to introduce

teachers to four approaches to improving diqipline procedures. They w ould

then develop a course in the second semester that focu 44 on the most popu-

lar approach. Several teachers trained to serve as facilitators forone of

the approaches and they felt they were making progress with their group.

Many teachers at Washington feat deserted by Teacher Corps. They talk

about the former project as a kind of "golden age." Many still take

classes and participate actively, but they are not interested in the

offerings Also,they know the strengths and weaknesses of the facilitator

from Edgewater State too wei3. A small group of teachers are involved in

an ongoing task force to refine a multicultural curriculum developed leers

ago and others are participating in another designed to suggest adminis-

trative innovations.

In-service at the Nigh ,Sichool

' Predictably, the in-service,offeringd at Webster High School led to

some problems. The'reading teachers requested a class in "Dedigning a

Multicultural Development Reading Curriculum"; several members of the

Community Council were also interested in the class. When the Council

members learned that the workshop was to be offered a night at a high

school its a predominantly White part of town, tempers rupted. Council

members askedwhy a course in multicultural education could not be offered

in the district after school so that members of the community could also

attend. Dottie, the organizing teacher, also became upset and said, "All

we wanted was to be able to developsome materials and now it's a course

'open to anyone. There will be people there with n experience in reading."

Andrew negotiated a compromise between the teachers and the Counscil by
at.

reclassifying the workshop as a structured working session for reading

teachers only. The teachers continued to meet at the scheduled site. The"
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sessions would produce materials and a focus
4
that would have application

for a wider audience in the spring:

Richard 'Burke also taught a clas3at the high school called "Struc-

turing a Basic Skills Curriculum in the Content Areds"- Attendance was

low, and the class was compose4 primarily of people outside the content

areas. As the class progressed, however, Richard became more and more

pleased with the response of the teachers. He had to remind himself that

small successes represent great progress at Webster High SEhool.

Collaboration Between Teacher Corps and thg District

Communication between 'teachers and Teacher Corps Staff became in-

creasingly open during the fall. For example, during the first week of

school, the city's superintendent of Schools unexpectedly mandated a

' city-wide plan to improve children's reading scores. This plan had to

include at least 1-1/2 hours of reZing instructiod each day. Although

most teachers deiroted a major block, of_ time to reading each day, they did

not have to work around a mandated schedule. They turned to the district

reading specialist, 'who, in turn,'sought the help of two Teacherorps

facilitators. To ether, they developed plans for'Madera and Melbourne

schools. The teacher were pleased with the plans and the schools' plans

were praised by the city supefintendent's staff.
1

In a few cases, teachers began to call instructors at Edgewater State

when they had questions or problems in curriculum areas.' One teacher at

Madera was surprised that, when she mentioned a social -studies project she )

would like to develop, a Teacher Corps staff member offered to help her.

Team Leader/Interns

The team leader had moved successfully,into the Teacher Corps staff.

Andrew praised him'at,e*ery opportunity and described him as a "team

player." 'Rob is energetic, enthusiastic, and an initiator. Rob's primary

responsibility was with the interns. He was generally pleased with .their

cooperation and involvement.
v
One woman became the staff artist. She de-

signed the cover of the course and workshop catalog and worked on Teacher

COrps tote bags and tee-shirts. Andrew and Rob showed concern with the -A
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academic performance of two of the interns, but felt they would all do well.

',nee they were used to-the routine.

.The routine is not an easy one. The interns spend 3- to 4-hour'days

in the schools, 3 days a week. They spend another 4 hours a week doing

community work, and they spend about 3 hours a week at a- Teacher Corps

debriefing meeting. They are also taking at least two graduate classes at

the college. During the first weeks, they seemed overwhelmed by the imount

of time they needed to devote to the Program, but they all, were still

enthusiastic about Teacher Corps.

During the debriefing meetings the intern talked about the classes

they observed, their community work, and their course work. Most of them

became bred just observing for days in the classrooms, and offered to help

the teachers. The. teachers were generally happy to have their help.

Daniel even offered to'teach soccer after school to the fifth graders at

Madera...They were critical of the teachers for spending too much time with

busy work assignments and for being more concerned with completing lessons

than with ensuring thattildren lehrn. Most of the interns switched

community organizations at'least once, but felt comfortable working with a

number of agencies. They were concerned that their time be used Wisely4

and that they did not do the work that no one else wanted to do. Com-

plaints about their college courses generally centered on the amount of

work required. Their multiple responsibilities weighed heavily at first)

The Community. Council

A

The Community-Council had to begin all over again when school started

in the fall. Francine announced that she was offered a job as community-

coordinator for another, district in the city, and she decided to take the

job. This left the, Council without a coordinator for a second time. A

community aide had been hired prior to Francine's resignation. She was a

member of the Council and was eager to become.more formally involved in

Teacher Corps. She could not, however, fill iu for a community coordinator

for a few months to keg) up the positive momentum she was beginning to

generate. After a-few months, 'the project began toying with new Ways to

pbsition. One proposed idea,(which the Council supported) wal to

hire a part-time community coordinator and create four "school-community
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'liaison" positions. These four people would come from either the school or

the community and would work to build better communication between the

Community and the schools. Once this structure is set, the council hopes
"-

to set goals and objectives and 'to begin working. The Council and theTea-

cher Corps

and bythe

Council is

staff have been frustrated by the slow progress of the Council
eR . st.

poorly defined nature of Teacher Corps community codecifra TPi

looking forward to more active involvement in planning workshops

for the Council; a course called,"Legal Aspects of Education" is planned

for the Winter:. .

Edgewater State

It is diffidult at this time to.determkne the impact of Teacher Corps

on Edgewater State College. As the in-service courses ecome a reality,

additional faculty members are becoming involved in the project. Andrew

Was pleased with the number of peopleinvolved in in-service-training and

iiitheir enthusiasm to experiment with field-based education. Many of'the

instructors, the P.E. and music instructors ih particular, welcomed the

opportunity to experiment with ideas in the field.' These faculty mealbers

"showed no opposition to leaving ehe-college and 'teaching in' inner -city

'schools.

The administration was supportive of Teacher Corps throughout the

planning year. Andrew and the dean:did not always agree on decisions the

dean made as part of the Policy Board, but the dean' - ,support of Teacher

Corps encouraged greater involvement Of'faculty in the project. Some

,faculty members, however, reqain7di6interestedin field based programs.

Andrew hopes that the resistance'of many of his 'colleagues will break down,

but he realizes many will

Corps.

The Teacher Corps project staff Buffered very little from disgension.

Andrew encouraged people to become part of the "team" and Alice, the secre-

be interested in programs like Teacher

tary, supplied a continual stream of, good will toward everyone. Only two

staff positions becade open throughout'theplanning year: the community ,

coordinator and the documentor. Robert James, the - original documentor,

embraced the job with great enthusialm. He was intellectually stimulated

by the qualitative methodology proposed lor the documentation. He had
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extensive evaluation experience but was concerned with the amount of data

that "falls between the numbers." Robert talked at. length about documen-

tation and developed systems to organize it. He, however, produced very

littleland spent little time in the scho6ls and the community. Andrew was

,perplexed. He liked Robert, but he alwo wanted a good, productive docu-

mentor. They finally'agreed that someone else should have the job, and

Robert resigned. In November the Rrofesdor responsible for the All-Day'

Kindergarten class took over as documentor. E'vetyoneras excited about her

because she was energetic, active, and productive.

1.
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CONCLUSIONS

Edgewater is not an easy place to implement a program like Teacher

Corps. Like many large urban centers, Edgewater and its neighboring comr

munities have a history of racial violence and a'recent eruption thils year

left one student dead, another permanently injured, others hurt, and many

frightened and angry.. Edgewater has higtorically been a place where gioups

live side by side, but not together. Efforts to break down group bound-

pries are not well-received.,, Several years ago the city was ordered to

desegregate its schools. The plan is,in operation, but it has left some

troublesome legacies. There is no real community surrounding the schools.

It is difficult to develop an affinity with a "geo-code." Students rarely

attend one'school for more than a few years, and they will not pass on to

'other schoolstwith their friends. Efforts to create racial equality in the

schools result in what Black and Whites alike call "racial overawareness."

Efforts to implement new ideas, councils, and programs arektered by a

. mandate that equal numbers of Blacks and Whites must be involved. This is

difficAt in most schools because White parents have remove their children

from the public schools.
1

Edgewater'city school teachers are not an easy group with which to

work. Many teachers are negative and skeptical of outside programs de-

, --
signed.to make them better teachers. ;They work in environments they find

threatening and hostile, and programe with philosophical, principles like

that of the Teacher Corps seem like "academic fluff" to those hardened by

their eiperiences. Teachers are in a good position to reject Teacher Corps

because they can easily take college classeson their,own. They are

surrounded by ,colleges and .,can finance -continued education through city

and state funds. 'Teacher Corps must offer them Something they cannot get
,

on their own, or they will not be interested in participating.
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Decisions beyond the dontrol of Teacher Corps, teachers, and adminis-

trators may be the final arbiters of whether the program succeeds. One

problem facing all of the Edgewater project schools is the school closure

plan. All four project schools are slated.to close; Madera was supposed to

,Close this year. Individual teachers will tetain what they learn, but

"improved school climate" becomes less tangible in the context of schools
.

that 'might face closure. Effort& to build rapport and-collaborative work-

ing relations between the college d the district are threatened by deci-

sions to reorgan4e the administrative trUctpre. Strong tfes'between

Edgewater Slate staff and the district staff were severed when the city

superintendent removed all but one of the district office specialists.
. .

Yet these problems are basically the bread on which prograds should

thrive. The Teacher Corps philosophy goes to the heart of racial tension

and seeks to imprdve communication among people in different ethnic and

role groups. Everyone involved in the Edgewater project must realize that

one project cannot eliminate broad social problems. Taken one step at a

time, the project can make small gains that may some day translate into

large ones.
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THE SETTINGS

TheOellaire Valley Education Center

The'dominant feature of the Chattswoith Teacher Corps project is the

Bellairb Valley Education Center (BVEC). In a county and state that is

.predominantly rural:and poor, the BVEC represents:a substantial force in

tpe state's public education system. The BVEC was formed by a consolida:-

tion of 25 rural school districts scattered over a 13-county area. This

consolidation represents a total of more than 6,500 teachers and adminis-

trators in 329 schools with more than 156,000 studepts. The student figure

alone represents a little more than one-fourth of the public school enroll-
,:

ment for the entire state. The'INEC deVeloped because, individually, many

rural districts do nothave the large budgets to finance special services

such as curriculum specialists or in-service training. Being part of the,

BVEC allows them to offer a variety of these services; the BVEC staff is

camposed of math, reading, andother specialists. Many of the federal-

and state-funded projects in the member district schools are the direct

.result of one man's drive and energy, Ed Callahan. Callahan is a well--

seasoned proposal writer and prides himself on the millions of dollars'

worth of federal program monies he hab managed to bring to the BVEC.

During or initial introduttion to the BVEC, Callahan stated:

We [member districts] represent more than one-third of the vote

in this state. Therefore, no educational legislation is approved

.without our endorsement. Every year we have a barbecue to host

the state legislatures. We establish our priorities with them.

We have an excellent relationship.with them, couldn't be better!

.Thus, the BVEC is also a political entity. Callahan was the initial moving

force behind the.developmept of the Teacher Corps proposal.

.

When Calla looked for a suitable institution of higher education

(IDE) to cosponsor the application, Crawford College was the most logical

place. Located in the suburbs of ChattswOrth, Crawford College was author-

ized as a state-supported school 10 years'ago. Its Department of Education
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grew rapidly, from one full-time position in 1971 to its pre4ent 21 full-
.

time positions. Its master's of education and teacher cer fiction
°f

grams began in 1973, The teacher certification programs of training in

General Elgmentary Education, Reading, Educable Mentally Retard d, Learning

Disabilities, Early Childhood, and Guidance. The graduate programs in Sec-

ondary Education, Adult Education, Guidance and Counseling, and Education

Administration are_offered cooperatively with the large state university in

the capital city about 70 miles from Chattsworth.'

The campus is quite imposing. Situated several hundred feet from a

main highWay, the neatly manicured campus is dominated by modern sandstone

buildings, large oak trees, and spacious green lawns. The student body at

Crawford is largely White. A Black resident of Chattsworth stated that,

"Crawford College is White. Most of the Black students go to Bellaire

College [a small, predominantly Black church- filiated college] or to the

state college in Capital City." However, the college- student body popula-
r

tion is not'entirely White. It was difficult, though, to ascertain Black

population figures from Various college personnel or from Callahan; esti-

mates ranged from "a handful to less than la." The Department of Educa-

tion, though, does boast'of-one Black female faculty member; the balance of
A

the faculty,is White.

The Communities

Mt. Edwards: A Community of Contrasts and Tradition /)

Standing in contrast to Crawford College is the community OS,Iht. Ed-

wards. The Mt. Edwards community is almost exclusively. Black, poor, and

rural. Located in Taft County 27 miles from Chattsworth, it is a collec-

tion of rural hamlets, loosely connected by crisscrossing- "farm -to- market

_roads." Residents of Mt. Edwards may tell visitors: "I am from Mt. Ed-
,

wards but I live in Harrisberg." Upon further iriquiry, one learns that Mt.

Edwards is the name of one. of the community. churches but the name also en-

compasses the towns of 5t. Bede, ReedsvIlle, Harrisberg, and a part ofj

Rosewell. This layout of the Mt. Edwards environment was initially intro-

duced to me by Charles Knapp, the project community development specialist.

Knapp, in his late 20s, grew up, in a nearby county and, thus, has intimate
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_knowledge of the Taft County culture. Knapp is bright,_artis mlate a nd per-

sonable. As hedrove through Mt. Edwardg.he pointed out the various homes

of families that he felt should be, interviewed. Knapp seemed to know

everyone.

Most of the residenti throughout Mt.'Edwards still farm. Some faml-

lies with large holdings are barely able to make a liiring=from farts less

than 300 acres. Most of the residents whose_children attend the Tgacher

Corps project schools try to combine farming-with jobs in nearby factories;

some even commute to Chattsworth Pbr city jobs. The only industries 'in Mt.

Edwards are two mall fertilizeplants'and a rather .large soybean proCess-

061
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ing plant in rrisberg. - A,-

Expectedly, unemployment and poverty run high throughout the Mt.

Edwards conity. The:reacher.Corps staff, quoting a U.S. Deparlment of

Agriculture study,"stated that Taft County ranks as one of.the poorest

/ counties in the United States. However, few residents' complain about their'

personal poverty,. They will, however, make remarks about how poor Taft

County is, Complaints about life in the Mt. Edwards area often center

.
around race relations and the _sparse number of social, outlets available for

adults or children.

Social relations in Mt. Edwards seemingly have not changed over the

last 50 years. in this context the Black residents frequently make refer-

.-
epce to the school desegregation court order issued to Mt. Edwards in 1968.

The Whites in Mt. Edwards vigorously resisted the desegregation of schools.

The Ku Klux Klan waylaid a school bus on an isolated stretch of..country

road and burned it beyond tec gnition. This incident is still vivid in the
...

memories of the adults; many relate eyen.minor details of the inc*dent as

though it occurred a feivweeks ago.75Wheneler the opportunity arises, some-

one will point to the very spot where "The Klan burned the bus." As a last

4 holdout against desegregation, the White community opened 'a series of pri-

vate schools around the Mt. Edwards area and in other parts of Taft County.

This action left only Black children* in the public 'schools serving the Mt.

Edwards community.

* On a tour of Green Mountain School, however, the principal Was quick to

point out three White students in the school.

7
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Ten miles down the road from Mt. Edwards is the, town of Roseweig.

Rosewell schools, though predominantly Black, do beve,a substantial number

(25 to 30%) of White students. .Rosewell, the couney.seat, has the atmos-

phere of a-bIgger city; 3t-has more White teachers and fewer economically

independent White families-that can afford the tuition of ehe,private,

White academies., Thus, Mt. Edwards schools are rather unusual: the public

county-run schools'are almost. totally Black and are surrounded by ante-

grated schools in other counties. Public and recreational facilities, of .

'Course, are all integrated! However' several Black fesidents ofMt. Ed-

wards often point out how "racist" the Whites are in s6well. Even though

the Rosewell shops and stores are the'most convenienl, many Black residents

boycott the stores and 01-op in other nearby towns.'

There are virtually no social outlets that Black and White residents

of Mt. Edwards can mutually enjoy. There are no movie theatres, no bowling

,alleys, no public recreation centers. The large county park, although

offering beautiful picnic and fishing facilities, seldom hosts integrated
.

grOups.--;Because of the,lack of recreational facilities, both Black and

'

White reildent6 diPe4heaVily on the chureb_for socialaffairs and many

other VciMmunity;eVellt.' Taft County and Mt. Edwards churches are either

,all'White or all Blac

Athletics are'asimportant socially as the church°. The Black and White

residents of Mt. Xdw,frdS take athletics seriously'. Lively, energetic con-
:

versations around Mt. Edwafds can often be heard about the local softball

teams.% These teams are usually sPOns ed by local merchants or churches

and when one team plays another tea from ahearby town or county, the

event is important. sSometimeshundreds of spectators may g#ther to see two

" teams battle it out. The female teams are as popular or more popular
to.

han tbe male teams. School athletispeams are also sources of community
It k v7

pride if there is a winning season. -Again, athletics are_racially,sepa-,

rateBlacks play against Blacks and Whites play against Whites.-

He in:Mt. EdwardS' also shows
*
extremes. Most noticeable are tbe

6,2

;14, , H
.

numerous trailers that line the roads around Mt. Edwards. Charles'Knapii

stated:
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We don't have low-rent housing projects here in Mt. Edwards, so

the children of these families, as they marry, will often pur-

,
chase a trailer and set it up right next..to-the parents. The

trailers are cheap and they can often be purChased on credit

with low monthly payments.

Many of the wood frame houses are severely weather-beaten and dilapidated.

The serious state of disrepair of some of the houses prompted questioning.

Knapp replied, "If the doors and windows can Close, then you can assume

someone lives there:" Interspersed awing the trailers and wood frame

houses are large, plantation-style farms; when asked about these houses,

Knapp answered; "If it's that big, you can be sure Whites live there."

.Beyond the houses are vast.expanses.of tilled fields. Cotton, soy-

beans, sunflowers, and tobacco are the most prevalent agr ultural pro-

ducts. Although heavily agricultural, the Mt. Edwards Schools o not

40P1

follow an agricultural calendar. As Knapp stated, "Few of the a are

directly involved in farming today; however, everybody around here in my

age group (early 30s) has picked cotton or soybeans at some time or other."

Harrisberg

When driving from Chattswor4th to Mt. Edwards, the first town in the

Mt. Edwards comninity is Harrisberg. The character of Harrisberg is not

readily apparent. Black residents of Harrisberg boast of the town's first 4

Black mayor. Among his achievements was the construction of a city park

that gave the town its first public restroom and its first public drinking

fountafil*.,,The mayor's backers aret *RgO proud that, the streets in the Black

section of the town will at last'get napes and name posts, and some may

even be'paved. Howeveti when asked about the mayor's effect on race rela-

tions, none of the BlaCk residents seemed to think his election had made

much of a difference in the way Blacks related to Whites.

-Along the highway that ops through Harrisberg are the fertilizer

plant and a variety of small stores. All e businesses, except one

small variety store, are owned by Whites.- of the Harrisberg elemen-

tary-age children are bussed a few miles down ehe highway to SunAse

Elementary School, one of the Teacher Corps project school's.
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The Reedsville St. Bede Area

-1
The next settlements along the highway are the towns of Reedsville and

St. Bede. Unlike Harrisberg, tliere are no business-sectionsin Reedsville

and St Bede; the towns are simply a set of boundary lines that encompass

fields, houses, and churches: There are no industries in the towns. As

far as the Black community is concerned, the most important part of Reeds-

ville is Mt. Edwards High School. The post office is located in St. Bede

and, with the exception of'a few roadside stores and bars, there are no

other Commercial buildings. The Reedsville - St. Bede area is truly rural.

Many of the residents of the Reedsville - St. Bede area farm and also

hold down other jobs There is a small core of Black families in the

Reedsville - St. Bede area who have extensive land holdings, but.some of

their families cannot make ends meet with just farming. The Baldwins own

more than 100 acres in St. Bede, yet both husband and wife work in a fac-

tory nearby. On visiting their modest farm one cannot help but be im-

pressed by their spartan life-style. "We tried city living, we lived in

--- New York for 10 years. My husband had a good job, I was, working, but we

just had to come back to the farm. Wejove farming. This land is ours."

Mrs. Baldwin is chairperson of the newly elected Teacher Corps Community

Council.

Rosewell

4

Fifteen miles west of the Chattsworth highway is Rosewell. Driving

) into Rosewell from St. Bede is another story in contrasts. Rosewell, the

county seat, is a big city. Banks, fast food stands, drug stores, depart-

ment stores, a tra.n station, and traffic lights all have urbanized Rose -

well. "That's the county courthouse over there," says Knapp with a smile,

"It has the only elevator in town. The courthouse is only two floors. One

woman got stuck between floors on the elevator one day, and now it's not

even used anymore." Most important is that Rosewell isotzhere the county
0W.

superintendent of school's office is located. The superintendent, Kenneth

Boswell, is White.' The school board that is appointed has one Black Mtmber

among its seven members. This seeming racial imbalarice in the administra7

tion'of Taft County schools is justified by Whites because Rosewell schools
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still serve White studehts. This situation is often mentioned by the Black

.,
residents of Taft County especially as Taft County's Black population is

,.

85% of the total.
.
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TIE TEACHER CORPS PROJECT SCHOOLS

Ys '---'-'211 Callahan and his staff Ore not very happy that Project '78 grants

require a feeder group of schools. They were more enthusiastic about the

previous project grants-that only required the project to be housed in One

school. They speak with pride about their accomplishments in their last

project; -they feel that the feeder school conceptowill dilute their efforts

and., thus, lessen their chances of success in reaching the project goals. .

They think, however, the schools they selected were good choices because

these schools had a great need for Teacher Corps activities. Ed Callahan,

. 4
Charles Xnapp, an&larry Nelson,had a series of meetings with Ken Boswell

to select the schools, and the school principals were contacted for their

interim approval. Later during the proposal write-up process, teachers

were contacted. The schools selected were Mt. Edwards High School (grades

9 -12), Green Mountain School (grades K-8), and Sunrise School (grades K-8).

The schools are not in close

School is almdst I2-miles from Mt

winding roads. From Mt. Edwards,

proximity toeach other. Green Mountain

.
Edwards High School over a series of

Sunrise School is about 8 miles..

Sunrise Elementary_ School
..

Sunrise Elementary School sits back about 50 yards from the main 14.11-

way. Although .this itds gives the school a vast expanse for its entrance, there

are no lawns or trees(' Wild vegetation, weeds, and scrub bushes occupy the

entrance; except for a few shrubs ,along the front wall of the school, the

grounds are bare. Behind the school is a paved basketball area; the rest

has been left natural. The one-story-brick building looks good from the

highway; however, on entering the, building, the disrepair becomes obvious.

Paint4d surfaces are chipped .and peeling,mlilloor tiles are worn to shreds

holes are scattered here and there. The interior cinderblock walls are
4E'

dirty and in need of paint. The poor lighting in the halls is partlyieue

to how the school is arranged. No windows open direCtly to the narrow

hell, only the classroom doors. The classroomsre a]so badly it need of

paint. Sunrise School's first impact is that of drabness, sh.abbiness, and

poverty.
, .55
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The school's history dates back to 1905 when it was called the Harris-
_

berg Colored School. After a series qf'moves and a "fire,,, the present brick

building was erected in 1955; in 1968 a library wds added. and since that

time three mobile units have been added to the basic brick and wood struc-
.

ture. The school now has 22 classrooms, 24 teachers and423 students. The

teaching staff is all Bladk, 418 of the-students are Black, and the-princi-

xpal, -David Scott, is also Black. ix of the teachers have master's degrees i

and the school has 99% of its student body enrolled in the free lunch pro-'

gram. Poverty is extensive here at Sunrise.

Green Mountain Elementary School

As one approaches Green Mounehin School, the 51-year-old building of

redibrick and white wood trim looks like an expanded version of the one

room ,schoolhouse. On closer inspection, it is easy to note the peeling

paint and other signs of neglect become quite apparent. "This used to be

the White school 'before integration," saysp.Knapp, "No* there are only three

White students, here." -Once inside the building the impact of the state of

disrepair is even more dramatic. Creaky wooden floors that sag when walked

r-on,Jaded walls whose original color is indeterminable, and poorly lit

halls create an image of extensive shabbiness. In the classrooms, dim

lights,,decrepit desks, cracked blackboards and dirty walls create a pri-

ti son-like environment. Conspicuously absent are,decorative touches such as

plants, posters, or art work. Charlie Knapp tells us after being asked

about the physical state of the, building that, b/'the time the county pays

for buses and gasp, there is very little left for anything else. "As you

can see, theskidA don ,even have a decent playground." Green Mountain

School: has 21 ,classrooms and 21 teachers, 4of whom have master's degrees.

There are'399 students at Green Mountain, 396 are Black. Green Mountain's

teaching staff is all Black.

* Throughout the visits to Green Mountain I never did see the three White

students.
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c- Mt. Edwards High School

,L 1- -4.There are,467. students at Mt. Edwards High School, 446 are Black. Of

the 27 teachers on the faculty, 8 have master's degrees and there is one

White teacher. Mr. Edwards' physical impression is somewhat better than

that of the elementary schools. The main classroom building is'a sturdy

brick structure; though there are poorly lighted, halls inside, it is' ap-

parent the building's basic repair is in good shape. The school was built

in 1956 and throughout the\years various temporary trailers have been added
4

loft

to the campus; behind the collection of trailers and the main classroom

building are the football field and bleachers that seat several hndred.

The'classroOms h re are also,bare; no plants or other decorative 'features

_break the drab ss of the building.

Nearly if of Mt. Edwards'-graduates go on to college; however, being

poorly prepared for rigorous academic competition, the dropout rate from

college is quite high. Some of th pt. 'Edwards gradukes expressed how

difficult it was to make, the academ c adjustments from Mt. Edwards to a

college environment. The basic curriculum at Mt. Edwards is college

.preparatory. A vocational program is,a8ailable but students wishing to

. take a vocational program 'must go into Rosewell Ar the vocational/

technical courses. HoWever, despite Mt. Edwards' high, college dropout

rate, the bulletin bgard'outside the principal's office is filled with new

accounts of the achievements of Mr. Edwards graduates: who made the deans'

lists, and who received scholarships and other awards for outstanding aca-

demio achievement. Mt. Edwards High School, surrounded.by extreme poverty,-

seems to be the only opportunity that many of the students have to escape

poverty. Edward Sheppard, the mincipal, estimates that most of those that
,

go on to college and finish are the first generation high school and col-
,

lege graduates in their families.

*
At midyear this teacher was planning to leave Taft County and resign his

teaching post.
ft
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ACHIEVEMENT IN TAFT COUNTY SCHOOLS

A

It appears as thoughtlack students in Tift County enter the schools

-, at a'disadvantage and do noeimprove very much through the years. The 1977
43

test results for the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS) are shown

for the three project:schools in Tables 1, 2, and 3.
.

"Table-1 P

ACHIEVEMENT SCORES AT SUNRISE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL .IN 1977

1

Grade Level
6.7

3.3

,3.4
3.6

3.5
3.8

: SUbject 2,0 3.7 4.7 5.7

Reading 2.0 2.4 4.0 3.8

Language 0.8 2.6 3.5 3`.7

Math 1'.8 3.0 3.6 3.8

Science ',: 2.61, 3.5

Social Studies 3.1 - 4.0

s

'Total Battery 1.8 2.7 3.7 -3.7

,..

Table 2

3.5'

11

7.7 8.7

4.4 5.1

'4.4 4.9

5.0 5.7

4.9 5.8

5.2 5.3

4.6 5.2

ACHIEVEMENT SCORES AT GREEN MOUNTAIN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN 1977

- Grade Level

SUbject 1.7 2.7 3.7 4.7 5.7 6.7 7.7 8.7

Reading 1.6 2.2 2.5 1.5 3.2 412 4.8 5.9

.Language - 0.4 1.4 2.6 -3.6 2.9 4.2 5.0 5.4

'-Math 1.4 2.3 2.4 3.3 3.1 4.2. 5.4 6.0

"Science , - 1.8 - 3:1 4.4 5.3,:. 6.3

Social'Studies - 2.7' 3.5 4:5 5.6 5.8

. Total Battery 1.4 2.0 . 3.6, 3.5 3.1 4.2 '5.0 5.9

As Tables 1 and 2 show, Mt. Edwards first graders are not far behind the

expected *grads level scdte when they enter first grade; however, the gap

widehs more and more as thty go through the grades. In fact, at Sunrise
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Table 3

ACHIEVEMENT SCORES AT MT. EDWARDS HIGH SCHOOL IN 1977

'7'

Subject,

Grade Level'
9.7 10.7 ,I1.7

Reading 5.6 6.2 6.4

Language 5.2 5.8 6.7

Math 5.7 6.6 5.9

Science 5.1 55 7.3

Social Studies 5.4 6.2 6.7
7"--

Total Battery 5.5 6.3 6.4

.

there was a no- growth year between fourth and fifth grades and a decline at*

ie Sunrise between fifth and sixth grades. By the time Mt. Edwards eighth

graders enter the high school, they are severely handicapped academically.

.0
,_Academic_growth at the fiigh school is not much better. . Mt. Edwards

graduates typically function 5 years below gfade placement upon graduation.
[

-

The Teacher Corps staff also talk ab4ut the language "problem- Mt. Ed-

wards students have. Most Mt. Edwards students are Black English,dialect

speakers. The particular dialect used seems indigenous to this small area

in the United States; Black dialect speakers from other parts of the United

States sometimes have difficulty underbtanding the dialect spoken around

Mt.-Edwards. During the pastyear. a well-known Black English specialist '

condUCted workshops for Mt. Edwards teachers focusing on the Mt. Edwards

dialect, StandardBlack English, and network English. However, most of Mt.

Edwards teachers talk less about language barriers to achievement thaRthey

do about reading problems.' When we questioned Knapp-about this apparent

lack of interest in dialect problemb, he replied, "I gk,_see why because

Manyjof the teachers] speak the same dialect and some of them teachin the

dialect!" pavid Scott, the principal of Sunrise, stated that many of the

teachers at Mt. Edwards grew up around the .Mt. Edwards area and have re-

turned to, teach in the schools.
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The group writing the,Teacher Corps proposal'carefdlly considered

another charatteristic ,that could help the achievement problem of Mt.

Edwards schools. There is a high attendance level and a low attrition rate

in Mt. Edwards schools. The Teacher Corps staff as well as teachers

proudly-point ciur to visitors that 'their average daily attendance is 90 to

95%. Typical classrooms rarely'have more than one or two pupils absent.

Mt. Edwards students are staying in school; in 1978 only 4 students out of

an enrollment Of 1,280 dropped out The Teacher Corps staff attributes
%

this to several factors: home attitudes that support formal' schooling,

lack,of competing interests, and strong school-community ties. The Teacher

Corps staff members have data from another federally funded program, the

Career Opportunitiedi Program (COP), that show that it dramatically reduced

a one-time dropout problem at Mt. Edwards. When the COP Program began in
1970, the average dropout rate among Black pupils was 51%, with some

*schools exceeding 70%, By focuSing on career education, the COP was able

to make a remarkable reversal in the attrition rate and has now brought

more pupils under the direction of the school. Thus, the first battle has

been won to acquire community and pupil support. Nowtthe next big task of

the Mt. Edwards schools is to take advantage of this opportunity and,

through more effective instruction, elevate the pupils' learning levels to

match their potential.
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TEACHER EDUCATION NEEDS IN MT. EDWARDS

Certification-Recertification Needs:

. In addition to the underachievement ptoblems in Taft County schools,

there are a variety of teache! needs. The State Department of Education

still requires all teachers to take the National Teacher E;camination (NTE)

before they can be certified and,appointed to a teaching posftiOn.

Based on NTE score, the state issues A, B, C, or D certificates.

Teaching salaties are also stratified acc4ding to the type of certificate

a teacher holds. D certificates then are issued to those teachers who pass

all academic requirements for certification and who also have the lowest

range score on the'NTE. There-afenseveral interesting'effects caused by

this system of certification. A large number of the state's Black:teachers

who receive training from Black colleges are teaching on less than an A

certificate. This, sly some Black teachers and others, is because the test

is riddled with racial bias. In addition, because the state and counties
0 4

save large sums of money on the differentiattd salary rankings, there is

little incentive provided bY the state or local colleges in the form of

courses or dther assistance to.halle teachers tested and retested to

improve" their scores. -During fan informal conversation, a county superin-
. o

tendent revealed Oat thb state department and county budgets would be

c

completely depleted and bankrupt if all eligible non-A-certificated

teachers qualified themselves for'A certificates.

Another.effect of the cextffication ritual is that, in many parts of

the state and partipiarly in Taft County, teachers with less than A

certifiCation suffer from a gene2a1 stigma. They are thought to be less

competent and less intelligent than A-certificated teachers. One teacher,

while talking about this prOblem.stated, "Mr. Howard, there, teaches-on a D

certificate; his salary is atrocious. I don't see how he.can support his

family on Lich a low salary. . . ." The teacher went on to state that,.

although many people believed that D-cettificated teachers were not good

teachers, Mr. Howard broke the stereotype.
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Formal Course Offering Needs:

The state department periodically issues a,list of courses that must

be taken by'all certified personnel on a regular basis to qualify thEm for

their recertification. 'In a rural settingsuch as Taft County, the long

distances to colleges offering these courses prigent a problei for many

rural teachers. Updating certificates with state-mandated courses is often

a topic of conversation among the Teacher Corps staff. They want to offer

crash courses to help Mt. Edwards teachers upgrade their NTE scores and

they also want to facilitate the offering of the state-required courses on

site at one of the project schools. They feel that, unless such very basic

needs are responded toj more extensive in-service activities would be ig-

nored by the teachers.

(;
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PROPOSAL DEVELOPMENT

In 1976 the BVEC and Crawford College were awarded a 12th cycle

Teacher Corps, grant. The proposal at that time-was develOped and written

by Ed Callahan, Larry Nelson, and'Charles Knapp. The interns staffed the

program after it was funded. 'Drawing on the experience they gained from

this Cycle 12 project, they 'then wrote the 1978 project proposal. Ed

Callahan prides himself on BVEC's ca'pabilfty.

Since we became a center [in 1967], we have generated more than 4

million dollars' worth of program'money. We keep apt eye on

Washington and have a pretty good idea of where the money is.

It was, this kind of assertiveness that resulted in the BVEC's application

for a Teacher Corps project.- Callahan shared the management plan tfley'use'd

for getting the proposal developed;, it was elaborate and quite detailed.

He added, "If someone didn't meet a deadline, we had a-meeting to find out

why. We'all had to do our share." He spoke.of the good relationship the

BVEC had with Crawford,College:

It'sa trust relationship. We have not disappointed them in the

past so they enjoy doing business with us. This relationship is

the result of years of trust; we never promise anything we can't .

deliver. They have no reason to doubt our work; that's why they

signed off on the, proposal.

In this respect the BVEC treats Crawford College the same as any ottlbr

county public school organization.' Callahan'also stated that the fa6ulty
A

at Crawford are quite inexperienced at farting proposals for 'federal .

monies: "Most of the federal funds they have resulted from our efforts."

"Larry Nelson," Callahan explained, "is'our link to the Crawford

.faculty. He works closely with the faculty there to keep the'commitment

going." It was later learned that Larry Nelson'does not have a tenured

track appointment at Crawford. However, Callahan gave assurances that

Larry will probably receive'the appointment as soon as he finishes his

graduate Ph.D. studies. Larry functioned in the same liaison capacity

during the Cycle f2 Project and he was written into the proposal for the

'same position in Program '78. AC
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, The third staff member-, _Charles Knapp, was also.a member of the Cycle

12 Project. As the community development specialist, Knapp conceived,

developed, and implemented the-Community-based aspects of the previous

Teacher Corps cycle. For the present project, Knapp wrote the sections of

the proposal addressed to the organization of the community council, its

training, and the design and implementation of community-school activities.
-

Callahan takes pride in how well the three men work together as a.team. .He

readily admits that he - "could not run the show without Charlie and Larry."

Callahan also related that the proposal took 6 months to develop and

write. The major activity was conducting an elaborate needs assessment

that focused on community-school'needs and teacher in- service needs.

Community Involvement: Proposal Outcome

The funded proposal for the Bellaire -Mt. Edwards project shows sensi-
,

tivity When it addresses the needs of-the Mt.Edwards community and

schools. Following are some highlights of the proposed objectives and out-

comes forthe community involvement portion that are to:
A

Reduce communication barriers between children and parents, betwden
teachers and parents, between children and teachers, and among
children.

Educate' parents about growth ,and development characteristics of
their children.

Develop an information guide to help parents; 'teachers, and chil-
.dren lOcate community resources available to them.

Provide seminars for parents on topics identified in the needs
assessment.

.

Develop a'training and certificate program for the development of
parents as teacher aides.

One of the real assets of the Mt. Edwards projectj.s the active.and

supportive parent group. Advisory groups for Title- I programs, parent/-

teacher groups, and church committee workers provide a gdod, solid history

of formal involvement.

6
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Teacher Education: Proposed Outcomes

The proposed teacher'education outcomes in the Mt. Edwards proposal

are written with keen technical insight. The heart of this part of the

proposal describes how the Interns will conduct case. .studies of at least

six Mt. Edwards families so as "to increase the interns' awareness of life:-

styles of low-incometchildren and to present their findings to teachers and

community personnel.* In addition, the staff proposed a tentative list of

38 teaching competencies that would be verified by a follow-up needs ass-

essment in the planning year.FT.he-following are highlights of these teach-

ing competencies that call for teachets to:

o. 'Individualize instruction

Leann fechntues of objec ive observation in the classroom.

Write learning; objectives for pupils.

Develop teaching skillsfot'remediation in mathematics.

Interpret scores used. in standardizedAests.

Relate sociological studies to the teaching of pupils from differ-

ent socioeconomic groups.

Learn and apply school principles for classroom management.

Little or no discussion can be found in the proposal that focuses on

proposed changes in teacher education'at Crawford College, however. A

series of outside consultants,,rather than Crawford College faculty, was

proposed tp help the staff carry out the in-service teacher education

pbjectives.

Exceptional Children: wProposed Activities 6.

The proposal outlines 46 competencies that, the project williettempt to

develop; some are highlighted below:

Describe the factors associated with reading readiness.

Demonstrate strategies for teaching, visual discrimination and

sight-word relationships to children.

lDemonstrate the ability to identify cardinal systems of speech

-pathology for reference purposes.

Describe learner characteristics that either enhance or impede

learning,
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*Cooperative Teams.

The Mt. Edwards project's planning year'was to be.dOminated by cooper-
., ative teams formed at each of the target schools. The proposed teams would

include classroom teachers, principals, librarians, special education
teachers, and community represeiktatives. Sixteen major objectives were
delineated for these teams. The mlOor ones are presented below:'

Promote a program of public relations to improve community
understanding and cooperation.

Recommend the best ways to use resources of the school system and
community in developing the instructional program.

Encourage new acquisitions through purchase.

Assist in promoting teacher effectiveness and in'encouraging pro-
, fessional development of the classroom teachers.

Advise Crawford College on instruction that is needed.

Training Aides: Propos_d Activities

Andther major project activity proposed was to develop a training
program for -aides and tutors. Parents were to be the primary group fr
which aides would be recruited and Itrailning was to be accomplished throu
a series of seminars on: /-

Technical skills needed for basic instructional activitles-

t. o' Informal evaluation skills

basic interpersonal skills development.

Multicultural Education: Proposed' Activities

The Mt,. Edwards proposal outlined several activities that,"enable

classroom' teachers to be sensitive to the biases that violate sound prin-
.

ciples of instructional accommodation of culturally different pupils." For

this purpose, it proposed that the internscOnduct a 6-month case study of

six families. It is also proposed that the results of-the case studies tie

developed into's comprehasive media presentation to be shown to educe-
.

tional personnel and the community. It:also stated that the case study

information would be used, to help school personnel analyze the curriculum

of the school and to examine instructional materials "for appropriateness

and level of interest," and that teachers would be encouraged "to relate

community characteristics and resources to the school's curricula." The

prbject proposal also disCussed objectives that would:
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1.

Increase teacher awareness of cultural characteristics of the

community. 4

Helpeteachers use community resources in instruction.

Help teachers identify text materials that can bridge the gap

between school learning and "the realities youth face in the

community and their future plans."

' Help teachers develop activities "that supplement the regular

.
-curriculum and capitalize on the special characteristics of the

///
community."

eIn summary, the Mt. Edwards project is an ambitious program that would

set up an extensive collaborative structure of cooperative teams, train"

tutors and aides, and develop an extensive in-service and intern program.

The multicultural education component was to rely primarily on the interns

arid focus almost ,exclusively on school-community relations.

t.

..,

e.

S
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THE PLANNING YEAR

Planning formally began in the Summer of 1978 when notification of

funding was received. The early planning was undertaken primarily by

Callahan, Nelson, and Knapp who formalized the various roles and duties so

that every project activity would be assigned to one of them personally.

The first major activity of the planning year was the election of the

Community-Council; this was Charles Knapp's major responsibility, and it

took immediate priority.

,Community Council:, Elections and Work

Although not readily apparent,-there is a social class structure'with-

in the Black community of Mt.- Edwards. There ig a core group of Black Mt.

Edwards residents who help set the social tone of the community. This

'group, at times, also acts as a buffer. against the controlling White

community by exerting political pressure and defining the issues. They

are, for the most part, the prominent families in Mt. Edwards, i.e., the
,

land owners, business owners, teachers, and active church-goers, and are

somewhat financially independent. The other segment of the Mt. Edwards

Black community is less,visible socially. These people for the most part

are sharecroppegs or they rent land for farming from the other landholding

families. They, occupy many of the weather-beaten dilapidated houses and
7*

probably, represent the most economically depressed subgroup id the county

or state. The lines between the-landowners and the non-landowners are not

very rigid there is little or no snobbery or rejective behaviof on the

,part of either group except that the bapic difference between them,is

recognized. For instance, the business owner in Harrisberg made several.

references regarding the non - landowner group's lack of formal knowledge

about child, development, their lack of commitment to training their

children to be mannerly and polite, or their inability to train their

children to develop a respectful attitude toward their elders.
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The children of the landowners hive traditionally done well, in Mt.

Edwards schools. They graduate from college and go onto impressive car-

eers in law, teaching, nursing,,and other professions. They often do not

return to the farm. On the other hand, the non-landowner gfoup's children

experience a high incidence of school failure; dropout rates were at one

time high and formal achievement in the professions is low. The children

of this group often return to Mt.'Edwardsi after their-initial break with

home.

The people elected to the Community Council were largely -from the

landowner group; if they are not actual landowners, they have by past,

.achievements and accomplishments aligned themselves with the same values

that the landowners espouse. When questioned about this subtle division in

6 the community, Knapp acknowledged that the nog-landowner group was_the one

'that was most difficult to involve4in school-community affairsi theyArarely

came to school functions and, thus, showed no interest in the Teacher Corps

when the Community Council elections were held.

Knapp, commenting on articles in the newspaper on theelection,A,

stated: We sent out flyers and nptices and had several meetings. It was

publicized extensively. Our first meetings for information and nomination

of 'candidates were very sparseiy attended.' He stated that the bulk of his

time was spent'explaining what Teacher Corps was about. "We final

q

cided to elect the Council with nominations 'from the 'floor and a si'how of *

hands- -the convention method. This is the way the people are used to doing

business anyway."anyway." Seven Council members were elected, five women and two

.men. Each feeder'school elected two representatives, one serving at large.

Twp,nonparents were appointed and three teachers, one Ilom each prbject

school, were invited to serve as' x officio Members. One student also

served on the Council along with three administrators. The 16-member

Council began to meet in November on a monthly basis, and Knapp functioned

as the coordinator&

Knapp encountered few problems with the Council;.most of the members.

were accustomed to working in formal settings. However, they expressed

frustration-in tryithg to grasp the intent of Teacher Corps. Even though
3,

tf.'

°eagerly 4i plved in the work of the Councils memberi were still having

problem as" late as May explaining the meaning of Teacher Corps to other

1
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parents. Part of the reason for this is the relatively isolated-manner in

which the Council.carried out %it's work. Although each target school sent

a teacher representative to the meetings, their attendance was not regular.

Principals attended on an. intermittent basis alsq, and no THE faculty

members participated Lathe Community Council meetings: From the Council's

perspective, they were no different from a parent advisory group under

Title I.

Though the Council did not plan any teacher in-service activit4es,

their activities were fairly,extensive in that they:

tr,

Participated in the orientation and development of by-laws and

digcussed the purposes of Teacher Corps.

Were trained in group decisionmaking. I

a Conducted a needs assessment on communitys-school needs.

Organized.and.participated in literary training.

Participated in a series of seminars on parenting.

Recruited and screened tutor and aide candidaets, and eventually 41

hired and trained ten.

Knapp provided active leadership for the Council; he copstantly
41,

infused them with new ideas and invited them to seek various types of
%ft

training..'Whenhe was asked to assess the impact of the Council, he

replied:

I want them to.bc more independent of me; they still feel some-
what Unsure of themselves around teachers, principals, and the
superintendent-7outsiders in general. They are always ready to

pitch:in to help; they are receptive to new ideas.

The.Chuncil members seem pleased with theinkrk. Marion.Baldwin, the

Community. Council chairperson bubbled with enthusiasm when she talked about

her participation in
C

e Teacher Corps project. Sh e spent some time trying
-

to place her remarks i cpntext. At various times she stressed her concern
t

about, -the opportuniti s for children in Mt. Edwards:

4.5

The kids [from Mt, Edwards] get degree in one hand and then
take, off for 'California -New York; they don't stay,around when

they get educated. At one time we [the residents of Mt. Edwards]
didn'tcome forward and speak for our rights; we couldn't even
get teachers to speak out with us. Our kids in the rural area

shoulebe as good as the kids in the.city schools°.
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' She said she welcomes any opportunity such as Teacher Corps that would give

her a forum to express these concerns and act on them. She talked about

how difficult it was to get other peopleinvplved. She thought one of the

most valuable .effects of the Council *as that it brought parents, together
.

from all thiee project schools: "We thotight we had problems! Those'other

schools really have problems.". Mrs. Baldwin hopes that Teacher Corps will

continue after its fifth Year. Her biggest hope is that Teacher Corps can

do something 'about the reading problems in the schgols, provide more

recreational outlets for the akildren, and create,opportunities for young

people to remain in Mt. Edwards and raise their children.

V

-Planning Groups

The cooperative planning teams outlined in the original proposal never.

got organized. When asked to explain why, a staff member responded-that

eeey were trying tofinish the needs assessment. In fact, much of their

planning time was spent on teacher interviews--they conducted more than 160

interviews to determine teacher-perceived needs. They also spent a great

deal of time with Mt. Edwards teachers and Crawford College "faculty trying

to clarify roles and the'intent of the planning year. The staff did not

create any opportunities for Crawford College faculty members to plan

face-to-face with teachers. Thus, in essence, the Mt. Edwards project sub-
.

stituted their elaborate needs assessment for the cooperative planning team

that was proposed.

Callahan, Nelson, Dean Howard Festerrand Professor Edward Jones were

the four most influential planners fortheSrawford College tompodent.

Dean Fester is the administrative head of Arts andSciences at Crawford ,

A

College. He and Edward Jones were the most frequel3tly contacted persons

Callahan worked with. In previous.conversations'Callahan related how he

and Fester, together, wrote for an obtained state approval for the Depart-

ment of Education's graduate pro so that Crawford College could qualify

for a4other federally funde4 program. Callahan at times seemed to bypass

Professor Jones and dealt directly with the dean. In this sense Callahan'

related to Howard Fesier in the same manner that tie related to 'superintend-
.

enfs. With the intent of 'creating a stronger Crawford College faculty
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commitment to the ,project, Callahan arranged a serres of meetings between

himself and Fester. Later, he began to include Jones and Nelson in these

meetings. It was agreed by all that an intensive, all day retreat was

needed to nail down the problems and clearly identify .the Crawford College

faculty needs. They identified 20 basic needs to which Teacher Corps could

address itself. The needs ranged from a lack of collaboration in planning

, in-service and a resistance to performing in-service training, to a lack of

effective in-service delivery planning and interpersonal communication

skills., As a follow-up, Callahan met frequently with the dean to discuss

various ways these needs could be attacked. However, few visible plans

were designed asa result of these meetings. The project's continuation

'proposal states that a series of Seminars will be planned that will help

the IHE.faculty overcome some of the obstacles uncovered in the needs

assessment. By the conclusion of my visits, there had b n only one

seminar conducted by a consultant well-known for his work do classroom

observation systems. The faculty at Crawford College, therefore, still

remained physicall separated from the teachers in pt.Edwards. When

Nelson was asked. for his assessment of this 'situation, he related that the.

department was experiencing extensive strife and dissatisfaction among the

faculty. members. A petition was circulated and signed by the faculty; it °

.

called for, amongottier things, the resignation of Jones as chairman. The

Ipetition'also discussed the faculty's dissatisfaction. with the Teacher

Corps project and how it was administered at Crawford College.

Near the end of the planning year two courses were designed to, be

taught at the project schools by the CraWfOrd College faculty. One of the

professors, Katherine Coleman/who was slated to teach a course, vas less

than enthusiastic about her assignment. She stated, "I have never'been
I

asked for my input or for my involvement with Teacher Corps; I was simply

told to teach the course in Taft County." She continued, with even more

emotion:

IlWant Teacher Corps to be successful, but it has beentpnrealis-
tic of the. Bellaire Valley Education Center to expect those
teachers to hack an academic program; these people don't need
.master's degrees, they need tec4niques, methods for teaching the

kind of students they have.

ft
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Professor Colemanexplained,that, despite what she felt were the real

needs-of the teachers, she intended to conduct the course on a very theore-

tical level. Even though Larry Nelson had asked her to orient the course

toward classroom and instructional problems, she resisted because the

course number denoted a research theory -based course, not a field-based

course. She felt that the field-based course should be offered, "If that's

what they want." The teachers in the Teacher. Corps schools partly agreed

with Professor Coleman's assessment. They-too wanted practical "hands-on"

help in the classroom. They were disappointed that such a theoretical,

research-based course was going to be offered. However, one teacher said,

guess I'll sign up for it because I can use it for recertification,even

though I know I won't like it." This passivity on the part of Mt. Edwards

teachers was often criticized by the Teacher Corps staff. They felt that

even if given the opportunity, Mt. Edwards teachers would still not plan

for inservice they truly wanted. "They have no fight left in them!" one

teacher said critically of her.colleagues' passive reactions to Teacher

Corps.
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IN-SERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION

Mt. Edwards teachers are.often the target of extreme negative driti-

cism. Because there is a general knowledge of students' poor performance

on the CTBS, teachers'are indirectly held responsible for the poor scores.

"Teachers in Taft County are slow and sluggish; quite a few are weak and

attended schools that were weak," one teacher said. She continued by stat-

ing, "It is most important to improve their performance in the classroom;

this is more important than improving their NTE scores."

Many teachers in Mt. Edwards are concerned about, improving the chil-

dren's academic performance. The following dialog is characteristic of

needs felt bpsMt. Edwards teachers:

Vice Principal Evans:.
Reading is a big problem here. Our kids can't even fill out an

application. We should have 4 years of reading in the high
school.

English Teacher Hudson:
t

Yes! I have to take time out from my regular teaching to show
th'm how to fill out applications and how 6) go for job
interviews."

Evans (clearly distressed):
Our students can graduate from high school and can't read or
fill out an application. This is our single most important
problem here at Mt. Edwards.

French Teacher Brown:
God! Maybe Irshould go back Ito gra ate school and get a degree

in reading. Teaching French is not doing it!

Business Education Teacher Spears:
Vocabulary is a big problem in my area. I can't get improved

`speed in typing if the kids don't know the words they are typing

Knapp:
The reading course at CrawfordCollege does not teach reading.
It is all theory, I took that course and knew less about
reading after I finished fit'!" (nods of agreement,chuckles).

J ,
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Hudson:
My teacher training did not prepare me to teach the children I
am presently teaching. It was all strictly theory e . .

Those Title programs are supposed to help with those problems,
but they are bogged down in paper . . . the IMS math has
students in'it who can't read! (nods and verbal agreement from
others).

4
Vice Principal Evans:
It's an individualized program that requires reading and the
kids can't read!" (chuckles from others).

Despite these strong feelings about reading performance, the needs

assessment conducted by Nelson and Callahan addressed these concerns in

highly theoretical and conceptual language that sometimes hid the basic

instructional problems. An example of sample items are shown onapage 79.

Thus, the first workshops offered to teachers near the end of the

planning year were a week-long series of sessions focusing on writing in-

structional objectives and designing appropriate instructional strategies,

In addition to Professor Coleman's course on reading,' Professor Jones

offered "Schools in a Modern Society," a general survey course that seemed

to fulfill the state's requirement for recertification. Both courses were

well-attended;.in fact, the high school principal attended Professor

Jones's course because of his needfor recertification.

Two BVEC consultants offered two workshops for Mt. Edwards teachers,

a one on reading instruction and reading materials and the other of mathe-

matics instruction that focused on a mathematics curriculum developed for

BVEC-member districts. "Fundamentals of Guidance" and a workshop on mastery

earning were also offered by outside consultants. The reading course was

most enthusiastically received.

Teachers at Mt. Edwards seem to be'caught up by several contradictory

forces. There is the very real need to upgrade their skills through the

state or locally mandated courses and/or prescribed courses requfred for

graduate degrees.. These courses, though, quite often do not address the

real instructional problems they.identify. On the other hand, there are

very pressing instructional needs of the entire Taft County schools that

center around improving the academic performance of Mt. Edwards students.

Crawford College faculty seem to be most capable of responding to the
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EXAMPLE OF TEACHER COMPETENCY NEEDS
ASSESSMENT FORM USED BY THE IIE /LEA

SA A D SD 1. Identifies learner's emotional, social, physical, and
intellectual needs. Draws upon knowledge of human
growth and development, learning theories, social/
cultural foundations, assessment techniques, curri-'
culum goals and content in order to gather information
about the learner and to identify instructional needs.

Comments:

SA A D SD 2. Designs instruction appropriate to goals and oblectft,es.
Develops a variety of strategies for promoting achieve-
ment of instructional goals and objectives uhich reflect
the learner's needs and offer the learner alternative
ways of achieving these goals and objectives.

Comments:

SA A D SD 3. Implements instruction that is consistent with plan.
Demonstrates the ability to use a variety of strategies
which have the potential to promote learner achieve-
ment of specified instructional goals and objectives.

Comments:

SA A D SD 4. Promotes effective patterns of commurication.
Recbgnizes the value of effective communication;
communicates effectively verbally, non-verbally,

.. ' and in writing; accepts and .supports ideas of others;
strives for more prodiEtive communication; and
encourages interaction among all members of the group.

-.AI

\Tomments:

SA - Strongly Agree

A - Agree
D - Disagree
SD - Strongly Disagree
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former needs by offering their'courses at the ichools. Providing work-
.

shops, consultants, and locally designed training would best meet the tea-
.

chers' latter needs. Joining these factors in one single collaboratively

planned in-service effort is the ideal way to implement fikd-based in-

service education. However, because the project'}s planners did not bring

the IHE or LEA groups together, field-based teacher education in Mt. Ed-

wards did not take place in this ode. No novel or experimental approaches

to in-service teacher education evolved in the project. Teachers' commit-

ment to developing their own in-servic did not occur either. These dimen-

sions of field-based teacher education were never discussed by the Teacher

Corps staff. With the exception of Knapp, the staff simply acted as a

broker, i.e., it set II% the in-service delivery structure without influenc-

ing the content. Under these circumstances, the IHE and LEA virtually re-

mained unchanged.

-r

.
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THE INTERN PItOGRAM

The intern program in the Mt. Edwardi project had a very strong

community-based component. Not only were the interns to conduct family

case studies, but the interns were also supposed to complete the following:

Compile a booklet of community resources.

Develop and implement a community-school based project.

Develop and conduct a series. of parent seminars on parenting.

Develop a multimedia presentation on the case study materials.

Organize Boy Scout andGirl Scout troops at the two elementary

schools.

4,(The interns were,alsO slated to take two graduate courses per quarter, at-

tend the in-service workshops, observe in a series of classrooms at various

grade levels, and begin supervised teaching in small groups. The staff

lt

arrangement was for the team leaders to monitor these activities and act as

a liaison for coordinating and managing interns as a group. Because the ,

intern component had such a strong community base, Callahan housed the team

leader in Charles Knapp's trailer office on the Mt. Edwards High School

campus.

Team Leader Selection:

There were 15 applicants for the ,position of tean leader. Many,ofsthe

applicants mere 'screened out quickly because their did not fulfill the basic

requirements of a master's degree and 5 years of teaching experience.

Though 'the Teacher Corps staff had hopes that teachers from the project

schools would apply, none did. The applicant that was chosen, Linda Dixon,
e

is a gr,Aduate of Crawfoid College's undergraduate and graduate program and
1

a teacher in Chattsworth. Linda Dixon, like Nelson and Knapp, grew up/in

the vicinity of Chattsworth and Taft County.

The staff, including Dixon, selected four interns from an applicant

pool of several hundred--mostly from napes circulated by a contracted Tea-

& Cher Corps service gr9ip. Of the four,selected, two of the interns, Edna

Monralb an d Joy ce Little, were residents of Mt. Edwards and recent college
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graduates; the third, Robert Barnes, grew up in a nearby county. The

fourth intern, Laura Stroller, was a former resident in an adjacent state.

If the intern `component's goal was to provide a vehicle for combining

in-service and preservice. teacher,education in this project, that goal may

not have been' met. The interns sat in the same room with in-service

teachers. At no time did we see an exchange of ideas among the interns and

teachers; the interns, given their hectic and demanding schedule, became

quickly isolated. By the third month they were depressed and extremely

disgruntled. One intern complained, "We were misled; we were not told we'd

haltre this much to do. More demands are being placed on us than anyone else.
/7

4406 project." The nearly complete breakdown of their morale was halted

by the team leader who got Callahan to reduce their schedule to more

manages le and less deianding proportions.
:
1The is latedxeture of the intern component also extended to Crawford

College. Becaus

schools, they ha virtually no collegiate aspect to their graduate program;

they did not meet nor interact nth other graduate students and, thus,

stand to lose a

the interns took their 'college courses in the project

4

aluable ,part of their graduate education.

4
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MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION

The Mt. Edwardvroject did not plan any multicultural activities

during the planning year, although the funded proposal clearly stated that

The school objectives, materials of instruction, evaluation

procedures, and resource materials will undergo,scrutiny by the

faculty to determine their appropriateness for accommodating the.

multicultural backgrounds of the students.

Confusion over purpose, goals, and.definition of multicultural education

prevailed among the project participants. Near the end of the planning

year, one elementary teacher active in Teacher Corps activities was asked

what multicultural education activities or planning took 'place during the

planning year. She remarked;

This was talked about prior to Teacher Corps but we did not

talk about it dliring this planning year. Last year we attended

a workshop but it Nes-never reinforced in the classroom.

When asked what prevented this follow-up, she replied,, "Frankly speaking,

the attitude of the teachers involved in the classroom. They don't have an

adequate concept of what multicultural education is about." Nelson's

assessment of the Mt. Edwards teachers was somewhat more specific; he

stated that the teachers tend to icultural education with race

relations: "They are still on the very first step of awareness:"

Callahan's comments are more reflective of the political aspects of

multicultural education. Agreeing Tartly with Nelson, he thinks that mul-

cultural education has the potential of raising issues associated with

e relations and could backfire, and if that happened the Teacher Corps

gram Would be blamed. What can be inferred from his commentsis a

rationale for why the project should not have anything to do with

multicultural education. A county school board member stated,

"Multlicultural education is not a priority with this county:

There are other rationalizations for not impkethenting multicultural

education. As one teacher said, "Why do we need multicultural education?

83
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Mt. Edwards schools are all Black." Several Community Council members

stated that same position. One Council member admitted that she did not

know what multicultural education was. Another response was, "; don't know

what it is, can you tell me more about it?"

Several project participants hoped that the interns would spark inter-

est in multicultural education among the teachers. One teacher remarked

before the interns arrived, "It will be interesting to see what the interns

do with multicultural education when they get back from their training."

At the midpoint of the second year of the.proje t, the interns had not

planned or developed any multicultural edoFatio activities.

The visits of the program specialist from Teacher Corps Washington

prompted a great deal of preparation. After one such visit, a staff person

stated that the program specialist did not ask any questions about the

project's multicultural component. Although various multicultural educa-

tion conferences wexe scheduled in different parts of the country, none of

the Mt. Edwards project participants attended. Multicultural education was

noneAistent in the Mt. Edwards project.

4.11wwmar
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CONCLUSIONS Lc

The Mt. Edwards project has not, at the conclusion of this study, in-

troduced any new ideas or navel approaches to the problems in Mt. Edwards

schools. The project, except for the Community Council, has caused little-

, excitement or enthusiasm among the'tqachers. As late as June of the plan-

ning year some teachers and other participants were still unclear as to the-

basic purpose of Teacher Corps.

The Mt. Edwards project does, however, capitalize-on the untapped

energy of the community. The previous-community groups (Title I and state,-

mandated advisory groups) were mostly advisory or approval groups. Acting

as an active planning, developing, and implementation group was a new role

for many of the Council members. With their own clearly defined budget and

the continued leadership of Knopp, the CommUnity Council ,could be the most
.-

lasting element of the"Mt.,Edwaids project.,

Crawford College remains as aloof AO indifferent to Taft County as it

was before Teacher Corps. Despite the dean's remarks about the college's

past efforts at collaboration, that collaboration hacPaIl been with fac7

ulty, other deans, and the LEA superintendent. When ,the IHE faculty taught

a course "-Out in the county" for the--Mt. Edwards project, it was simply a

matter of transporting an already existing course to-the site; a course's

-content or its emphasis or etructure rarely, changed. Field -based teacher

education -in this respect was not 'dynamic; it did not address.itself to

teacher-identified'issues or problems. It seems likely that pursuing this

type of in-service teacher training may only accidently increase the

teachers' classroom, problem-solving abilities.

The project staff's choice to center the planning around teacher in-

terviews and an elaborate needs assessment did very little to encourage-

face-to-face collaboration at the teacher level. Because the BVEC,'CraW--

ford College, and Taft County schools were already pHysieally and racially

'isolated, the need for genuine face-to-face"collaboratioh was even"more

urgent,:
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By the end of the planning year and near the end of the implementation

year two of thq most pervasive and serious problems facing the Mt. Edwa94s

community were not impacted by the Teacher Corps project: the extreme so-

cial and cultural isolationof the students (and teachers), andlthe stu-

dents' very poor academic performance. These two problems are constantly

talked about by all those concerned with improving the Mt. Edwards 'schools.

Though problems regarding reading and other instructional areas surfaced

during the needs assessments these were addressed in such eloquent educa-

tion language that they might yet be overlooked in the Mt. Edwards projeCt.

The limitations on accomplishments within the Chattsworth project are

only understandable when the full impact of the social conditions of Taft

County are understood. Race relatipns, socio-economic relations and power

relations among the White and Black residents of Taft County are not im-

proving rapidly, these relations permeate the schools and ultimately affect

all efforts at improving student academic performance. In another area

more attuned to_improying social conditions such a Teacher Corps program

might find ample nurturing. and support. However, in the social cantext of

Taft County some of the °Teacher-Corps program goals seem radical and

threatening and thus gained ittle support from those controlling the

schools. The Chattsworth Teacher Corps staff may, over the five years,

40 have more impact than documented here; social change ill not come over-
,

night to Taft County or Taft County schools.

1
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THE COMMUNITY SETTING

The Larger Community, .

dreensville'ls a large city of over a half a million people.' In many

ways it typifies the American metropolis. Like most cities of its size,

its bureaucracy is well-entrenched a it confionts many of the same prob-

lems that beset other large urban communities: poverty, uneMployMent,

'budget-balancing, neighborhood desegregation, and racial tensions.

Greensville is also a resort city where swimming, sua rfing, and fishing

canbe.enjoyed throughout the Year; tourists Seek relaxation on its miles

. of beautiful, sandy beaches. But the resort ambience and its accompanying

affluence aren't.pervasive. Economic and ethnic differencel heavily.in-

fluence the affairs, of many smaller communities within the Greensville en-
-

virons.

The Target Community, ift

One of these, the Teacher Corps target area, is close to Greensville's

downtomljaper city. Historically, it,was a White working class community.

During the past decade, however, Blacks have moved into the area in in-

creasing numbers. While the area is now predominantly Black, there are

Many other ethhic groups, inthe'comiunity. The area consists of two sec-

tions. In the larger, diece is a good -deal of commercial business activ-

ity,such as record stores, movie theaters, and supermarkets, but very few

Multifamily dwellings. Most of the homes are single - family units, but are

remarkably well-maintained, considering the limited income of Most of the .

reg4dents. is little noticeable graffiti or litterl The typical

home has bet gen twoand:three bedrooms and few "For.Sale" signs can beo

;

seen. ,

he other sectio of'the.t.h.iget. area is located near the e4e of the
.

'school attendance area and is nc4 As,prOsp.erons. Its bleak atmosphere is

characterized
)

by 01e-style loveinfent hou'sing p'ojects, with broken windows

and graffiti-covered walls. Thig.neighborhood is-oopnected.to an affluent

91 .
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White c unity by a footbridge that crosses the Three Lakes Canal. While

it appears unimposing and is, ln fact, A small concrete structure barely

four feet wide and fifty feet long, the footbridge is a focal point for

much of the bitter racial discord in the community.

The bridge was once barred by locks that prevented residents of one

area from walking into the other neighborhood. Twice a day the bridge was

unlocked to allow children to pass through on their wayto and from school

in the White neighborhood. In 1977 after much pressure from the Black com-

munity the 'bridge was permanently "unlocked," and now most of the com-

plaints about the bridge center around 'the increase in crime and vandalism

that have occurred on the affluent side of the bridge since its re-opening. .

Organized complaints from homeowners often demand the bride& be locked

again, thus implying that a criminal element has access to their neighbor-

hood via the bridge. Any newcomer who visits Greensville for a period of

tipe will likely encounter newspaper articles with headlines like "BURGLARY

VICTIMS DEMAND PROTECTION, or "NEIGHBORS SEE PROBLEMS OF CRIME, NOT SOLU-

TIONS.", While most of the Whites insist that the open-locked bridge ques-

tion is solely a crime issue rather than a racial one, the Black community

sees the Whites' attempt to c1Ose the bridge'as racist and inflammatory.

The School System (LE'A)

This racial strife is, evident in Greensville's schools, as well: The

Greensville school system - -or local ealOution agency (LEA)--sevesnearly a

quarter of a million students. It employs nearly 20,000 people and has an

annual budget that exceeds $600 million. The school system is'divided into

five districts. Each is led by an areasuperintepdent and support staff.
ar

There are between 50 and 75 schools in each area 'Tizugh desegregation was.

man ated almost, a 'decade ago most of Greensvil 's schools still largely -

71,

rep esent one ethnic group ust as they did b f re. Today,. howgver, some

pree ville citizens have decided that'integra a schools may not be such

good thing after all and that people are bete off in their (separate

grou s. An artiste written by an editorial s aif member of the local Blac

news aper reflects thig view:
, 0.

People- today are concerned primarily with w ether or not their
children ale learning. They want to be a3sured that the teach-

.

ers are competent Vid
.

that the same vari*y of-courses offered

.92 .
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in North Greensville are available to children on this side of

town. People are now of the opinion that it isn't necessary to
sit a Eladi thild next to a White child for learning to take
place, but simply give that Black child the same opportunity
given that White child and the process will evolve. We are of

that opinion too. Nothing'great has been accomplished as a

result of school integration. Of course,.our Black children
have been introduced to newer books and modern facilities, but
has it not cost us much more in anxiety than we've received in
benefits? What Black children need now, as they always have, is
quality education and thesame opportunities for learning in our
schools that their White contemporaries receive in their

schools. Anything else is purely secondary.

This lack of faith in chool integration is also expressed by the only

Black on the seven-member'school board. She stated:
4

If all schools are'gOod schools, then seeing that they maintain
their standard of excellence-is most important. We must place

the education of our children above a numbers game.

She made this remark after she voted to shift hundreds of Black students

from predominantly White schools back to all Black schools, despite objec-

tions cited in a report presented to a U.S. District Court judge.

The Institute of Higher Education .(IHE)

Greensville's newest university is part of the State University sys-
.

tem. It is located miles'from the inner city and is thought of as "com-

muter college."

Currently, there are two campuses with over 10,000 students. Both are

located on beautifully landscaped grounds aud have striking archPtectural.

. features. The students, a complex mix of ages, sexes, and ethnic groups,

came from many foreign countries as well as the surrounding area. The

academic program offers a wide range of undergraduae aid graduate pro-

gr s. Tuition is seasonable for the medium-income family'ancrtheUniv

it also offers a special program that provides tutorial assistance toll

students.
a

Until recently, the School of Education was run yetytraditionally

Th desigrrDe- Peter Green, saw the school's role as one of providing pr

;
se vice training for teachers; there was little educational innovation

rs-

nd

very little attempt to interact with -the public schools. In. the last few
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years, however, faculty and others began pressuring him to 4ing in more

money to the University and to encourage the School of Education to become

more ...field-oriented," to relate academic theory with actual teaching

practice. It was this pressure for innovation and for community in-service

'staff development that produced the seeds for a Teacher Corps program.

At the same time the School of Education was revamping its teacher

training efforts, the Greensville school system was anxious to impact

teacher education at the University. Many educators in the LEA had felt

that the communication between thi University and the school system was

poor and that the University had not been responsive to the needs of the

community. When the idea of a Teacher Corps program began circulating,

both groups felt that it would be in their best interests if the University

and the LEA cooperafed.

Actually, the Greensville school sytem had been involved with a Cycle

. I Teacher Corps program in the mid-60s under the auspices of another IHE.

The general consensus, however, was thatthe program left much to be de-

sired. People recalled that there were bad experiences with the Teacher

Corps interns in those days. They had projected an image of being "agents

for change,"and comments from those who had been around then made it clear

that mazy school staff members viewed the interns as being a disruptive

force in the school system. As a group, the interns were characterized as

politically "left-of-center" and as displaying negative behavior:, some did

not salute the'flag, many dressed very casually, sported long,haircand

wore beads. However, with the passing of tht Years Greensville was again

more receptive to the idea of a' Teacher Corps program. ,Many people felt

that it would hel solve some of the racial problems that existed and that

it would,assure ality education for their children.
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GENERATING A PROPOSAL

Laying the Groundwork

1

.

While many persons played a role in bringing the Teacher Corps propos-

al to ftuition, three others besides Dean Green helped in the early stages:

Dr. Tom Fisher, a profeator in the School of Education; Ann Rogers, one of

the'earliest staff members present at the University an4 experienced in

previous projict; and Dr. David Daly, the assistant 'superintendent in

charge of.federal and state programs.

Once Dean Green decided to initiate a Teacher Corps project within the

1
School of Education, he chose Dr. Tom Fisher to serve as project director

and to write the proposal for the program. Dr. Fisher.had had previous ex-

perience in writing a proposal foranother .School district and was pleased

with his new assignment. He immediately decided to visit anlongoing Tea-

cher Corps project in the state to speak to the project director and to

learn how the project wasactuallY handled'and working in the "real" world.
:(

Fisher saw that, as project director, his responsibilities were

largely managerial and administrative and ,could necessitate his overseeing
. /

the coordination of the entire project. He'would have to provide data to

the policy boards so that it could formulate policy and he had_to document

all project information. He was Also in charge of the project's' budget and

had to see to it that the Teac her Corps personnel received proper technical

assistance and training. Most important, he had to evaluaie the produres

and outcomes of the project as well as of the Teacher Corp staff and per-

sonne

influ

the s

need

,,Z,trohe L

reensville's superintendent cid 4chools is' perhaps one of the most

ntial persons in Greensillle! Nothing of significance takes place in
.

hool system without his approval an, certainly, Teacher Corp g would

is support. in order to succeed. Consequently, the first person'in

A that Dr. FiSher contacted conc rning the Teacher Corp S project was

Dr. David Daly, the assistant superintendent and the superintendent's
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confidant. Dalyb,was receptive to the idea o, the Teacher CbTps for 'a
...- .t ,i. ?' - ', .. .

:.dumber,

. ..pmmber of reasons..fte waa alreadk_famillar with it since-he had been

,.113 111.

involved WitOycie I.' He also felt thoiTe.acher

blen,t.. opportunity for the LEA to celarmunicae with

would tenable .the LEA tea impact their school of ed

He described his role win the program as foil

superintendent in this'project when he'is unable

this program to be successfqlmandNeela-have a

comini,about.: He:added, however, -that he didn't

interfere with the teachersl workday: "They have

I don't want any trouble frc them."' He made it

Corps provided an excel

the University faculty40

ucation.

ows: "I represent the

to be present. We want

role to ,play in this

want the project to

an ironclad contract and
iP

clear that'the project .

director was to clear everything tRrough his office.

p Fisher was initially faced with several important tasks: writing'the

proposal; selecting the target schools and staffirig the project; and "sell-

ing" the idea of the Teacher Corps to the target area, the school system,

and to other faculty members.

Selecting the Schools

414

One of Fisher's first tasks was to select the schools that would par-

rticipate in the Teacher Corps program. This meant he had to convince the

(school principals hat participating in Teacher Corps was good for their
* ,

t

dstuents. V

Hoover Junior High School

. Tom Fisher had alpeady established a friendship with Dr. Robert Watts,

the principal at Hoover Junior High. Fisher asked him if Hoover would

becothe a Teacher Corps target school. Watts,reluctantly accepted. A

serious man in his early 50s, Watts felt he would have to rk to "sel .---

J

this project to his staffl."

Three Lakes Elementary School

Three Lakes ElementariSchocdwas the second school to be selected
-.V C>.

Both Iii. Fisher and Dr. Daly felt it would be a.gdod addition to the pro-

gram because its principal:,Eleanor Hall, had beeh a "successful" Teacher
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Corpsintern dugng the Cycle I.program and was willing to.house the proj-

ect staff ,in _her school.' She also felt that as the "educational leader of

the scho01," she wanted her staff to communicate with each other. I want

them to-share their expertise with one'another. They cannot help the

k children 4n this school unless they communicate' better with each other."

,She felt her major challenge was to.get her staff talking to one another.

'Nancy Powell School

Thethi0 school to be selected was Nancy Powell High School. Besides

the fact thWt its Pri4cipal, Mrs. Judith Barron, enthusiastically embraced

the Teacher Corps concept, Powell was a good choice because it was a

"feeder school. Both Three Lakes Elementary and Hoover Junior High fed

students kdto Powell High School..

Washi4geon Middle School

6. Near tfie end of the first year of the project, the project evaluator

decided.to.:u84'arf6ther school to the project. Joe Gates, the principalof

Washingtow,Middle SchOol, was excited about participating in the Teacher
.

Corps program. _While Gates.felt that he had to convince his staff to

accept thefpeogram;ile also felt that the Teacher Corps would benefit the

children; persu4ng his staff to accept the program was a challenge that

he looked forward eo meeting.

EssentiAiAiil four -.schools Were chosen.td participate in the Tea-

cher
$

cher Corps program fdt iev rallar reasons: their principals, if 'ot.

. . i *entirely enthuiseAsiticbo tthe program,.Were receptive to nnovapOn and

were willing to participate Vhoorder to improve conditions for their pu-

mportA#t,quese fourAschooP, exhibited some of the charac-
i

e Teaher.Cirps progr'am!i4as set up expressly to deal 4th: .

pile.. But more

teristics that t

loW perfOrming m nority stud nts. In each ichoolAin analysis of'the res-
Nh

.
0,

sults of the last year's Sta ftlrd gchievement tests indicated that the
-

median percentile scores for the pupil1sOere,all betOw the" county median
.

percentile scores in reading,i mathemaiicalcbmputation, and.mathematical
k , --

concepts. And, with qigzexce tion of Hoover, which padAdtfte,semblAhce of -

*- - ,

ethnic balance (of its 1,100 students, 60% were Black, 20% Waite, 18% ,'.°°.-' ,,,,,,-,,balance
--

Hispanic, and 2% Asian), the schools had ved littlA ethnic distribution. :distribution.
. 1
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Of Washington's 1,200 students, 90% were Blaak: 5. %.were Hispanic, 3% were

White, and 2% were Other. At Powell High School, 85% of the 2,000 students

were Black, 10% were Hispanic, 3% were White,--1% was Asian andanother 1%

was Other. Al Three Lakes Elementary, 85% of the 900 students were Black,

8% were Hispanic, 5% were White, and 2% were Nubian. Interestingly, the

-instrubtional staff at all four target schools are predominantly White.

--The pfincipalgsat Three Lakes and Washington Middle Schook ate Black.

3 ,

Both Hoover Junior High School and Washington Middle School are at

tempting to.deal with disruptive behavior through their School Center for

Specialized Instruction (SCSI) program. The program is designed.to'providg.

an alternative to external suspension. Stidents are referred to SCSI by a

teacher; an assignment in this Center ranges ft.6E-r-I-6,10-daya.- Students

work indipendently in the self - contained classrooms on assignments provided

by their regular teakfers. Students also ,receive credit for assignments

performed while in SCSL. The Ceqer is staffed by one full-time teacher.

The general objectives for SCSI are to continue the student's academic

tutoring and8 academic/social counseling, and to folliifw 4 the student's

progress after his dismissal from the Center.

Nancy Powell High School also has a SCSI.Center. The center is

- staffed by one full-time teacher who has a background in counseling,-and a

.parent counselor fAiolit the community. In an eftort tp stimulate student

awareness and sensitivity to other cultures% an International Club has been
-

established. Students participating in thit clubs receive academic credit.
.°1

Also, a PRIDE (Professional Resources in *Developmental Education) program

is in operation and. offers counselipg ip a "rap room" format: a full-time

teacher is,assigned D101 the room. Students piprqVpating receive social
.

,studies credit , And in addition, seme..students have received training' in

.0

,

.Presentation to', the Schbols

ar

°

41)

p eer.counselin
,.

°

6 .

4 - ,

,

. Selling t1411chool staffs On, a Teacher Corps was truly a team effort,
,;

but because Tbm'Flsher
4
had first solde..pTincirals on the. idea, he had

their help in sititing tbe liroposal andlin persuading their staff. it

\
t .

., /77: Thsteforeegthe ,first presentetiofl to the, school staff by Top and. the prin-

."-*

' /.010als e4hasized.the rwr rathee.than,a."they" afipec,p of the project. A
.

,

.. _pert of their'statements lids: , ' ,4 ,- le 1 0.. , ,

4., , - 98
..c
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We w oulllike to' assist you in imPiaVipg'Ifot

,

studen test.
. -

scores. Idprovingstudent test score's is the Number 1 priority
of.this school systei;. a great deal of pressure has been placed

on teachers to improve their students' test scores.

We would like to assist you with your basic skills program.

We'wouid like pprvide u with some resources that will're-
-. Ancetairsruptive behavior in you lassrooms.

4116-1 ..pr

Statements of this type crestgd a recept ve &tmosphere for thenew

Teacher Corps program.

*

s

Presentation to the Community

Fisher Usediveiy similar procedure in elling the target area com-

munity on the idea of buying into the new Teacher Corps program. He

placed heavy emphasis on "parent involvement" and "parity" of community,

university., and school system.

These meetings were held at each target school. Many concerns were

aired. Questions such Its "How will this program help in my child's learn-
.

ing more?", "Will this program,help teachers'to be more' sensitive to our

children's needs?", "Will we'reSttchave power to impact our schools 1f

this project comes into being?" were asked consistently.

N
Initial Reactions to the Program

School Staff

While there was general support at the administrative level in all the

target schools, some staff members were not supportive or interested, just

curious 'to see if this program would really offer anything new or different)

from other programs that had come and gone, leaving behind little or no

impact on the way the staff did things. Thus, few teachers were thrilled

with the thought of being involved with "another" pFogram; however,,lmo t of

them were willing to give it a try.

The typical teacher attitude ranged from hopeful to pessimisti I

really feel-Teacher Corps will be able to help us solve our problems here

at this school"; -I think it's a waste. Unless they c givemg an ide, I

don't have time for them";. "They came to our meeting but ltUidn't



concern me so I graded papers while they were talking." .Still,'most teach-
.

_..ers took a wait-and-see attitude-toward Teacher Corps;
. '

District S.taff,

The superintendent of schools, the area suReridtendent; and their

staffs all seemed to be pleased with Teacher Corps and supportive of the

program's objectives. The superintendent stated in the early.stages of the

pr-ojeet that "I support Teacher Corps 100%. This program is good for

the school board, and I like it and support it."

. .'The area superintendent ofthe target community, Peter Kelley, was

'
Involved with_the_propoaai_a_s_a member of the diatrict writing.. team.__ He

_ .

often used the words "we" and "our" when referring to the Teacher Corps

program. He had said, "I really want to see this project succeed and I

feel that my totalssupport is necessary for , its 'success." Dr. Robert

Sullivan, the area director, was-also very much involved with the project

at its early stages and helped Fisher get the project started.

IHE Staff

-
There were two groUPs in the University'sg6chool of Education, those

who were involved with Teacher Corps and those who were not. The group

tha; was involved (a few of Tom's close associates) were completely sub-

merged in the program.4'They were a part of the early thinking, conceptual-
.

izatIon, and development of the proposal. (Many of them later became part-

time staff members or consultanti for the project.) This was the suppor-

ivegr'oup. The% felt that Teacher Corps could provide the University with

money and a major outreach program, both sirable goals. The common feel-

ing toward Teacher Corps during the first ew months of this program was

'expressed by one/University administrator: ."This project has us talking

with downtown scool officials and that we have never been able to do

----before."

The Second faculty group was not involved in 'the project at a41. They

_expressed indifference toward the program and judged it harshly. the proj-

ect director attempted on several.occasions to solidify their convaitmentt.,

to the Teacher Corps project, but he was never successful in bringing that
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about. The majority, dUring those first few months of this project, were

"standoffish," as Tom termed it, and realLy d d. not want to be involved

with it. They were resent411 toward Tom "his" program and felt that he

had cut them out and,set up his own private club.

07.
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STAFFINGiTRE PROJECT TEAM.
0

After developing the propos41 and selling the idea of Teacher Corps to

the various groups that it wou-1.1j.mpact, Fisher's'next problem was to staff

the project team. Essentially, there were four Other project pdsitions

that were to be filled: the project documentor's, the community coordina-

.tor's,the program development specialist's, and the team leader's. The.

project interns also had to benselected-. Applicants were, required to sub-

m4t their. applications, and were to be interviewed before a selected gropp

of representatives from the LEA, from the University, and from the t

community.

1.

:

Project Aocumentar

Because Ann Rogers had worked with Tom during the last 6 years and had
,

assisted him in writing the project proposal, it was expected athat she

would be a member-of the Teacher Corps staff. The only question was what

role she would play. Ann's past 'job performance was highly ratedin the

i

area of general administrative tasks and, thus, it was only natural that
. .

. -
she be selected as the project documentor.

In her mid -30s, Ann is' very outgoing and verbal. She vieufaher role

in the project as the person who "keeps it all together and moving." She

stated the following:

This project needs someone to handle the many tasks that need to

be done, but people seem to overlook such things as follow-up

phone calls, memos, etc. I am dependable to take ca e of these

things and make..note that they have been taken care f.

-
410 . Her job Of documeq.er is comprehensive and includes uch'tasks'as pro-

,

y viding Administrative assistance to the project, docvment ng and collecting
.

/ e
.

. 1

data, coordinating administrative activities with, the of er project par-

ticipants,° providing the 'prOect with,administrative liaison, monitoring

budgetary matters along w th the\project director, ,and 'serving as. liaison

is

with the project monito
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Community Coordinator

Mary Porter was selected .to be the community coordinator for the,

. project. Though the usual hiring procedure took palce, Mary 'and Tom Fisher

had communicated long before the selection was made. s anAdministrator

, , in the LEA central office, Mary had written a very supportiVe.letter to Tom

//in which she had assured him of

I.

. . . the continuing cooperation and collaborati6 off our staff
as you preparelofunding consideration a Teacher Corps propos-

al directed toward the resolution of sane.of_the many problems
evidenced in pur inner-city schools. We are .especially pleased

that you are addressing a number of problems which we perceive,

as needing considerable attention just', now and probabli for some

time into `the future. . . . In the event that our office can

ever be of any assistance to you and your staff, do not hesitate

to call us. rest wishes for auccessful_con'sideration of your
proposal and a most productive project.4

Marys letter was one of three from the-LEA's central office that were

submitted as a part of the proposal to exhibit the superintendent's office

support for the Teacher Corps project. 'Confident and'artictilate, Mary Por-

ter expresses herself.gtoothly. She views her role as a guardian of the

target community ments' rights in this program:

We want to heip shaznitheieecisionmaking skills. Parents

around here are so midated by the school staff. We have to

find out from all concerned how parents share their wisdom

in;a more meaningful way in our. schools. If I can't be an

advocate for parents, then Irshouldn'trIle in this position.

Mary:s responsibi14t1es are extensiVe. She coordinates all parental

involvement activities'and provilles,liaison and coordination between par-.

ents, target.schoolip, and All appropriate social agencies in the feeder

system; she helps facilitate the communication among teachers, principals,

the Univeristy, and the Community Council,..and.linka community data and

participants to all related in-service training activities. She also

assists the Community Council in collecting data and making decisions and

conducts school volunteer training, among other 'things,'

In'addition to these-jobs, Mary, was also "assigned the responsibility

of coordinating the multicultural eddcational program. This assignment

included providing,coordination between the CommunAy CouDcil, teachers,

the University, and the LEA regarding the multicultural aspects of learning

104
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in the,feeder schoOls.'and.providing staff development for Teacher Cdrps

memhis in the areas of multicultural curriculum/materialsdevelopmeni and

revision.

HOgramDeilonment Specialist

James Weeden:the program development specialist, was the first real

"outsider" to be selected as a full-time member'of this project staff. He

too was screened from a tong list of appliaahts, and went through several

interviewing sessions with groups that represented the'LEA, IHE, and the

community. Weeder is in his mid-30s. James views his role as the "front

WeipersOn" for the project:
4

I,am the one to show the energy to the schools. My-face is the

Onehey seethe most. It's been good for.me, I've learned a

lot. My most success has been with the teachers in the schdols.

-I have really learned to respect the job that teachers andsprin-

cip ls are doing in public education.

His responsibilitles range from all types of training activities to_con-
,%

ducting needs 6sessement and collecting trainipgand evaluation data.

Team,Lea,,,ir and Interns

The last full-time project staff member to be selected wasl Jack Phi -.

1

1 lips, team leader. The position of team leader was advertised locally

through the LEA!yand nationally. The project director, the LEA target area

director, four principals, four teachers,, four parents, And two IHE staff

Made up' the teamleaderSelection tOmmitte4. The committee decided 'tha.t

, the t m leader should have ar least 5'years of teaching experience, 3

yeatsof which were in inner-city, schools; a master's degree; and experi-

ence,,in'supe4ising educational personnel. Though they felt that bilingual

ability was important, it was not necessary. Less .than 10 people applied

,for ,the job and it was given to Phillips, who taught in one of the target

schOols.

In his mid-30s, Jack appears to be quite anxious to do a good job in

his role as team leader. He views his role as "the one to bring about

needed changes." He stated the following when asked to describe his role

after being on the- job for a few weeks.

1-
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Well, Itell you, I view it more positively than I, did,2
weeks ago. I feel I'll be able to,do more as a team leader

than I first thought. I thinkI'llj. be able to bring about

some positive changes out at the University. With myhelp,
I think the interns will be able to tell the people out
there what the real world is really like in the schOls.
see-the five of us as an ongoing consultant group to them.
I think-we have ajlich mix of kids in our four target
schools and I think we will be able to help the teachers
deal with lowincome kids from differing backgrounds and
yet everyone will maintain their own identity within the
system.

The team'leader's responsibilities are largely focused on supervisihg

and assisting tke...intern team and providing liaison with target oschool

principals, teachers,"aftd the project' director.

The Teacher Corps internship was Advertised througb the LEA and IHE

internal networks. The project director, the IHE representative, the LEA'

Area director, four principals, four teachers, and four Community Council'

members made up the intern selection committee.

Before an,applicant for intern could be considered, he or she had to ,

meet the following criteria: the applicant must be eligible for state

certification; the applicant must possess a 3.0 grade point average (last

years .of undergraduate work) or have a combined score Of 1,000 or better on

the Graduate Record'Ecamilation; and the applicant must possess bilingual

skills and/or previous experience in lowincome social services programs.

The applicant response was not very good;,oply 22 completed applica

tions were received. Only seven of this group were eligible. It was_felt

that the_$150.00 perweek salary may have been the main reason for the low'

nuthber of applications.

Nye

The interns were a diverse group witt different backgrounds and ex
,

periences.

Helen was the. only native of GreenaVille Ah was in her mid -20s. Her

undergraduate major wAs Learning Disabilities, and Early Childhood Educa

tion. She had worked 'as a teacher's aide 1:4fore becoming an intern. Shag

viewed her role as' bang "one of a fearnerand:of assisting teachers in the

system to be-more humanistic," .

1



Karen was in her early 20s. .-She. received, her un.,_.gra uate degree in

Elementary Education with a specialty in 11;ading She had-no ptior work

experience. Karen viewed her role as learner anpaitheone who brings some

new approaches to helping-all children be;better in school."

was, flef-,11,41-20s
t',Oar undergraduate degree was in Early

Childhood Education. She,i1s4Aaa:nOt had:any prior work experience.

Peggy viewed, li.eprole;.aiIearner."

.;

n'

Michael,"404s.-mid-30s. He received his undergraduate degree in

Secondary-Eau006iwith a specialty td Social Studies. He taught for

sevekal -yg t aAlother country. He ,viewed his role as "learner and

s'onneon will 'be able to help school staff to make schools as happier

pla fgi-, all involVed."

P

.cl

/.71.4eI'nOrnal Evaluators

chre'Don Banks and Dr. Dick Moore are both in their late 30s. Both are

:.somewhat reserved but are enthusiastic about the Teacher Corps protect.

'Dr. Banks/said of his role in this project: "I will be looking at all the

;qualitative measures in this project. I feel I sunderstand what this pro-

gram is all about. I haVe been.with it before it was put on paper. Dr.

Moore said, "I will foc% my efforts on the quantitative evaluation aspects

ofthe project."
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START-UP ACTIVITIES

The Community Council Election

The Community Council election stands as one of the major successes of

the Project during its first year. There was television coverage, radio

announcements, and special programs devoted to the Teacher Corps and its

impact on the community. There were TV talk shows, a series of newspaper

articles, posters, and over 30,000 flyers that publicized the future proj-

ect activities as well as the Community Councj. election. This campaign to

enhance the awareness of the commundy to the new Teacher Corps project was

quite effective. Those who were not really interested were aroused enough

to asl( what this "new" program was all about.

The day before election day, nearly 200 persons turned out for a can-

didete's night, to meet the candidates and hear campaign talks. The at-

tendees consisted of parents, interested and curious citizens, teachers,

administrators from\the target schools, and students. Mary Porter, having

lived in this area all of her life, was well-informed on what buttons to

push in order .to get the maximum exposure for her efforts. The last few

weeks before the election, Mary spent long hours on the phone and worked in

the -community drumming up interest in theCommunity Council election. She

was successful in securing the county's permissions in the use of voting

Machines. "The machines added just the right touch; it made it seem like a

real election," Mary once said enthusiastically.

The project staff, the superintendent, the area superintendent and

staff, and the dean from the University all were impressed'that the Commu-

nity Council election was such a successful venture. Now they felt it was

time to get organized.

The elected council consisted of 15 members, 3 parents from each

target school, and 6. other community residents.(2 personi representing each"

school). Their first priority was to elect!,a chairperson. This was accom-

plished during the first meeting. The' chairperson was Mrs. Ruth*Jones, a
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woman in her mid-40s. She is a w-keyed person who smiles easily and is a ,

classroom teacher at Nancy Powell High,School.

As chairperson, Mrs. Jones viewed her role.. in this way:

I have to attend a lot of meetings and try to share the views of

the Community' Council in these meetings. I would like to also

help the Community Council members to be more effective in the

schools. There is so much potential in this group. What we

need is a 'good consultant who can help us to be more effective

in the schools. The raw talent is there, all it needs is . . .

a little polishing.

After the Community Council adopted its by-laws, it decided to focus

its activities around two Project objectives.A (Wincreasing parental in-

volvement in each school and (2) reducirtg disuptive student behavior in

the schools. The Project staff established task forces to carry out these

objectives.

r

Establishing'a Policy Board

Never before had the LEA and the IHE formally met together over any

issue until the Teacher Corps Eroject. Both groups wanted this project to

succeed, but because there had never been any contact between them, there

was a trust problem. This problem Las attacked by both parties phoning

each other and discussing almost-every problem, no matter how minor. This

procedure seemed to work. The representative from the community (Council

chairperson) carved out a pgessive role and agreed with whatever decisions

were made by the LEA and mg representatives. The project director met

several times on'a one-to-one basis with Dean Green, Dr. Daly, and Mrs.

Jones. However, these three major actors had never met together as a group

until the first Policy Board meeting. The dean chaired the first session.

Election of a chairperson'for this body was one of the top agenda items.'

It was clear that the LEA was making a power play when the assistant super-
,

intendent (representing the superintendent at this meeting) recommended

1

that the superintendent be named the chairpergon of the Policy Board. Im-

mediately the chairperson of the Community Council seconded the motion and

it carried 3` to O.

Appoiaing additional members to the Policy Board was the item on the

agenda that received the most attention. Once again, the assistant super-

/
intendent took the lead. He stated the importance of having all factions
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of the Teacher Corps,project re presented on the Policy Board. He

recommended the follawing persons be added to it; representatives

teachers!_union and the administrators' association, and a student from the

target area high school. (Later a represent4tive f the THE faculty was

added.). The chairperson of'the Community,COuncil seco d the motion and

it passed 3 to 0.

The dean made only one recommendation and that was to add the director

of the Teacher Center to the Policy Board. The as sistant superintendent

rejected his idea because the director of. this program had 'teen-reassigned.

The dean's recommendation did snot recastv second. Mrs. Jones, chairper-
.

son.of the Communi Council, did not make any recommendations. At the end

of the meeting the assistant superintendent said, "We must now all work

together for the good of this Project."

Therole of the Policy Board is to make all final decisfons on the

41>

project's operation (within the federal guideline's provided by the Teacher

Corps). HoWever, this Board wrestled with, its chatge allyear . It was

dilficult for Board members to digest all the information that was gerier-
.

ated between meetings (once every 2 months). Therefore, they depended on

the pioject director to play a major role in,policy formation and de-

cisionmaking: This situation did not seem to help the Board in

understanding its rale.
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EXPERIMENT IN COLLABORATION

Establishing Planning Task Forces

The project divided the responsibility for carrying out the

proje ct plann obje tives among himself and two of his staff mem-

bers. The prq ram developme cialist, Jim Weeden, was assigned to

facilitate the planningprocess for activities that would reduce disruptive

behavior, improve teacher, skills in assessing individual basic skills

achievement and improve the diagnostic/prescriptive teaching skills of
/.

regular classroom, teachers working with learning disabled/gliildren. To
Iv'

execute these responsibilities, .Weeden established three task tiptoes: the

'Disruptive Child Task FOrce, the Basic Skills Task Force, and the Learning

Disabilities Task Force.

Mary Porter,, the ,community coordinator, was tqld to facilitate the

planning activities which would increase parent involvemene,in the target

feeder schools (this evolved into the Parental Involvement Task Force), and,

which would improve multicultural understanding and teaching skills in mul-

ticultpral education. This became the Multicultural Understanding Task

Force.

Disruptive Children in the School Task Force

There were 13 people who served on the Disruptive. Child Task Force

Committee (4 parents, 4 teachers,,3 administrators, 1-professor, and 1

officer from the Greensville police department). It should be noted that

reducing the disruptive behavior of socially maladapted and /or emotionally

disturbed students was ranked as the hipest priority problem by all those

involved in the initial planning of the Project. The problem encountered

with the disruptive, socially maladapted child has been described by the

super intendent of schools as the "most important problemr that schools are

fabing.inGreendville. This sentiment is echoed by all teachers and

administiators in the project schools:

3 2t.
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prog4ii-devel-opment specialist generated the following activ,itigs

for this group:

(1) Collect and analyze existing data impacting on the' target schools:
to include demographic profiles, critical incidents (both offi-

cial and unofficial), and categarieg of disruptive behavior. ...

(2) DeterMine.the extent Of involvement by outside agencies dealing

ti

with.d sruptive"children (such as the Department of Health and

Rehabi tation Services, Greensville County Department of Human

. Resources, and local law enforcement agencies).

(3) Determine the extent Qf resources within the school system that

are available to the target schools (alternative education

.programs, school counselors, teachers, and parents).

(4) Identify other poential task force members.

(5) Complete needs assessment activities of task force and organize

data. .

(6) Analyze data and develop recommendations for submission to
.

Teacher Corps planning team for input to the second-year proposal

addendum.

The task force decided to seta specifi,.c objective for Year 2: that was,

to reduce by 15% the'number of referrals for disruptive and delinquent be-
.

ihavior by improvipg the ability of teachers, guidance counselors, school

-administrators; parents, and students to prevent disruptive and delin-

quent behaviors. The committeekrecomniended two major activities that would

address this objective: (1) &\4r workshop on crime prevention for school :

teams and (2) a .program on security issues involving students.

The workshop was planned to last 2.days. The school teams were to IA

made up of about 10 persons drawn from students,'parents, teachers, secu-

rity police, administrators, Realth workers, counselors, custodians, and

attendance officers. Among the topics covered at the workshops would'be

trends relating to violence in schools, techniques for protecting school

personnel and Property, critical steps to follow for serious in-school

incidents, small group-intensive discussion, and development of action

plans for each school team. It was hoped that workshop participants would

take what they learned,in the workshop and'implement it in their schools.

The program dealing with students and security issues was designed to

involve students in the school security process. This program'was bated on
,

two assumptions: that it is the students who are the victims of most day-
.

time offenses and that students have a rfi ht to becoie active partners in

14
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solving problems that directly affect them.' This last assumption ,carries

with it the belief that students not only have rights,, but more impor-

tanely,have obligations'to assist in ,the orderly operation of their

schools, including participation in school security functions.

'1
The members of this task force felt that teacher attitudes and

behavior toward students must changed and that innovative curriculum may

redUce and pret,en; students' acting out poor behavior.

Basic Wills Task Force'

There were 14 people on,the Basic Skillg Tasft Force committee (4

`parentsc-6 teachers, 1 professor, and 3 admijiistrators). During the first

year, this group met several times to outline what approach this project

should take in attacking the problem of students who score low on the state

assessment program for basic,skille inievement.

-__ Jim Weeden outlined, the following activities for this group:

(1) Collect and analyze )11ta from thetarget schools. that relate
basic skills to grade level (i.e., achievement 'test,scores,
reading and math and state assessment test scores-3Stanford
ilievement Test Scores, and other available inventory data).

4 (2) Organize a needs assessment task force using target :school
teachers; parents, professors from the IHE, and school system
curriculum specialists as resources.,

(3) Complete needs assessment adUvities of task force andorganize.

data.

(4) Analyze data and develop recommendations to submit to'the Teacher

Corps planning team for input to the second-year proposal adden-

dum.

The data collected by the taskr .forcerevealed a number of deficiencies in
.

achievement level and a clear.need for additional teacher training in the

basic skills teaching areas. The task force discovered strong evidence of

low pupilself-concept'being related to low teacher expectations;

. -especially in the Area of providing elementary basic skills in grades
4

9

, .

throUgh 12.

The IHE, in addition, planned to offer several courses to project

teachers that would impvrave their bapic skills instruction.
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Learning Disabilities Task Force

There were 13 people who signed up for the Learning Disabilities Task

Force committee (3 parents, 6 teaohe0, 1 professor, 3 administrators).

This group met several times during the first year. '

James Weeden suggested the following activities for this group:

(1) Collect and analyze existing data from the target schools by
grade level relative to the diagnostic/prescriptive strategies
teachers employ for children demonstrating a wide variety of

learning disabilities.
.

(2) Organl,ze a needs assessment task force using target school
teachers, paients, professors'from the IHE, and appropriate

school system curriculum specialists as resources.

(3) Complete needs assessment activities of task forcd and organize

data.

(4) Analyze data.and develop recommendations to submit to the Teacher

Corps planning team for input to the second -year proposal adden-

dum.

It soon became evident to the Learning Disabilities Task Force that their

focus was'too narrowly construed. They recommended that the scope of this

objective be broadened to inalude the full range of exceptional, children,

including gifted and talented students. This committee issued th'e follOw-
,

ing statement:.

The stigma of being an exceptional child and the school climate

of separateness that reinforces that stigmamill not go away
until those children are offd the opportunity to participate
in the school's.ingtructional program in the same wag, as all

other children.

This group recommended that an in-service training program be devel-

oped that would enabled the general classroom teacher to understand the

various exceptionalities prevalent in the project schools.. They, proposed

that a workshop for "Curriculum Development for Mainstreaming the Excep-

tional Child" be held for project teachers. Among/other things, this work-

shop should provide teacherg, both special and regular,' with the skills

necessary to effectively mainstream exceptional children; it,should,help

update teacher skills in order to enhance the productivity and growth of

exceptional children. The School of Education from the IHE and the Green-

sville school system decided they would jointly provide'such a workshop.
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Parental Involvement Task Force.

There were 23 people on the Parental Involvement Task Force committee

.(18 parents, '3 teachers, 1 adilnistrator, and l'professor). This group'met
N

several times during the first year.

Mary Porter'asked'them to consider the following activities:
a

(1) Collect all existing-data on parental involvement fn the target

schools (PTA, School Advisery Counca.community schools, area
. advisory, councils, and vOlanteer training).

1. (2.7 Determine the extent of parental involvement by various'cultural

groups.

(3) _Facilitate the organization and communication functions of the
Community Council and assist the Council in determining its '
membershipon other task forces.

° (4)' Complete needs assessment activities of the task force and
organize data.

.(5) Analyze data and develop recommendations for Teacher Corps
planning team for input to secondyear proposal °addendum.

This committee developed_a parental involvement survey' to get a "feel" of-
.

how important it was.to parents to be involvgi with their schools. The rel-

sults of the parents' survey revealed that ",parental involvement in school

activities is highly desirable as reinforcement of school objectives." The
1

committee concluded from the survey results that parents recognize the

importance of their involvement in the schools, but many feel powerless to"

influence the "feally" important decisions that take place in schools..

The committee recommended the following: (a) that parent andresident
o

volunteers' should be trained to work within the school and community set

ting, ,(b) that small groups of parents should be organized around a common

concern, and.(ip. that problem solving` training should be provided in homes

or at community schools. It was hoped that this would help them-present

theft concerns to the principal witAn a c, onstrtktive sharing framirork and

that those who have been trained to become small group leaders-could spread
.

the process to the neighborhoods:

Intern Erbgram Planning Task Force

` The project-director, Tom Fisher, chaired the Intern Program Tlanni9g

'Task Force. There were 10 people on the committee (all 4 project staff,,2,
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professors, 2 classroom teachers, 1 administrators and 1 parent). Fisher

outlined two major objectiyes for this group: (l) to assist with the

recruitment, screening, and selection of the teacher interns4and (2) to

assist with development of the intern program. The group decided that

every effort would be made to recruit teacher interns that. represented the

cultural groups in the target school community'and that both male and

female Would-be represented. Both objectives were'met.

This committee had little input on the content of the intern training

program. The IHE played the majoArole in developing this component. ThL-

Schcpl of Education's faculty,.the School of Health and Social'Services,
a

'and the Adult Education Division prJvided the input that led to the .

training program for interns.

Use of Outside Consultant's A

The Greensville Teacher Corps project used outside constatants r-
.

ingly. In feet, only two suchpersons were used to any degree .

One consultant was provided by Teacher Corps. He offered site-speci-

fic technical assistance on several occasions. The project director des-

cribed his role as "someone who would be around from time to time helping

us with the project in general." This consultant played two roles in the

proU si: meeting with the:project staff and meeting with the Policy Board

to advise them on implementing their Teacher Corps project. The ,staff met

individually with the consultant to discuss their ioles. They were able 'to

air their problems and the consultant was able to la" suggestode to help

eliminate problems of role clarity. Also, tAe consultant helped the

Board clarify its role. For example, at one Policy Board 'meeting late in

Year 1, a third of the meeting-Was turned over to the consultant who told

the Board:

I think it's important for you to keep two things in mind as you

akt on this Board. Who you are and what you represent.' Also, I
want you to think about, in your role, what you can do for this

program and what this program can 6 for you. Ask yourself "How

can I help this program to be more successful?" Now; I want

each of you to put down on a sheet of paper what you can do to

help make this prograd more successful.

4
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After aboUt 10 minutes, the papers were collected and every member's state-7.

ments ware placed on a chalk board and discussed. The ibain purpose of"this

exetcise was for each board member to share his role a,heperceived it

with his fellow board members in a nonthreatening environment.:

The.second project consultant played a somewhat d,ifferent role. He

was.not provided by the Teacher Corps and therefore was paid out of the

His role was to work closely with the project director,,

in keeping the program on the\rright track." This con-
..

the project more,globally. He was also observed playing

project's budget.

tapd to assist him

sultant leaked at

two kinds of roles in this project: assisting the project director in

developing his, management plan and conducting a 2-1/2 day workshop with

,project staff principals and a few ,s'elected IHE staff: The workshop's pur-

pose was to improve communication ,end collaboration among and between

Teacher Corps personnel,, to di cuss the general outcomes of each objective,
-

and to lead a discussOn on each project staff member's assigned. ,

. ,

Though a limited uselbas made'of these outside consultants in this

project, they were received yell and appeared tb have made a good contribu-,

tion to the project staff in theirltort to reduce.the level of problems

associated with the planningphase of'ihe project.

x
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,A14
MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION

Despite the fact that one of the major objectives of the Teacher Corps

program was'"To improve multicultural understandi;lrand.teacher skill in

implementing products and /or materials that enhance basic skills achieve-
:

',went for students from multicultural backgrounds," multicultural education

took A bapk seat during-the Project. ,

The community coordinator, who Was placed in charge of, multicultural

educai on, lacked interest in the program and cited her Aaik of experience

as a ma or factor:

V.

Mod teachers feel they-don't need help with multicultural
skills; to admit they need'help in this area they feeLis to
admit they don't know how to deal with al; chirdren. .1 don't

have the training in this area and, therefore, I should not be

in charge of it. I have told Tom cover and over,I don't have
the expertise inmulticatural education, but either he doesn'

-hear, or doesn't card, 'or wants to see me fail or see multicul-

tural edification fail.. I really don't understand where he is
coming from% The ..one Black Professor at-the University who

knows this area will not work with Tom. I really an't think
multicultural education w11 be very effective if Tom stays on

, as director of this project. The one consultant [IHE staff] he

had working with me all year told me right out front: "I am

very uncertain as to what'to do in the area of multiculture." I

really don't think it's going to get off the ground.

cw

One ,of the principal reasons°for this confusion, was the problem of

definition. Early on, multicultural education was thbught of as being the

same as a bilingual program; in fact, the' school system throughout the year

,
equated multicultural eduCation with language instruction. By the end of

the year, however, most disagreed with this approach,(including the project

director), though they could not-agree on a focus for the pr9gram.

Mary Porter had set up a multicultural education task force committee

-and had asked it to:

(1) Collect all'-elcisting multicultur'al education data for each

target school.
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Survey multicultural materials'available to project schools and
determine, the extent of their use-1\1 well as their potential for

enhancing; 'skill development.
'

(3) Compiete4leedS assessment activities and organize data for input

.
into the ,second -year proposal addendum.

f.

Composed of,target school\t,eachers, professors, Community'Council members,

parents, and representatives from the LEA's curriculum department, school,

advisory councils, and PTAs.; the 21-member task group did little to help

the problem of general confusion about multicultural education. Attendance

at the meerings, was poor and the task force met onlrsporadicaily. It de-

fined multicultural education as "sensitizing",teachers to the needs of the

children they taught, rather than focusing on concrete, curriculum pro-
.

posals.: The group felt that, if the behaviors of.teachers would change to .
,

become more positive, this would be reflected in more positive behavior

among students. The:coordinator expressed her support for this idea,

saying that, "We don't want to produce another curriculum 'guide and give

teachers materials that will mOt be used. We want to change the teachers'

behavior and attitude." The committee agreed: "Once we get,thes'e people

'sensitized,' then we should have a program to keep them this way." One

V-
member said, Ne'must provide these teachers with an effective experience

in order for them to be more humanistic in their dealings with' children,"

'and expressed t* idea ofan"immersion laboratory" that would,rovide

participants with.the opportunity to work through a new experience that

would engender a high level of mutual understanding and camaraderie. This

type of.dialogue among the task force members yielded no concrete plans for

programs or for other classroom activities.

The Project struggled with multicultural education during Year 1. Un7.

fortunately, the IHE-offered no multicultural courses at that time, The

task force members and the community coordinator felt unsupported, litked

guidance and felt frustrated by the lack of commitment shown by either the

LHE or LEA. Therefore,it was no surprise that Year 1 of the Greensville

TeaCher Corps project saw little success in multicultural education.'
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YEAR ONE OF THE PROJECT
I

Unrest and Dissension

During the Project's f rst year, several events occurred that impacted

on the Teacher Corps prograi. A)r. Green, who had been instrumental in set-

ting,up the program, resigne aa Dean of the School of Education at the

IHE. He was'replaced by Dr. Bruce Sharp, a man who had held a similar

4
position at'another universi The change in deans meant reorientingi

re-explaining, and,reassessi g the, goals of Teacher Corps. The ne* dean

also had definite ideas aboui the staffing on the project.

Asecond set of events occurred as Teacher Corps made its entry into

the University. 'This coincideewith the height of Black faculty unrest. A

Black faculty group-circulateda written report claiming thA the'Univer-

sity practiced institutional racism. They charged the University with,

using dual standards for awafr4ng tenure and promotions; the group's state-

ment outlined how -White unOemlbity officials denied these benefitg to

Blacks, eyen though they,werg often better qualified than theirWhite col-
.

. leagues. Among other things, the Black facultf charged that (in the year

before Teacher Corps)-ttori.than 65% of the academic departments in the

University had no Black..,4aulty members and that the College of Arts and

Sciences (with more than 11,20 faculty positions) had only two BlaCks. They

also charged ihattheAtiniveriity had a history of awarding Blacks the low-

at starting salaries, the smallest pay raise's; and little or no merit pay

increases. ift

A Black faculty member in the School of Education, in-particular, saw

himself in a powerless position as he described his frustrations:
ti

Just to tell yoti how much power we have, let the share one'

example of our powerlessness. Last year there were twoBlack
faculty members up for promotion and one tor tenure. They were

1 judged by an all-White promotion and tenure committee. Needless

to gay in that betting, we came out zero for three. They all

were turned down. By the way; we are suing the University for

its discriminatory practices.
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When Dean Green left the School f Education,,the Black faculty had two

Black candidates suggested to t1e search committees as likely replacements.
However, neither of them was selected.

. .

The local newspaper focused on the issue with an article headlined,

"BLACK FACULTY LOSES DEAN.}IGHT." The Uni4ersity'S official students',

newspaper also carried a big front page article entitled, "BLACK FACULTY

CLAIM RACIAL BIAS IN HIRING." Both of these artic4s centered around the

controversial appointment of the new dean, Bruce Sharp. The Black faculty

charged that Sharp had applied for the job too late and by telephone. They

also claimed that the University showed preferential treatment by even con-

sidering him. The Black Faculty Employees' Association president was

quoted in the newspaper as saying:

This [ ppointment of the new dean] was an opportunity to follow
throug with some affirmative action. We are kind of disp-
pointed that, in spite of atll the irregularities that the

adminis ation has been gnilty of, it would still follow through
with thi .

.0., .

This was the chaiged att8apheie in which Sharp began his new job as
. -

Dean of the School-of EducaWand Chief IHE participant in the Teacher

Corps Program. From the start; however, Sharp made clear his commitment to

the program. He stressed that he wanted collaborition on all fronts:

I have met face to face with the'superintendent '[of schools] on
r 'severaf'occasions. I think he/is a great fellow and a .fine edu-

'" cator."He personally introduced me to his Board and gave strong
support to this Institution and said some kind things about me
on TV. I think we are going to work well together. We want

' Teacher Corps to become a laboratory to produce institutional--
:iied preservice and in-service here in our Urban Teacher Educa-

tion Program.

He went on to say he had also met with the president of the teachers'

union:

I feel th teachers' union leadershi s supportive of this
program: The potential power of this p gram is tremendous and
I plan/ to use it. I plan to 'use -Teacher Corps to help place

urban'educatien on the front burner out here. This University
isinot committed to urban education yet but they will be. My

TOcher Education program will focus on the urban areas. We

will focus on two areas in our teacher training, urban and
multicultural education. I plan to use Teacher Corps to help me
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pull this off; I also plan to push the state levels for assist-
ance in these two areas.. I also plan to use Teacher Corps to
help me get the most of my Teacher Education program off the
ground. I will reward faculty for working in the Teacher Corps

program.

A Black faculty member of the School of Education also held strong

views on the project:

One thing you may not appreciate and that is how much the one
million dollars brought in by the Teacher Corps project meant to
us out at the University. Canru imagine how thrilled we,
the members of,the Black faculty, were when we heard this much
money would be available to our kids? As you know, those

project achools are 90 percent Black. Our excitement was soon
erased when we discovered that the Black faculty out here would
be completely left out of the Teacher Corps. This program was

to be run by Whites with little or no input from Blacks. All

rewards, such as traveling to meetings, etc., and all the money
for teaching classes or putting on workshops would go to Whites

only. We were angry--no, I take that back. We were livid!
H6wever, we think we see a positive change since the new dean.
However, the jury is still out on Dr. Sharp as far as we are

concerned.

7,4* He also had harsh criticism of Tom Fisher 4nd one ()lithe project

evaluatorsV

Tom and James [Weeden] never made themselves available to anyone

out here. They had their little private White club called
Teacher Corps and the rest of us never had any 'contact with

them. Tom only had White faculty to teach courses and'be
consultants for Teacher Corps. Therefore, we never knew what

was really going on until late last year when Dr. Shari came on

board. .

At the conclusion of our talk, ti4e faculty member said that he was

certain that these views were representative of the rest of the Black

.faculty. Later interviews with other Black faculty members confirmed this

opinion, though not expreised'as strongly. Other faculty memberS were'just

as critical of the Teacher Corps project for the same reasons expressed_

here.

Dean Sharp apparently shared some of their concerns on this point and_

in a meeting he voiced a similar criticism of.the project director:
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My real concern is with the management of this project. I have

set,up a committee to look at every aspect of the program. I

want a complete review of everything. There are some things

that I see that I don't like. There are seven people from the
University working in this program this summer. They are all

White. We can't_have this. I don't see enough multiculture

emphasis. Communication must improve between Tom and the rest

of the faculty out here. I plan to make some management changes
and I plan to move with dispatch. Tom has had some serious

problems with Mary and other members of his staff. I want to

lOok into that. We must improve the collaboration efforts on
all fronts.

Events at the tHE such as these culminated in the public release of a

position paper written by the Black Employees Association Facurtgroups.

Dean Sharp in an effort at being responsive to the position paper held dis-

-cussions with his Black faculty in the School of Education. As a result of

hearing grievances expressed about the Teacher Corps Project, he organized
.

and appointed a "fact-finding" committee (The ADHOC Commitee for the

Evaluation and Development of the Teacher Corps Project) to look into the

issuessurrounding the Teacher Cofps project.

Actually,.the morale-of the project staff had already begun to sdf er

early in Year 1 as the issues surfaced in staff meetings.- During one of

the -
Project staff meetings, the concerns expressed by the community

-coordinator and the project documentor erupted. The feelings that were
A

expressed during this meeting surfaced with a great deal of emotion. Both

staff members accused the director of being insensitive to staff feelings,

of not being around the /office or in the LEA often enough to know when

problems occur; Fisher was criticized for not being visible enoughrat the

IHE,.and not being aware of the Policy Board's thinking on key issues. The

director then accused the project documentoi of often speaking before

thinking and of having a hidden agenda on most issues.

Even before these feelings wefe aired, the project director was

concerned:

staff is split right down the middle, males versus females.
Ann and James are not speaking to each other. Mary has been a

big disappointment to all 'of us. This aituation is getting

in the way of our ekfectiveness in the schools. I havp had to
relieve Ann of her pbistign as project documentor because she.
is not getting the job,done and Mary has not lived up to her
promise to me to get her administrative credential this year.
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Mary is just not doing,the job in the community that/I hoped she.

would be able to do. She will nottalk to anyone downtown.

This has put me in the position of spending a lot of my time

doing things that she should be doing. I cannot and will not

operate with people who refuse to 'do theiiobs..

At this point it

flict strictly as one
tt",

however, that the two

appeared "that.. the project director viewed the con-
-.

of professional incompetence: It was later revealed,

women involved viewed the same situation as a classic

case of sexism and that the director was using their "incompetence" to

cover his inability to lead the project effectively. .

It was probably inevitable that, with this much rancor and dissension

among its members, the project team staff and any programmatic efforts

would collapse. During the next few'weeks afier*Dean Sharp completed his

review of the project, the following events occurred:

(1) The community coordinator, Mary Porter, and the project

documentor, Ann Rogers, left the project.

(2) The Dead's "fact finding; committee" found' the project "in

'need of help in several areas," among which were better

communication and management.

(3) The project director, Tom Fisher, and the Program
,0".

Development Spe*ciilist, Jack Weeden, both resigned.

Project Advocates

In spite of the problems centered around the project staff, the,

Teicheis.Corps program still had a number of strong advocates 1414supported

it wholeheartedly. Dian Sharp; though he had concerns with the project's

staff,4was extremely enthusiastic about it. So,was Dr. Don Banks, one of

the project evaluators.. He and Tom Fisher were friends and had spent many

hours discussing and planning how to write the'imoposal for the Teacher
. ,

COrps project before a word had ever beenplaced on paper. Throughout the

first year of-the project, Tom phoned or met with'Don numerous times

to share his problems, .concerns, and successes.' Wheh talking to fellow

professors, Banks often pointed out how the new program had brought more

positive visibility to the University:

Even though this is a major urban university, this is the first

out reach program this University had ever had. This project

brings a sizeable sum to the School of Education and it will

offset the salaries of a number of faculty members. This
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project will give the professors the opportunity to write ,

publish, and travel.

There were also strong advocatei of the program at the LEA, as well,

including the'superintendentof'schools and his assistant, Dr. David Daly.
b.

Daly shared his feelings about the Teacher Corps program very openly:

I've seen some positiVe things happen between my office and the
University since Teachef'Corps. We each had our way of handling
things, now we do a number,of things together. We called each
other on the phone ancktalk9d. We didn't used to do that.

There is.no question that this project is responsible for"o
better communication with the University. They are now being

More sensitive to the real world because of this project. They

now know there are many cultures out there. They now know there

are some lowincome fUlks out there too, and all those kinds of
people. must be dealt with at ,their. institution. I think that
new dean out there is great. 'He Comee over here to meet with
us, shares his thinking on things, and asks us what we think.

Now that's really new.

Bob Sullivan, the area director, has,lso grow0 to be an advocate of

-the Teacher Corps program. He had been exposed more, than any other LEA

staff member to the everyday operation of the program. He attende'- many

meetings and spent many hours with Tom Fisher discussing the prol and cons°

of the program. Sullivan is responsible for 23 of the 70 schoolsan one of

. the areas of Greensville's school system. Thefour-Teacher Corps tariet

schools are in his area. He states often to groups that "We support the

) goals of this program. We think that ttley are right on target."

Bill Jones, who replaced Eleanor. Hall.. as principal of Three Lakes

Elementary, shares his positive feelings toward Teacher Corps with his

staff and the parents. On many occasions he has said, "I feel the-Teacher

Corps program is good for us. I am so pleased to be a part of it." 4
° ..

Joe Gates, the principal at Washington JuniO?"Irgh, also expressed his

optimism about the Teacher Corper program: "This is an outstanding, program

and can help us here at Washington a great deal."
e

Teachers were oiPen supportive of-the program, as well. Mrs. Meyers

expressed her feelings thii way:
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4
I sit on one of the task force committees and am a teacher who

is committed to the same goals that Teacher Corpsthas outlined.
I know this program can .do so much for this school and we have
wellbehaved students here, except for d few. They cause some

real problems around here. I am a new teacher here and I got
involved with Teacher Corps.be*cause I hoped they would be able

to change this school for the better. Some of the teachers here
will not put out for the students, all they want is to be trans
ferred out of this innercity school to one that is middleclass
and White. So they put in their 9:00to 3:30 and that's it.

-1411

Even some oC the students expressed support of the Teacher Corps:,.

4 jhope they [Teacher Corps] can stop some of the fights here at

this school. There are too many fights here, especially 'between

the Whites and Blacks. The 'principals and teachers can't seem

.to stop them.

It was perhaps this ground swell of positive support for Teacher Corps

which helped the project survive past the planning year and the divisive

human relations issues which plagued the staff. C

3
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Classes Offered at the IHE

.

1 4.

SUMMER ACTIVITIES

During the summer (after Year 1) there were several graduate -level

courses offered by the IHE at the target high school. idditionallf,
.

_Teacher Corps paid the tuition for 'employed teachers or offered stipends

MOO per week) to teachers unemployed during the summer in the Teacher .

Co-fps project schools. Teachers were,told that completion of these courses

-r would enable them to fulfill requirements.for certification or redirection,

*
or that the courses would app1S, toward a.master's degree at the IHE. The

--six courses that were offered focused on teaching diagnostic, remedial, and

secondary school, and on diagnostic and prescriptive teaching methods.

Interns in the Community
4. ON.

The interns were scheduled "to be in the community" during the summer.

However, because of the almost. complete turnover in project staff, very few

plans materialized for the "in-community" intern component.

The former'community.coordinator had sent a letter late in the spfing

to 21 community agenclei thatstated in part:

The teacher/interns will come aboard,around June 1, 1979. As a

part of our intern/teacher activities during the 2-year imple-

mentationmentation period, we would like to.develop a bank'oCcommunity
agencies that would be willing to piOvide supervised experience
fqg.teacher/interns in exchahge for several hours per week of

volunteer services by said interns/teachers. Teacher Corps

National has always advocate a high level of'cqmmunity involve-.

ment for all of its interns eactIrs. This priority still ex-

ists, both nationally and 1 cally. We plan for our interns/-
teachers,to have in-depth experience in this community. It was

with this thought in mind that we selected your agency as a

potential placement sitefor our interns. If you are willing to

consider permitting teaeher/interns such experience through

- your program, please contact me in order that we might together

plan for involvilient of your agency.

...

The response from the agencies was 'good. However, because the commu-
,

nity coordinator left the program shortly after writing this letter and

o.
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'because her replacement was not hired for several months afterward, there volr......0"

was little follow-up and the interns-'- community expprience forthe summer.
was almost zero.

N
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PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

In-Service Workshops in the Project Schools

,

There were two Teacher Corps in-service training activities duringthe

first half of Year 2. The,f;rst activity was a "test-besting" workshop

that Was designed to help parents and teachers instruct students on the

cognitive technical and emotional aspects of,test-taking. This workshop ).

preceded-the statewide testing program by 3 weeks. ;t was well-littended by

parents, teachers, and school administrators.

The second in-service training activity was called PATL (Positive
a

414Attitilde Toward Learning). This workshop was thought to bequite helpful

to teachers. Its goal was to improve, teachers' management skills in the

'classroom and improve students' self-concept.

The Intern Program

, .

During Year 1 interns had planned to observe the teaching and learning

/
processes in,regdlar classes and to receive helpful feedback from teachers.

i

In Year 2 their goal is to get into the actual teaching act. They would

also like to provide school principals and classroom teachers with a' better

pndersEanding of the cultural and socioeconomic background of,fhe children

they serve. "They alsoant to 'develop a parents' communication network by

means of a newsletter. Finally, they want to assist faculty members who

are responsible fspr student activites such as clubs, student councils, abd

similar extracurricular activities, /

Throughout the 2-year preservice training program, interns will be,

involved in 4 variety of training experiences that are planned to address

the following three components of the project: the community-based train-.

inge and the formal academic training. The interrelationship of these

three components afforded integration of training activities.
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The Internship

During the first year of the training program, interns will spend

approximately 50% of the school day.in internship experiences that center

around developing a repertoire of observation skills, techniques, and
/ 4

tools. In addition, individual and small group labohtory-based instruc-
,

tion will occur.
4

The intensive systematic observation training program has a'three-fold

purpose. One purpose is to develop competencies in the use of observe-
,

xional systems related to structures, processes, and behaviors that make a

difference in the school organization, the classroom, and the community.

The second purpose requires the interns to observe a variety of teaching

styles, classroom environments, learning resources, And grouping patterns.

The third purpose is to expose the interns to several school sites, as well

as to settings other than educational institutions.

The Community -Based Training
a

Community-baSed educational experiences will consume approximately 20%

of the interne-time. It is intended that the community-based component

will increase the abilities- ofnterns to utilize community resources in

the instructional' process. Training consists of formal coursework and

community involvement experiences.

Interns will study the local community and acquire, An understanding of

its social,,. economic, pOlitical, ;religious, and multicultural chkacter-
.

'.istios. Interns will-.assist in developing a commAity resgurce bank that

is readily accessible for use in delivering"instruction. Duiing the in-

terns' studi-of the local community, the communifY1s chool concept will be

explored.

. Interns are engaged in studying .other agencies to determine the serv-

.
ices that they provide 'and how. the services could be used for instructional

.

purposes. Interns will devise a plan for involving a community agency,on a

regular basis Aroug ut th first year of the prOject. .

T
.

Community-based edudefion wa4 integrated into activities of the other'

pralgaram components. In addition, community coordination, cooperation, and

collaboration aspects will be examined. r

...,,_.. .),) 1

, . r.... ..)
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-In addition, the i erns will take the formal course work to obtain a

Master of Science degree in Education with a major in Elementary-Education.
i .

The.courses ranged from c9rpieulum design for child education to analysis,
._

and application oi,educatipal research.
4-
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CONCLUSIONS

The Greensville Teacher Corps project may best be.

vivor.". _First of all, it survived an incredible turno

Year 1 this project lost the dean at the IHE, two of i

_principals, its LEA liaison administrator, its project

described as a."sur-

er rate. During

s three target area

documentor, its

community coo ator, program development specialist,1and its'project

director. In spite of perso el conflicts, planning revisions and other

setbacks, the project is still funCtioning after its first 18 months of

existence. This is just short of unbel4Aitdble.
a

The footbridge that divides two areas within the target community,

one affluent and one not, in many ways typifies the divisiveness that this

project has faced bOth at the project staff level and at the, IHE level.

o'

The project staff was divided along sex lines ( male versus. female), and the

4IHE was divided along race lines (Black versus White). Just as the

7/bridge"caused much open conflict in the community, these sex- and

race -based conflicts caused continual unrest within the Greensville Teacher

Corps project.

The concept of a planning year was a difficult one for many of the

Greensville project's participants to internalize. The desire "to do" and

not to "talk about doing" was expressed often, especially by teachers in

the target schools.
1

Collaboration and multicultural education had mixed success within

this project. Put simply, collaboration succeeded and multicultural

education did not. Collaboration between the LEA and IHE had not, for all

'practical purposes, existed before the Teacher Corps project. Now, after

18 months, it is very much in evidence. Another positive implementation

feature was that the community participated in' a successful Community

Council election that heavily involved the LEA and the IHE. Communication

mechanisms have been established between the institutions and are

functioning.
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Multicultural education,was a "disaster area" within the Greensville

project.- Everything that could go wrong in the area of multicultural

education did.in fart go wrong. There was never a clear definition of

multicultural education, and as late as the end of Year 1, project parti-

cipants were still asking, "Who's in charge of multicultural education?"

The staff member assigned this responsibility made it clear repeatedly that

she did not have the skills to lead in this area, she did not have a well-
-,

defined budget, and she lacked confidence in the consultant who was to

assist her. If in fact a good multicultural education program contains

elements of re-educating for pluralism, requires restructuring the curri-

curs and developing instructional'materiajs, and involves providing cut=

tural experiences for students to enhance the school - human' experience, then

the Greensville project simply struck out on all counts. In short, there

were very few, if any, products to show after Year 1 of planning for multi-

cultural educationi

However, a casual observer today Ofhe Greensville project may not be

aware that the team leadtr and interns are now the "senior" staff. This

program has survived some difficult times during its first year and a half.

A great deal of commitment to the goals of Teacher Corps on the part of

many former project participants and the excellent staff selected after the

plannibg year may be the key reasons to this survival. Their efforts cer-

tainly seem to ha paid off.

.4
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MARTINSVILLE*

CAST OF CHARACTERS**

/

IHE /LEA Staff

Paul Brown Project Director, professor -GSU

Fred Gates Associate Project Director, adjunct faculty-GSU

Joanne Jencks Community Coordinato'r, resident of Martinsville

Alice Randolph Program Development, adjunct faculty, GSU

Richa,id Cole' GSU Faculty Specialist

Robert Farmer Associate Dean for Research-GSU

Community Council

Carole Young Community Council Chairperson

Bill Jencks
Jonathan Helmes
Edward York -

Richard Trujillo
Ton Kirkmann

LEA

Principal, Martinsville High School
Superintendent, Martinsvflle School District
Principal, Encinal Elementary School
Bilingual Program Director
BOCES Director

* Site of observation:
(data collection and site visits ended earlier in the Martinsville
project, thus some difference in presentation may be-noted)

A ** Names of people and places have been changed. .
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THE SETTING

Greensburg State University (GSU) is a large land grant universitly

that was founded in 1870. GSU has a string reputation for its high-quality ,

outreach and extension work in agriculture, especially in the surrounding

rural areas. It is a multifacited university offering a variety of under-

graduate programs and numerous graduate degrees in most'of'the academic

areas. Its enrollment at the time the Teacher Corps project began was

17,300. The college of Professional- Studies houses the Department of Edu-

cation in which the Teacher Corps project is located.
,

4

The Department of Education's teacher training program is best known

for preparing teachers for rural schools; many of their graduates are

eventually placed in small rural areas throughout the state. The Depart-

ment's emphasis is on the certificate program for the teaching of grades

7-12. Teacher preparation specialties can be obtained in biological sci-

ences, chemistry,. conversation education, geology, english, foreign lan-

guages, industrial arts; mathematics, physics, social studies, and speech.

The elementary certificate program, which is small, offers programs in the

arts, music and physical education. For the past 9 years the department'

has hopsed the Migrant Education Mobile Unit, which offered field-based

in-service training and support of teachers who teach migrant childien.

The original impetus for developing a Teacher Corps'proposal emerged

through the efforts of Dean Robert Farmer who encouraged the faculty to Rive

serious consideration to applying for a Teacher Corps project.

For the surrounding city ,of Greensburg, the university is its largest

enterprise. The Greensburg area surrounding the campus has the typical

ambience of a small college town. The main camphs4is within walking dis-

tance of the small downtown area, which has an abudance of.restaurants,

bookstores, small shops, and beer taverns. The city has been expanding

into the south end where new homes and shopping centers are being con-

structed. Although Greensburg's population is nearly 50,000, the city is

dominated by the presence of the university.
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Martinsville

Forty-seven miles south of Greensburg is the town of Martinsville.
/./

Martinsville's population of 5,000 isprimarily involved in farming. Light

industry is just begillning to settle in the Martinsville environs and has

created some non-farming jobs--especially for the Mexican American resi-

dents. After the marked exit from the freeway, Martinsville is still

almost 10 miles into the interior of the countryside. There is nothing

spectacular about the overall appearance of Martinsirille. The main street

.
business area runs about 4 .blocks and is composed of a'collection of res-

t

4 .

taurants, bars, a large automobile dealership, a'supermarket, a small movie

theater, and assorted other commercial buildings. On our first visit to

a Martinsville almost every business store front had banners, painted win-

dows, or signs saying, "Go Rams!" One of Martinsville's favorite pastithes

was about to take place that weekend--the high school football game. .

Pickup-trucks dominate the scene in Martinsville; the drivers in farm-

ers' garb-are in town mostly to shop for staples or visit one of the sev-

eral bars in town. The large Mexican American population (35 to 40%) is

reflected by occasional Spanish signs and several Mexican eating establish-
.

ments. Off Main Street are modest, small, mostly woodframe houses with

neat green lawns and flower beds. Near the northeast section of town is

the Mexican American area; it is conspiciously poor, houses are smaller and

in need.of repair and streets are more likely to be unpaved. There is also

a conspicuous absence'of large, stately mansions that are often reflective

of local wealth. The largest homes are located toward the south end of

. town toward Capital City. They are typical, recently built tract homes'

w th three to foul9(bedrooms. Local residents are somewhat proud that the

town is expanding. We were told that, 'because of school desegregation and

inflated housing costs, many families were relocating in Martinsville and

commuting the 27 milesto Capital City.

Near the high school is the Martinsville police! station. The small

brick building has become a symbol of conflict tetween White Martinsville

and Mexican American Martinsville. A series of articles written in a

nearby town's newspaper referred to Martinsville as a violent town, "A Town

in Trouble." The town was severely critized for the deplorable relationship

between its police force and the Mexi."can American, population. At the time
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we visited Martinsville in-date fall, five Mexican American men had re-

cently ben shot to death by local,policemen% Before Christmas the pblice
, .

chief's car was demolished with a stick of dynamite. The tense atmosphere,

was filled with charges'of racism. Volatile gatherings'af Mexican Ameri-

cans were often rousted from a popular bar and pool hall: The owner had

been cited for violations and the police were actively trying to close. the

bar down. This only inflamed the the situation further'by adding charges
. 4 .

of harassement,and racism.. Amazingly, Martinsville had just elected its

first Mexican American mayor and fired its fourth police chief when we were

introduced to the town. The mayor had run-unotwosed. It appears as though

White redidents'are somewhat resentful ofsthe large numbers of Mexican

American families choosing to settle permanently in Martinsville. However,

there is a small segment of the Mexican American population who are long-
,

time residents and who are well-integrated into the economic and social

life of Martinsville. The mayor offCMartinsville comes from such a faMily.
1

The modernization of Martinsville began several years ago when light

industry came to the town and employment opportunities increased.. The

simultaneous discovery of oil in the Martinsville area also influenced

social relations. Some Martinsville farmers who have oil rigs pumping on
ti

their property have cut back on farming, thus reducing the need for farm

labor, and forcing the Mexican Americans to turn to *her sources of in-

come. Thesspresent volatile social situation could almost'have been pre-

dicted--Martinsville was rushed into the 1980s with few mechanisms for

handlihg the rapid change taking place around it.

The Local Education Agency (LEA): The Schools

The Martinsville schools have often been the focal point of the town's

poor' human relations. In 1971 a bombsblast d police, cUlmiliating a series

skirmishes between police and field Uorker at themig'ranyorkers:

caleronnds.1/By 1973 the conflict moved into the schools when student

riots broke out. In June of that year thelhigh school was also bombed with
A

dynamite. Martinsville's new Superintendent, William Jones; speaks with

assuredness that Mexican American-White relations have improved dramat-
310

ically since. He points to the bilingual program and the appointment of

several Mexican American teachers as evidence that steps have been taken to A4
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ameliorate the situation. There is a strong teacher group in the Martins-

ville school that publically supports the bilingual program and presses for

various types of reform throughout the schools.,

The Martinsville public schools consist of.one elementary "school, one

middle school, and a ,high schooli.% 'Because of the impact of oil exploration

and developmentin Martinsville, its school bubget is remarkably, solvent,

the budget increased 10,timea in the past few years. The building housing

the middle school was recently renovated and is in excellent condition.

Beautiful spacious lawns and tennis and basketball courts lend a park-like

atmosphere to the middle school; a new milliondollst highaschool was built

a fewyears ago, thus completing a showcase series of buildings.clustered

within a five-square blotk r&dius.

Encinal Primary School (K -4)

The primary school was completed in 1969.- The building, which is in

excellent repair, has 29 classrooms, a fully equipped library, two small

instructional arias, a general office complex, and a cafeteria., There is a

- professional staff of 35 teachers plus 2eteaA1.1er aides. The iilingual

program is housed iu.the elementary school and into the sixth grade in

little more than half of the classrooms. Ricardo TrUjillo, the bilingual

program director, often spoke of his efforts to get.the district to expand
_

the bilidgual program bayon the sixth gradeland,into the high school. HeV
perceives'that there is a basic resistance to the bilingual program

throughout Martinsville and any effort td_expand it, would be futile. Some

teachers voice resentment oier the program because all of the aides are.

assigned to the bilingual classroom qnly; they feel that this is an unfair

disadvantage for nonbilingual teachers. gdward York, the principal, is

often referred to as a staunch supporter of bili"Lal education. He is

well-respected in the district and he, too, fees slat expansion of the

bilingual program beyond the eighth grade is not likely.

Martinsville Middle School (5-8)*

The middle school is in excellent condition. The halls are filled

with colorful graphics and bright carpets. The classrodms are bright,
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sunny, and equipped. The overall appearance is that of a tastefully de-

signed, well-endowed school. 'The school contains 3L classrooms, 8 small .

instructional areas, a well-equipped gym, an,auditorium, an office complet,

cafeteria, shop, library, and music area. The 36 teachers seem satisfied

with their working conditions, but some express discontent over the last

salar raise and see themselves becoming more agressive during future con

tract/negotiations. Thus, although the district's Mexican American pupil4t
population is more than 40%, there are no organized bilingual programs that

can be found beyond the sixth grade.
4

Martinsville High School (9-12)

The entrance to the one story, rambling building is impressive: large

expanses of green lawns and trees set the school back several yards from

the road. The entrance is enhanced by bright, sunny hallways connecting

large open spaces walled off.for the administrative offices, faculty plan-

ning areas, student locker areas, and classrooms. The well-designed build-
.

ing is eye pleasing and boasts of more than 106,000 square feet. There are

24 classrooms, a large gym,,,a music area, and a little theater that seats

250.

One of the newer additions to the building is the community-school

library. The library now contains a collection from both groups and is

used-by both student and 'adult borrowers. ' The Supekintendent speaks with

pride about the'merger and considers it a good step in the direction of

improving school-community relations.

Another unusual feature of Martinsville high school is the science

area that is designed for using computers, closed circuit TV, and video

taping systems. Within the science area is a small planetarium: The are

34 faculty members in the high school, several of whom are recently hired

Mexican American teachers.

Athletics at Martinsville High School are taken seribusly. a dis-

cussion about financing schools in Martinsville, the Superintend men-

tioned the high payroll that he has to meet. Pait of the reason for the

inflated payroll, he explained, is indirectly related to coaching: "I

have 13 part-time coaching positions to pay for at the nigh school...be-
.

cause there is a girls' teamland a boys' team, our coaching is doubled." i

.
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Martinbville High School offers football., soccer, basket b 1 i 1, swimming,

track, volleyball, and several other sports.. There are 1 ge turnouts',,by"

the community for the sports events; rivalries easily start with the 'gut
,

rounding counties. Athletics are clearly the most visible links into the

community.

AO.
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NEEDS OF MARTINSVILLE SCHOOLS

°

'Bilingual Education

It is difficult to believe poverty really.exisis .in,Martinsville wheri

one sees suctvlavish school facilities. Although the excellent physical

plants could easily be conceived as Martinsville's commitment to foimal

education, teachers, Teacher Corps staff,...and school administrators often

talk about the effects of Poverty on formal- academic achievement in the

schools. Despite the fact that Martinsville's standardized test scores

have not been made p ,
the schools have qualified for Title I assist-

ance, and,a Right-co-Re d project. With the schools' student population

over 40% Mexican American, many of whom came from different backgrounds,

bilingual education seems to loom as a top priority need in the Martins-

ville schools.
,

As the residency of the Mexican American community has shifted from

seasonal to permanent, the schools' emphasis has also shifted from migrant

education programs to b ngual education: There is, however, a basic

conflict in views over the real mrPose of bilingual education. Many White

residents in Martinsville openly oppose bilingualieducation because they

see it as special treatment for minority children who they think should be

self-reliant and proficient English speakers. Their opposition is de-

scribed in statements such as, "It doesn't seedright to single people out

in special groups.. Eerybedy should be treated the same. SpeCiarlabels

and groups only make the situation worse." Some residents also think,ki-

lingual programs run the risk of developing.pride in the Spanish culture

and language, a situation that may eventually' become inimical to the "Amer-

ican way of life."* On the other hand, some teachers and others who

* These views are not unilateral; there are many White families who enroll

their children in 'the bilingualvclasseafor the enriching benefits of

having- their children become proficient in Spanish. The Superinten-

dent's daughter was constantly Pointed to as an example of this level of

support. The Superintendent often spoke with pride about his daughtWs

facility with language as a result of the bilingual program. "However,

I'd have a hell of a time selling theidea of expanding the program-to

the majcwitY of Martinsville's White families," the Superintendent

stated. '
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AO support bilingual education see a real need for children from limited

English-speaking backgrounds to have intensive, language development along

with basic skills so as to assure maximum achievement. Some supporters of

bilingual education also favor maintaining the cultural aspects of the

Mexican American heritage; they cite this component of the program as the

bicultUral dimension.

Thus, the attitudes toward a bilingual. program in Martinsville seem

riddled with conflict.- The holistic approach of blending language mainten-

ance and cultural development is in direct opposition to the view that

English language proficiency should be the heart oithe bilingual program.

The latter fosters the notion that there is no need to expand language

maintenance beyond the elementary school for students to be proficient in

English. The:state department agrees with this veiw. Statewide evaluations

of program effectiveness rely almost exclusively on measures of English

language proficiency; bilingual program directors are constantly pressured

to justify why children remain in the program after reaching certain Eng-

lish proficiency levels.

The bilingual program director, Ricardo Trujillo, was recently hired

by the district. Young,lagressive, and with strong feelings about bilin-

gual education's cultural dimension, he voiced total frustration about the

conflict: "We are actually penalized for being. successful in do/eloping

English proficiency with students from limited English backgrounds; we lose
,

money." He explained that complicated funding restrictions further confuse

the issues:. "The K-3 classrooms are state - funded and English proficiency

is the main goal in these classrooms; however, bilingualism and Spanish

language deyelophient are encou'r aged." State funds primarily pay for the

'aides and the director's salary. Title VII funds, on the other hand, pay

for the preschool program and instructional materials in the fouyth, fifth,

and sixth grade classrooms. Title VII guide.lines permit both bicultural

and bilingual activities.- The opposing forces of conflicting views often

clash over issues of bilingual education in Martinsville schools. Although

the needs assessment item, "Extension and Imprbvement of Bilingual Educa-

tion," appeared on the form, the primary school faculty rated discipline

and behavior problems as significant. These were followed by a desire f.ri

assistance in working with .the exceptional child. Bilingual education

.needs were among the lowest ranked. . )
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Working Conditions and In-service Needs

Both the-middle school facility find the high school faculty ranked "a

wellstocked workroom for preparing and reyiewirig materials: as their top

priorities.' Assistance with discipline, demobstration teaching, and direct,

classroom assistance were also ranked high by these faculties. The high

school faculty felt that a well-developed career education program in the

high school was needed. Noting such wide variance in the assessment, the

proposal states,

It became obvious that the Training Complex would have to be
highly individualized utilizing a variety of resource people
that would probibly go beyond the resource of.any particular

University faculty. member.

The intersection, of bilingUal education needs, teaches-ranked needs,

and university capability continued to plague the project throughout its

planning year.
.
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s START-UP AND PLANNING YEAR

O

The'proposal's development and funding wefe entirely the products of-.

two energetic members of the Greensburg State Univerdity faculty; Paul

Brown a Fred Gates. They visited several surrounding school districts

J)efor c oosing the Martinsville School District as a Teacher Corps target

area though the town is 47 miles from the university,' Brown felt that

Teacher Corps could hake its greatest impact on Martinsville'because of the

needs that surfaced during the, preliminary visit. Brown also stated that

several school districts flatly refused. their inquiries because of the

"wild stories circulated about the last Teacher Corps project" at another
7 .

nearby state,university. Some superintendents were reluctant to partici-
c----

,pate in a project that could -be potentially conflictual in nature.

Paul Brown, a relatively new faculty member, felt that Teacher Corps

was consistent with his own values about equal education opportunities and

field based teacher education.' Though he was enthusiastic about
,.

directing

such' project, he was concerned that it might interfere with his chances

of obtaining tenure. Some of his decisions seemed to depend on the relar,

ionship he developed with Robert Farmer, the Associate Dean,for Research.

Wanting to encourage faculty research and development, Farmer. pointed outs

the many advantages of having a,Teacher Corps grant at GSU. After receiv7

inkpromises of total support from Farmer, Brown agreed to play a substan-

tial role in the Teacher, Corps project. Upon receiving notification of the

grant award, the Teacher Corps,'Washington Office, wanted Brown as director

and Gates as field director because of Brown's faculty appointment. Brown

reluctantly agreed and thus became project director.

eFred Gates wps an important figuie in GSU's Migrant Education Mobile

Un which focused ondspecialized teache training for schools,Weavily

'populated by migrant farm workers' children. As the need for such training

-diminished, Fred saw Teacher Corps as a logical Sreplacement and outlet for
0

?

his years of experienceas a field-based teabler trainer. Over the years,

Fred had developed a teal commitment to bringing culturally releVant

teacher techniques to teachers and maintaining both culture and langopge,
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dimensions in classrooms serving MexicanAmerican children. He grew up in

the area and spoke.fluent Spanish. Gates and Bfown together seemed to be a

dynamic pair;'the impressive, sensitively written, proposal was an extension

of their experience, expertise, and commitment to the ideals of preparing

teachers to encounter claStroom problems associated with low-incOme

schools /

Entrance into Project Schools and StaVing

However, the initial introduction of the project into the 'schools was,

beset by a number of'problems. Shortly after the opening of school, Gates

began visiting the Martinsville schools to 'start the planning activities as

coordinator and liaison person with GSU. Brown, on the other hand, was

slated to coordinate the university's
activitiesArand saw himself as spend-

ing most of his time at GSU. However, Gates' obvious enthusiasm, his

intimate knowledge of the local culture, and his definite opinions about

field-based teacher training and his "personal style" said Brown, all

combined to.work against him in the Martinsville schools. "He came on too

strong" and "He looked like an advOcate of minority rights and bilingual
s

education" were the two most prevalent comments made explaining the lack of

e4Penthusiasm that greeted his arrival. The rejection of Gates seem have,

been widespread coming not only from teachers and administrators but from

the superintendent as well. .

. -so

This prompted Brown and Gates to reconsider their job descriptions.

The compromise reached was thaethey would'switch roles. However, Brown,

surmised that his total involvement as the liaison staff member would

. eventually erode his effectiveness at the university. Recognizing this,
1

thesDean, Gates, Brown, and the Superintendeht all agreed that a more

permanent position should be established for coordinating the Martinsville

situation. In addition, the time for electing the Community Council and

the establishment of,planning groups was quickly approaching.

Supertintendent Helmes suggested that Joanne Jencks should fill the

position of community coordinator. The bulk of her job would be to coor-

dinate the council elections and develop the Council's activities. Joanne

Jencks was fairly ne4 to Martinsville and was the wife of the high school



O

principal, Bill Jencks, who had been recruited and hired by the Superin-

\,tendent shortly after his appointment as Superintendent. Joanne was in the

last stages of completing'her doctoral degree in Science Education. As a

former classroom teacher, she knew school curriculum'intimately but had no

'formal experiences with -community d pment work. Her eventual hiring

was justified on the groundi that her high level of educational achievement

justified giving her a chance at this job: With the hiring of.Joanne, the

Teachir Corps staff was-complete and the Council elections were ready to

'take place. In additioh to Joanne, Brown agreed that the school district's

budget could finance long-range,Consulting(by Thomas Kirkmann to work with

teachers in developing and revising the district's curriculum.

The BOCES and Martinsville's Curricular Needs

Tom Kirkmann is dip director.of the Board'of Cooperative Education

Services (BOCES). BOCES'was set up to-provide educational services that

small districts could not provide individually. Most of BOCES's services

have been primarily in the special education area; some other service

speech correction, remedial reading, migrant education, language develop-
,

tment, and psychological testing. ,However, it appears that Superintendent

Helmes wanted the Martinsville schools to consolidate and standardize their

curricula in all academic areas. Helmes viewed this as.his own persohal,

priority for the Martinsville schools and felt that the Teacher Corps proj-

ect should help with this most important district need. Superintendent

Helmes wanted to retain Kirkmann as the district's child consultant for

helping to consolidate the school curricula. Brown agreed to Helmes'

request for both Joanne Jencks and Tom Kirkmann, thus establishing a pat-

tern of cooperation that.was to last throughout the planning year.

Community Council-Elections

The first major activity was for Jencks to organize the Community

Council elections. At the suggestion of Superintendent Helmes, Jencks

organized the election by the'sameattendance zones used by the district.

Nominations were solicited b 'frite -in forms. When asked about trying to

get representative member of the community on the council, Jencks stated

that she had wanted to send flyers in both Spanish and English'; but that

the Supetintendent vetoed the idea because it might start a precedent.

4
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Jencks prepared an article describing the election and circulated it

in the school district's newsletter. Using an enclosed postcard, people

mailed in the names of interested candidates. This yielded a roster of

candidates that was posted in the next newsletter and in the local news-

paper. Eventually, mail out ballots were prepared and sent to every house-

hold with children in attendance in Martinsville schools. The election

yielded 11 members; the local priest of the Martinsville Catholic Church,

one male parent, and '9 female residents and parents. Except for one

Mexican-American, .the council was all White. This was because Jencks had

decided to solicit candidates by attendance zones, and the nominees reflec-

ted Martinsville's segregated housing situation.

Jencks became excited and enthusiastic at the potential of the Com-
, Ir

munity Council members. She immediately started out to develop ,them into a

smooth functioning group. Several training sessions were organized includ-

ing attendance at a weekend seminar on parliamentary procedure. While

Jencks encouraged attendance at workshops-akd short courses, 'she also

helped the Council conduct their own needs assessment to identify the range

of possible activities the-Council could undertake. By doing so, Jencks

quickly became independent of the rest of the Teacher Corps project. She
t rr,

developed into an articulate spokesperson for the Council and an advocate

of school-community relations; her leadership was facilitative. She con-

stantly infused the Council with new idea By the spring of the year, the

Council had'completed their planning task an Joanne remarked with some

frustration,-"We're ahead of everyone else and now we are being held

u0--the Council is ready to implement their projects." In additiod to the

workshops, training session and conferences, the Council successfully spon-

sored the construction of the showplace,playgroundtin the poorer section b'f

Martinsville. Their list of priorities/needs reflected the Council's

divergent viewpoints. For example, for Year 2 ofthe project, they elected

to explore the following 10 areas of community needs:

(1) Holistic health the council felt that health maintenance

through a health education program was much needed in

,Martinsville.

(2) Child care - Because Martinsville does not have high-quality

child care facilities and more mothers are entering the job

market, the Council felt-that child care was an important

issue in Martinsville.



(3) ComnunitySchool - The Council wanted to develop a community

school in conjunction with the Martinsville schools.

(4) 'Parental involvement - The Council wanted to increase

parental involvement in the schools, particularly the

Majestic Downs parents and the Mexican-American parents.

(5) Human development programs The Council wished to investi-

gate human development programs for Martinsville.

(6) Volunteer training - The Council wanted to provide training

for volunteers who- work with children.

(7) Communication - The Council felt that the schools' communi-

cation models needeeto be improved.

(8) 4Parent education programs..-w-The Council wanted to promote

parent edUcation through various programs.

(9) Senior citizen needs The Council wanted to investigate

senior citizens needs to determine what they were and how

the community could fielp_their senior citizens.

(10) Cultural experiences The Council felt that promoting a

variety of culturalexpviences for children would be bene-

ficial for the community.

Although the Council worked'hard of identifying possible activities,

they felt that input from morecommunityjnembers was needed. Having vir-

,tually no visibility in the' town and becapaethe Council participated pri-

!marily in planning the memters had little tangible evidence to point to

or to use as a reasonable explanation of what they were about when they

tried to solicit more community input.' Their biggest problem at this point

was how -to get others caughtapp in the same enthusiasm they experienced

during thj Planning year.

With this in mind, Joanne encouraged the Council to hold-an "idea

exchange" day. This event, she said,tould publicize the planning goals of

the Council and ask for'community 'input and-reaction. 'After careful plan-

ning, ringing doorbells and numarous phone calls, the committee was able to

get a small gathering of dther.perso to their idea exchange. This meet-

ing seemed to have represented a.tu ning point in the direction and focus,

of the Council.

At the ideas exchange Ale notionoof the community school sparked the

most attention and support. As a result the Council decided to focus most

of their energies into the.feasi6ility of developing a community school.

Actin:rapidly upon
*

theienewfolgid impetus the Council sdlicited the advice
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and help of Professor Richard Cole, a specialistin community based educa-

tion at GSU." They wanted Professor Cole to advise them on the most effi-

cient way to approach setting up a community school.*

After several meetings whichstressed defining th type, structure and

focus of the community school, the Council decided on a th e-fold

° strategy:

Throtigh the university's graduate program in community educe-

tion,,they, with Teacher Corps money partially funded a Mott

Foundation Intern who in turn would help lead the effort at
esehblishing a commaity school most suitable to the needs of

Martinsville. The intern eventually hired was a local resi-

dent of Martinsville.

'' With.the help of the intern, the Council organized a community

task force on community education. The task forge membership

of ten persons was composed of three Teacher Corps. council

members and seven additional community members.

.The task force's first charge was to survey the community for

possible organilation and content of the, community school.

With the help of Professor Cole and the Mott intern the task force

surveyed 250 households in Martinsville and reported an overwhelming surge

of interest in a community school. The survey also netted some 80 volun-

teers willingAo help establish the school., The'task force's report was

formally presented to the Community Council, accepted, and slated for

implementation on a pilot-basis'in the spring.**

The Commtinity Council was. convinced by the enthusiasm oPcommunity

response that it had clearly' discovered a real need for Martinsville.

Other spinoffs from tle corunity council's efforts were:
.

A senior citizen bus trip to the mountains in response to

almost no organized community activities for senior citizens.

* First-hand accounts confirmed the anticipated success of the community

school. It was let ched wittilarge numbers of children and adults

'signing up for classes. Other supportive funds are now being sought for

permanent staff.
** The Mott Foundation financed half the .cost ($2000) of.supportfor an

intern enrolled in a Masters program in community education, with a

local pgendy-(in this case, Teacher Corps) financing the other half

while the intern contributes service to the local community agency:
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A Fourth of July town .eelebration - the first for

Martinsville.

A consultant to help construct another playground in the

Mexican-American neighborhood utilizing a previously untapped

city recreation fund.-

An ethnic dance program highly attended and focused'on

Mexican-American and Japanese cultural forms.

A seminar on planning for growth in Martinsville emphasizing

municipal funding, controlled growth factors, open, space, -

Water services, social services, schools and human-relations-

involved planning commissions,, the Martinsville oity fathers

board, and a variety of,interested citizens.

. Joanne at this point felt that the Council learned to work together

successfully because she encouraged minimum use of parliamentary proce-

dures and an "open communication system." She felt that the perceived

status differences,among deans, superintendents, and community people made

genuine collaboration difficult. After further r flection she.stated,

"Rural people have poor images of themselves--they don't see themselves as

activators, doers, Oragressive. The work on the Council may begin to

change this image." Cardle Young, tie community' council chairperson,

. ,
agreed in Part with Joanne's opinion.- Carole stated that the greatest

contribution the Council a erience gave to her was to help breakdown the

perceived barriers of status di rences among deans, superintendents, college

professors; and community .people,Jbecause she had.the most-direct interaction with

them on the policy board.' She felt that the opportunity to travel as the,

Council 'representative and meeting a wide yariety of people helped her;'

develop a broader view of the world.

Commenting further on the obvious, success of the Council, Joanne

stated, "I think the greatest benefit of these-activities is that the

,
Teacher Corps council is'now committed to an idea ... they were never com-

mitted before ... they are dedicated to.the idea of developing and refining

events that bring the 'Ma community together, they are committed
4

to the idea of service to improve all aspects of the community'. Carole

Young echoed these comments' when talking about the Council's success, "they

are willing to learn new things ... and they now have confidence that they

can lead such efforts and that permits me to work morein the background

and not to bi the leader on.every task ... they are, receptive to new ideas

4
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whereas before they may have been skeptical." About multicultural educa-
's

tion she commented, "I know we didn't do much: in that area but the commu-

nity school now represents a structure., Now that the structure is in place

we can probably do something next year."'

411
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MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION

As late as June of.the planning year Martinsville's Teachers Corps

project hid produced no multicultural program proposals for the LEA. At

this time, teachers who. were active in the planning process were having

-
difficulty understanding the concept of equal educational oppartunities

A small discussion group of teachers voiced concern .that

should not be given preferential 'or" treatment;

Teacher Corps was ill-conceived.beeause of -this focus on

minority groups

ityfelt that

1 educational

opportunities and low-income schools. These teachers were not aware that

Teacher Corps activities were specifically designed to address the teacher

education problems linked to low-income students. They wanted graduate

classes paid for, and they wanted more teaching materials and better work-

ing conditions. o'In face of these demands) multicultural education was seen
,.,

as a frill. Some other teaeheia,and,adMinistrators equated multicultura,1
,-

education with ,bilingwileducatlion and objected to multicultural education
.. 4, ° .., . , , ,

for, the aa41Kreasgni dley objected tos bilingual programs.
, , . . ,_

,
However, et the iiniAre tePaUl,Brown used his influence to involve

-s

several of his eolleagues,An various activities related 'to multicultural

education. Using his limited fAhancial resources; Brown enticed a small
'

group of six faculty members into forming a planning group that would

produce a position,paper on multicultural educationfor the department to
. tA

use as a guide for a multicultural oomp' ent,of their teacher education

program. Brown agreed to send :three faculty members to a conferee in
4

. *return o their position papet and to offer leadership to the department

in area. Several days beEare their departure, Fred Gates gave them

in- service training on the conceptual babis of multienitural.aducation and

told them 'what to expect from the conference. Even during the conference,

Gates personally accompanied the group on various cultural, ctivities since

.
the conference WaS-held in a city'well known for itsmulticulutral.offer-

.

ings. Brown also, agreed. to, pay summer stipends for literature reviews On

multicultural education. He became quite active in'supporting the depart--
k

ment's response to a,Jequest from the. National Council on Accreditation of_

leacher Education (NCATE)for a multicultural teacher training component.
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Brown's biggest contribution occurred when he diverted a part of his

budget to help finance the salary of a faculty member trained in multicul-

tural education. The new faculty member, a female, Black Ph.D., was the

first faculty member in the department with such credentials.

Alice Randolph's experiential. and academic backgrounds were well

;suited forthe Martinsville project. A native of Capital CitY, her early

undergraduate and graduate work was taken at another nearby university. In

addition,-,she had worked and travelled in Latin American countries and was

fluent in Spanish. Paul Brown defined her respdAYbiliiies in broad terms

emphasizing that she was to assist in program planning and development for

the Teacher Corps project, assist in the development OX a knowledge'baqe

for multicultural education, help the department infuse *tic ural edu-

cation into its teacher education program and finally, to assist the

Martinsville ea,chers in introducingSulticultural eucation concepts

their teaching.

Alice.Randolph expected that some initial groundwork had been accom-

plished by, the department;_however, he
ir

first impressions were, "they (GSU

faculty) did not have a handle on what is education that is multicultural'

they had a misconception that multicultural education was only for

minorities or for those who worked with minorities." Thus, she felt that

her first task was to communicate tofifi-f-dblitty-a---ciear- and correct-con--

cept of multicultural education. 'At a faculty retreat held shortly after

her arrival he was a featured resource person; she took this opportunity,

to begin her work with the faculty. MOO
t

"The faculty wanted me to come to theij classes and give guest lec-

tures ....they were not confinnt that they could do it themselves." In

response,'Alice organized reading packets that both faculty and students

could.use; in addition,, she developed modular learning units that could

also be easily incorporated into the introductory education course required

for all teacher education students. Her services to individual faculty

members became limited to "meeting with them before class to go' over what I

would do-and what they should do .., I wanted them to readand interpret

the literature and incorporate_this
into their lectures ... a number of

faculty members found this to be overwhelming." Placed in such a vile,

Alice Randolph ran the risk of being threatening.
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Commenting on this another faculty member stated that "eventually some

faculty_members began to doubt her credibility." It was later learned that

Randolph's effectiveness in this role y have been hampered by her nonten-

ure track, "special " appointment as well as the messages she was sent to

deliver.

When asked about her influence she stated that the accreditation

package for the NCATE teacher education program did contain a modest multi-

culZnral component but she was not very infItiential in the write-up of this

section. She thinks her lasting influence is that the introductory educa-

tion course now contains a permanent section on multicultural education

that can be taught with a modular learning unit and an accompanying multi-

media packet, or the professors may use a .ntent guide to develop their

own approach. Randolph feels confident that this multicultural dimension

will be utilized,-in teaching the introductory course.

In Martinsville, Randolph realized that teacher resistance to

multicultural education had to be bypassed if anything was going to be

accomplished. On
41110,

this issue she commented, "I disagreed with the approach_

of hairing my name listed with a course offering. Instead I recommended

that independent study packets should be deN,loped and made available to

teachers wishing to do independent study on multi,drtural education ...

however, we never said that we were going to do multicultural education."

Using an individual, one-to-one strategy Randolph was able to:convince

a few teachers in each school to enroll for independent study and receive

either graduate credit or credits for recertification. Through this

approach she got-to know the teachers' more immediate instructional-needs

and was able to help them skillfully interweave multicultural education

context into their instructional formhts.. A total of thirteen teachers

_across each building signed up for Randolph's assistance. Through this

approach the project was able to point, to at least a modest accomplishment

in the multicultUral area.
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PLANNING - GROUPS

The planning structure in the Martinsville project was a complicated

venture from its inception. Paul Brown, in his attempt to avoid overt

conflict and to involve as many factions and role groups as possible,

created or supported eight distinct planning groups:

A Community Council - Essentially, the Council was structured

by guide lines in the Teacher Corps'Rules and Regulations,
they were charged to plah school-community activities.

A Teacher Advisory Board - Thi board consisted of teacher rep-
resentatives elected from each of the three schools, they were
asked to help plan teacher-initiated inservice activities.

Building level planning groups - Three groups for each,sepa-

. rate building, relied on volunteers and elected members to

plan inservice activities.

AdAtinistrators grout - To plan administrative activities and

inservice for administrators.

IHE steering group Was composed of the Dean, Elementary
Education Department Chairperson, Associate Dean of Research,
Assistant to the Dean, and Brown and Gates on a regular basis.
They reviewed Teacher Corps activities to keep informed and

offer advice to Paul Brown.

Policy Board The Board was expanded to include a teacher
representative and an administration representative. 4

Brown orchestrated the structure and workings of these groups by

attending their meetings at various, intervals. At these times he encour-

aged bringing original and new ideas to, the instructional problems in'

Martinsville schools. His own liberal views were often brought to fruition

through these groups. He allowed each group some small part of the budget

for their various activities.

I
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IN-SERVICE OFFERINGS

As thelfall school term approached, Brown "cashed in" on all of his

activities at the university. With the input from the teacher planning

groups he began planning the in-service offerings for the fall. Several

courses were offered along with opportunities for attendance at workshops,

conferences add the independent studies offered by Randolph. In addition,

Brown persuaded a group of faculty members to act as consultants on call

for teachers needing help with specific problems not covered by the come

offerings. The resulting in-service was a wide array of content area

- reflective of the wide Variance in the teachers' expressed needs. Prior to

this,.Brown was able to get ,the Martinsville board to approve of reimburse-

dent for the cost of graduate credits that could be earned through Teacher

Corps in-service offering. This agreement culminated a long debate and

stand off between. the superintendent and the teachers. The board's deci

sion to pay up to two-thirds of the tuition cost was most likely an impor-
t

tant factor in the teachers' decisions to enroll in the in-service offer-
A

ings. Topics and content areas in the course were:

Human relations for classroom teachers.

4. Cultural and linguistic difference's in children.

Curriculum development for children with linguistic problems

(focusing primarily on Mexican-American children).

Implementing the diptrict's new science' curriculum.

Developing objectives and maternal; for the high school

English curriculum.

Teacher evaluation for distridf sdmIniArators.

i Classroom motivation f& primary teachers.

Most of the courses mere 2-unit Credit cougles that were also valid

Por graduate credit. Teacher Corps also bedame active in offering

44°

in-service activities on the district's traditional. in-service days. Thealt

short-term inputs centered around impacting school and classroom climates
o

and developing teaching materials. In addition, Gips and Brownsestab-
,

lished the,lOng anticipated teachers' workroom. On.a drop-in basis Gates
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and others from the university were available to help with short -term

classroom problems not appropriate for formal workshops or courses.

At GSU Bioun not only generated dialogue about multicultural education

but he also'helped to bring the collective faculty strength on rural. educa7

tion into foCus. In his Varibus requests of help from selected faculty.

members rural4education as a concepttt field was constantly discussed. By

the close of Year 1979,'the GSU faculty' had established an Office of Rural

Education which represented a consortium with several nearby universities

in two other states. Faculty plans for this office included soliciting'

outside and internal funds to develop the office into a Center for Rural

Education with research and developmeRt activities as its Chain foci. The

small faculty group working with Brown generated enough funds to solicit

articles for its first two pUblications. The two journals focused on rural

education and teacher education for rural schools.. At the close,of our

study the two publications were nearly ready to go to press. The journals

also.contained an outlet for reporting on Teacher Corps activities; two

articles were written by the Superintendent of Martinsville schools and

ofgar Teacher Corps participants.
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CONCLUSION

6

The Martinsville project is successful in several areas. The commu-

nity counci l's long list of'achieveMents is reflective of the intersec-

tion of a long-standing commlity need and an appropriate, mandated Teacher

Corps actiVlty that meets ihat.need.: Martinsville was ready for'S'uch an

organized community activity. As the town struggled with growth, there was .

a, void that addressed itself to the human factors associated with rural

development; Althoegh the council, was hampered initially from a seeming

disinterest on the part of other Citizens, as soon as a tangible produtt of

'their planning was available, the council discovered an untapped r eserve of

.volunteer help. The council was wise to keep close to the schools and the

children because Martinsville citizens 'are extremely family oriented and

want "a good place NOr'raising my children." .

7

4

However, even though the social conditions were right for the coun-

.

cil's
A

effort to pay off, one - cannot discount the tremendous'importance of

two other factors. Joanne's dedicated leadership and commitment to devel-

oping the council members into a self - sustaining and self-generating group

was an important element that got the council focused and enthused. The

othei-factor was Teacher Corps itself. On this issue, Joann e's summary

comments are illustrative; she said, "I" am convinced that none of this

could have happened without Teacher Coips."

Another success for Brown was somewhat more subtle. Faced with a

potentially resistive group of teachers and university faculty members, he

skillfully wedged Teacher Corps activities into elements that were tailored

to fit the most pressing need's and desires of both group's. Although

teachers did not, wholeheartedly suppoit or trust university types, he

brought them together on tasks that were rewarding and responsive. Though

he was often criticized on'his management skills, potential conflict that

could have disrupted the entire project was avoiAed,,and reasonable repre-

sentations of mandated Teacher Corps activities were implemented.
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S

Brown's implementation tactics were fluid. He constantly reorganized

_

.

.

his objectives, staffing patterns and activities to fit the changing conditions

.

in Martinsville and GSU, A rigidly enforced management plan may very well

have beeh dysfuRctional for the Martinsville project.
.

.
,

, _

At the conclusion of our 'study, it was difficult to assess the roots

of_apother important factorOsociated with the Martinsville project. One

can easily see the seeds of.insitutitonalization. A multicultural component

to the introductory education course, encouragement 'fo. professional develop-

ment in MartinsvilleschOois throilgli payment for graduate igork and the

organization and publishing of scholarly jOurnarg on field-based activities
-

are beginning steps to institutitonalizing Teacher Corps' mandates,

41,
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